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Abstract 
When an aircraft is aerodynamically or structurally damaged in battle, it may not able to 
complete the mission and the damage may cause its loss. The subject of aircraft battle 
survivability is one of critical concern to many disciplines, whether military or civil. 
This thesis considered and focused on Computational Fluid Dynamics [CFD] predictions and 
experimental investigations into the effects of simulated battle damage on the low-speed 
aerodynamics of a fmite aspect ratio wing. 
Results showed that in two-dimensional [2d] and three-dimensional [3D] CFD simulations, 
Fluent's® models work reasonably well in predicting jets flow structures, pressure distributions, 
and pressure-coefficient Cp's contours but not for aerodynamic coefficients. The consequences 
were therefore that CFD prediction was poor on aerodynamic-coefficients increments. The 
prediction of Cp's achieved good agreement upstream and near the damage hole, but showed 
poor agreement at downstream of the hole. For the flow structure visualisation, at both weak and 
strong jet incidences, the solver always predicted pressure-distribution-coefficient lower at 
upstream and higher at downstream. The results showed relatively good agreement for the case 
of transitional and strong jet incidences but slightly poor for weak jet incidences. 
From the experimental results of Finite Wing, the increments for Aspect-ratio, AR6, AR8 and 
ARIO showed that as damage moves out towards the tip, aerodynamic-coefficients increments 
i.e. lift-loss and drag-rise decreased, and pitching-moment-coefficient increment indicated a 
more positive value at all incidence ranges and at all aspect ratios. Increasing the incidence 
resulted in greater magnitudes of lift-loss and drag-rise for all damage locations and aspect 
ratios. At the weak jet incidence 4° for AR8 and in all of the three damage locations, the main 
characteristics of the weak-jet were illustrated clearly. The increments were relatively small. 
Whilst at 8°, the flow structure was characterised as transitional to stronger-jet. In Finite Wing 
tests and for all damage locations, there was always a flow structure asymmetry. This was 
believed to be due to gravity, surface imperfection, and or genuine feature. An 'early strong jet' 
that indicated in Finite Wing-AR8 at 'transitional' incidence of 8°, also indicated in two-
dimensional results but at the weak-jet incidence of 4°. 
For the application of 2d data to AR6, AR8, and ARIO, an assessment of 2d force results led to 
the analysis that the tests in the AAE's Low Turbulence Tunnel for 2d were under-predicting the 
damage effects at low incidence, and over-predicting at high incidences. This suggested 
therefore that Irwin's 2d results could not be used immediately to predict three-dimensional. 
Keywords: Battle Damage, Survivability, Jets-in-crossflow, Cavity, Weak-jet, Strong-jet, Low 
Speed Wind Tunnel, Force Measurement, Surface Pressure Measurements, Flow 
Visualisation, Finite Aspect Ratio Wing, CFD, Fluent®. 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
During modem wars or periods of conflict between forces, the involvement of modem battle 
aircraft would be the primary tool influencing the outcome. However, when these aircraft are 
damaged in battle, then several problems may arise. 
The first problem is, can the aircraft complete the mission if it is damaged? The answer will 
depend on the condition of the aircraft, whether partially or severely damaged and which parts 
of the aircraft are actually damaged. 
The second problem is whether the damage may cause the loss of the aircraft due to 
aerodynamic or structural effects. 
When the damaged aircraft has managed to return to its base, then the question is can the aircraft 
land? -- since frequently returning aircraft stall on final approach. A further question is can the 
aircraft take-off again and be used in another battle - or at least is it safe enough to take-off to 
another base to be repaired? Answers to these questions need an in depth explanation 
concerning survivability, susceptibility and vulnerability [See section 1.2. for the meaning of 
these terms]. 
Initially sponsored by BAe Systems, an investigation into the aerodynam ic effects of simulated 
battle damage to a wing was studied and assessed in the Aeronautical and Automotive 
Engineering Department (AAE) of Loughborough University, UK. This was ten years ago when 
BAe Systems produced and specified a preliminary definition of battle damage for aerodynamic 
studies as stated in Andrew J. Irwin's [I] reference. 
The current research is an extension of the two-dimensional investigation carried out by Irwin. 
1.2 Survivability, Susceptibility and Vulnerability of 
Military Aircraft 
The subject of survivability is one of critical concern to many disciplines, whether military or 
civil. It is of particular concern when one is operating in essentially hostile environments. 
There have been notable examples where damage-intolerant design has led to failure, some 
with quite disastrous and tragic outcomes [2]. Therefore, survivability is a demanding field of 
inquiry, and essentially related to broader areas of study such as human factors and safety, 
modem technological development and military concepts of operations. 
In many ways, the history of aircraft development through the years has really been the quest 
for the survivable airplane -- in particular, military aircraft. Aircraft combat survivability 
(ACS) is defined as "the capability ofan aircraft to avoid and or withstand a man-made hostile 
environment" [3]. The key words in this defmition are "to avoid and or withstand". 
If the aircraft is unable to avoid the radars, guns, ballistic projectiles, guided missiles, 
exploding warheads and other elements that make up the hostile air defence environment, then 
the aircraft is categorized as susceptible - often referred to as the susceptibility of the aircraft. 
Aircraft susceptibility can be measured by the probability that the aircraft will be hit while on 
its mission. Thus, slow, low-flying aircraft that are easily detected, tracked, engaged and 
eventually hit with one or more damage sites are possibly susceptible. Fast, high-flying 
aircraft those are difficult to detect, difficult to track if detected, difficult to engage if tracked 
and difficult to hit if engaged are relatively unsusceptible. However, those assumptions are 
not always valid. The A-IO aircraft for instance, is the flfSt military aircraft specially designed 
for close air support of ground forces. It has excellent maneuverability at low air speeds and 
altitude. Specific survivability features include a titanium armour plated cockpit, a redundant 
flight control system separated by fuel tanks, a manual reversion mode for flight controls, 
foam filled fuel tanks, ballistic foam void fillers and a redundant primary structure providing 
"get home" capability after being hit. 
If the aircraft is unable to withstand any hits by the hostile environment, then the aircraft is 
categorised as vulnerable - often referred to as the vulnerability of the aircraft. As with 
susceptibility, the vulnerability of aircraft can also be measured by the conditional probability 
that the aircraft is killed given a hit. 
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Examples of vulnerability may be seen if an aircraft having only one engine, no fuel system, 
fire or explosion protection, or an unprotected pilot. These are categorised as very vulnerable. 
Aircraft with two widely separated engines, protected fuel systems, and shielding around the 
pilot are categorised as relatively invulnerable. 
So therefore [4], the ease with which an aircraft is killed by the hostile environment is 
measured by the probability of the aircraft being killed. The probability of kill is the product 
of the probability of hit (the susceptibility) and the conditional probability of kill from a given 
hit (the vulnerability). 
1.3 Survivability of Military Aircraft Design 
Combat survivability, as a formal design discipline for aircraft, is a relatively new concept. 
This discipline and its importance in the design of military aircraft increased dramatically in 
the middle 1960s when many aircraft, not specifically designed to be survivable, were shot 
down in South-east Asia. 
The current generation of military tactical aircraft now in development (or low rate initial 
production), e.g., the F-22 Raptor, F/A-18EIF Hornet, V-22 Osprey and RAH-66 Comanche 
Helicopter [3] and the latest Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) have strong survivability requirements 
[5]. Both susceptibility and vulnerability are being reduced using the technology that has 
evolved over the last 30 years. 
A balanced design between susceptibility and vulnerability issues is achieved using trade-off 
studies to determine the proper balance for the different aircraft with their different missions. 
This approach is expected to continue into the future, with an improved capability for 
conducting integrated survivability assessment and trade-off studies [5]. The fundamental 
approaches to solving those problems remain the same: reduced susceptibility and reduced 
vulnerability. 
1.3.1 Modelling a Battle Damaged Wing in Military Aircraft Design 
Modelling and simulation is an essential tool in the design of military aircraft survivability. 
The use of modelling and simulation has paralleled the growth of computing technology and 
the reduction in costs. With modelling, the concept can be modelled in a computer and tested 
in simulated operational environments and against simulated threats in a fraction of the time 
and with a minimal financial investment. 
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In the modelling and simulation, aircraft and weapons are digitally defined, based on physical, 
performance and signature characteristics. Analysts employ a family of survivability models 
to determine the probability of an aircraft being hit by a weapon (susceptibility) and the 
probability of aircraft survival after a hit (vulnerability). These analyses are conducted at the 
aircraft, component, and subcomponent levels such as cockpit, fuel tanks, and flight controls. 
These results of the analyses are fed back into survivability design and improvement 
programs. The sirnulations are limited to the aero-structure-system simulation of wing damage 
-- not aerodynamic simulation. 
A typical simulation may be seen in the Figure-I.l below where Boeing [5] performed the 
assessment to characterise wing damage of the hydraulic system analysis during Joint Strike 
Fighter survivability design. 
DamageZone ____ -.~~ 
Objective 
Characterize Wing Damage from Hydraulic RAM Analysis 
Figure-1.1 Boeing's Assessment to characterise wing damage 
1.3.2 Threats: Their Characteristics and Damage Processes 
The survival of military aircraft on a particular mission is related to the type of mission being 
conducted, the amount of support from friendly forces and the intensity and effectiveness of 
any hostile environment encountered during the execution of that mission. The hostile 
environment can be made up of numerous threat elements, each having a distinct set of 
characteristics and capabilities. Projectiles and missiles are the main threat mechanism that 
are considered to be of primary significance and are specially designed to cause damage to 
aircraft. 
This project, as was intended initially, was restricted to the one of the primary methods of 
inflicting aircraft damage [I] Le.: penetration. This was chosen because it is a common form 
of survivable damage. 
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1.3.3 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UA Vs) Engineering 
Survivability 
The relevance of this subject for chapter one is based on two reasons: first, the photograph of 
'Global Hawk' be low with a high aspect ratio wing is shown in Irwin 's thes is. G loba l-Hawk 
is a UA V type aircraft that is representative of poss ible' future military aircraft'. Secondly, as 
suggested [by Dr G. Page], the shape and a pect ratio of the current investi gation is more 
suitable to the UA V's wing type application. 
Describing the UA V's survivability performance in combat [6], during the 1999 war in Serbia, 
allied fo rces lost some 20-25 unmanned aerial vehicles, among them Predators, Hunters, and 
French/German CL-289s. Two Predators were lost in operat ions over Iraq this past year and 
five in Afghanistan as of early 2002. The cause of a loss, by hosti le fire or accident, is 
sometimes unknown when an air vehicle disappears or fails to return to base. 
In December 2003 [7], during pre-war with Iraq, the Iraq i air forces shot down a US Predator 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UA V) that was operating in the southern No-F ly Zone. 
Source: FAS-lntclligcnt Resource Program Wcbsitc, April 2005 
These operations exposed the su cept ibilities and vu lnerabilities of UA Vs. Recognizing the 
need to address shortfa lls in exist ing and proposed UA V designs, engineers and program 
managers have more aggressively introduced survivab ility concepts to UA V program offices 
and airframe man ufacturers. 
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Chapter 2: 
Literature Survey 
A literature survey on the aerodynamic characteristics of damaged wing aircraft has been 
undertaken. However, very little published work on the topic is available. Several of the 
literature sources described below was not available - simply due to their age. If that is the case, 
then details obtained from the description given by other workers, to which the literature was 
available will be re-interpreted. The survey consists of three main approaches, i.e. a survey that 
related to 'jets-in-crossflows'; a survey that related to simulation and modelling of battle-
damaged wings; and lastly, a survey that related to the experimental method and techniques of 
battle-damage wing investigations. 
2.1 Studies Related to Aerodynamics of Battle Damage: 
Modelling, Simulation, Methods and Testing Techniques 
It was Schemensky & Howell of General Dynamics Corporation, who in 1978, as referred to by 
Lincoln [8], are believed to be the first workers to undertake research on the modelling and 
simulation of the influence of damage on the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft. They 
developed an empirically based computer program for determining the lift, drag and pitching 
moment characteristics of aircraft that have sustained nuclear damage. The program assessed the 
effects on aircraft aerodynamics of damage such as rough, bent and burnt surfaces, loss of 
radomes and panels, and the asymmetric loss of wing or trim surfaces. The program was also 
designed to predict baseline aerodynamic data for undamaged aircraft. The characteristics of 
damaged aircraft were obtained by simply adding the incremental components to those for the 
undamaged aircraft. 
To verifY the accuracy of the computer program, Lincoln of DSTO [Defence Science and 
Technology Organisation I - Australia, reported in 1998, that predictions of aerodynamic 
coefficients, CL, Co, CM were made for a range of values of incidence, a and Mach number, M. 
The prediction was compared with experimental data and was made for both damaged and 
undamaged aircraft. It was found that predictions and experimental data compared favourably 
thus giving credibility to the program. 
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,-------------------------- -
A year later, the University of Texas at Austin undertook research on the modelling and 
simulation of the damage influence on the characteristics of lifting surfaces when Westkamper 
et. ai, as referred in Ref. [I], produced two reports: One report concentrated on aero-elastics 
failure mechanism and the other report concentrated on aerodynamic characteristics. The use of a 
full size Cessna T-38 horizontal tail plane at relatively low Reynolds Number produced 
inaccurate results and was unverified. The inaccuracy of the characteristics was attributed to 
leading edge separation effects. However, Westkamper's modelling suggested that little variation 
in the chordwise pressure coefficient, Cp was likely to occur either upstream or downstream of 
the damage hole and that calculated Cp was largely attenuated within approximately one hole 
width on either side of the damage area. 
The earliest studies related to the aerodynamics of battle damage, i.e. the vulnerability of aircraft, 
were started in Comell Aeronautical Laboratory. The studies were begun by Gail et. ai, as 
referred to in Ref [I] in 1952, when they estimated the aerodynamic vulnerability of subsonic 
aircraft. In the same year, Reece - also referred to in Ref. [I] from the same laboratory 
investigated drag changes due to a holed wing and the characteristics of flow within the aircraft 
structure. Gail and Reece undertook the tests on hollow airfoils, which correctly simulated the 
effects of through-flow between the upper and lower surfaces. These hollow airfoils were tested 
at subsonic Mach number of 0.3 to transonic range Mach numbers of 0.7 to 0.85. They found 
that the resulting changes in Cl and Cd were function of damage hole size. This was 10% and 
15% of chord in diameter. 
Nearly ten years after Gail's investigation, Hayes at NASA - as referred to in Ref. [I] and Ref. 
[8] produced work on battle-damaged wings from 1968 to 1976. Hayes conducted his 
investigation in a supersonic wind tunnel to determine the effects of simulated wing damage on 
the static aerodynamic characteristics of a generic swept-wing aircraft model. The model shown 
in Figure-ll.6 consisted of an ogive-cylinder fuselage, swept wing and vertical tail. 
Figure-II.6 ; Generic Swept-wing aircraft model, showing regions of damage (shaded) 
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The damage was simulated by removing the leading-edge/trailing edge section of a wing. 
Removal of the leading edge resulted in an 11% reduction in the total wing area and removal of 
the trailing edge resulted in a 17% reduction. Coefficients, CL, Co, Cv, Cr, Cm and Cn , as well as 
parameters of lift-to-drag-ratio, LID, Cl. and tJ.CmltJ.CI, were determined for a range of values of 
angle-of-attack a, sideslip angle p and M (_40 < a < 22"), (_50 < P < 10"), (1.7 < M < 2.86) for a 
constant Reynolds number of7.38xI06/m. 
It was found that removing the leading edge or the trailing edge led to a decrease in the lift curve 
slope and in the maximum lift/drag ratio. At the lower Mach numbers, removal of the trailing 
edge caused a rolling moment slightly larger than that caused by the removal of the leading edge, 
but the effect was reversed at higher Mach numbers, even though the trailing edge had more area 
than the leading edge. When the leading edge or trailing edge was removed, it was possible to 
trim the aircraft by altering the angle of sideslip, while maintaining angles of incidence and 
sideslip within reasonable limits, but trim could not be achieved when the entire wing was 
removed. 
NASA's eight-years of continuous work on battle-damaged wings concluded with the work of 
Betzina & Brown in 1976 - as referred to in Ref. [I] and Ref. [8]. The work measured the static 
aerodynamic characteristics of a McDonneil-Douglas A-4B aircraft with both simulated and 
actual gunfire damage to the starboard wing. A full-scale aircraft was used for the experiments 
that were carried out in the NASA-Ames 40x80 foot wind tunnel. Three different wings were 
attached to the aircraft for the tests. One of the wings had sections removed from the upper and 
lower surfaces and these were replaced with eleven detachable panels, as shown in Figure-II.7a. 
er],cr surf.ct of win! 
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Figure-II.7. ; Upper and Lower Wing Surfaces on an A-4B aircraft showing 
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By removing different combinations of panels, fourteen different simulated damage cases were 
obtained. The wing was tested both with and without panels removed. The other two wings 
used had been damaged by actual gunfIre. A 25mm projectile was fIred at one wing and a 30mm 
projectile was fired at the other. The two projectiles were fired at the same region of each wing 
from an angle of 15° above and behind each wing. The 25mm projectile created a large hole on 
the upper wing surface and blew off part of the landing gear fairing on the lower surface. The 
30mm projectile damaged mainly the lower wing surface, where the landing gear fairing was 
tom off. As damage size increased so did the magnitude of lift loss. With relatively large 
damage present - in addition to significant reduction in lift, as can be seen in Figure-Il.7b, the 
onset stall was observed to have been delayed some 2° to 3°; whilst drag increases were minimal 
-- approximately 5% at minimum drag coefficient, Cd. 
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Figure--1I.7b : Lift and DraB Coefficients for A4B Aircraft 
Following the conclusion of the high speed model testing at NASA Ames in 1979, no further 
publications were made on the subject until 1982, when wind tunnel tests were undertaken by 
Spearman -- as referred to in Ref. [I] and Ref. [8] -- to investigate the effects of damage on 
airplane and missiles static aerodynamic characteristics. The investigation was undertaken to 
help determine the extent of damage that an aircraft can sustain and still complete a mission or 
return to friendly territory. Spearman summarised transonic wind tunnel tests carried out at the 
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Langley Research Centre using models of undamaged and damaged aircraft. Three types of 
aircraft models were used, namely a swept-wing aircraft, a delta-wing aircraft and a trapezoidal-
wing aircraft. Damage to an aircraft was simulated by the removal of all or part of a wing, 
horizontal tail or vertical tail. An example of typical simulated damage is given diagrammatically 
in Figure-I1.8 for the trapezoidal-wing aircraft. 
,....------,L--------~~ 
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Figure-IJ.S : Trapezoidal-wing aircraft model 
~ Shaded Areas were removed to simulate damage. 
For a given set of measurements, the damage was confined to a specific region of the aircraft, 
e.g. a wing was not damaged at the same time as a horizontal tail. 
It was found that, for the delta wing and the trapezoidal-wing aircraft at supersonic velocities, 
major damage to a wing might be sustained without necessarily losing the aircraft. Also, the loss 
of major parts of the horizontal tail may cause an aircraft to be catastrophically unstable in the 
subsonic range, but stable at low supersonic velocities. Thus, even though it may not be possible 
for a pilot to land the aircraft at subsonic velocities, the aircraft could possibly be flown to 
friendly territory at low supersonic velocities before the pilot must eject. Spearman also found 
that the loss of a major part of the vertical tail would result in the loss of an aircraft for both 
subsonic and supersonic velocities. 
Almost ten years after Spearman, Leishman et. al. [9] at the University of Maryland from 1993 
to 1998 went 'back to basics' by undertaking wind tunnel tests on a UH-60A Black Hawk 
helicopter main rotor airfoil. The experiments were conducted to estimate the effects of ballistic 
damage on the aerodynamic characteristics. During the experiments, the lift, pitching moment 
and drag were measured on nominally two-dimensional blade specimens with representative 
prescribed and actual ballistic damage. The measurements were made at chord Reynolds 
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numbers between one and three million and Mach numbers up to 0.28. Force balance 
measurements were complemented by chordwise and spanwise pressure measurements to assess 
the three-dimensional nature of damage on the aerodynamics. The quantitative data were 
supplemented by surface oil flow visualization. Generally, it was found that ballistic damage 
degraded the aerodynamic performance of the blade specimens, with a reduction in lift 
accompanied by significant increase in drag and change in the centre of pressure. 
In the same period as Leishman's investigations, Irwin et. al. in 1995 [10] and Irwin and Render 
in 2000 [11] of Loughborough University, under BAe sponsorship, investigated the effects on 
airfoil static aerodynamic characteristics of idealized gunfire damage, simulated by drilling 
circular holes in two-dimensional hollow airfoil sections [Figure-II.9]. Damage was considered 
the consequence ofa hit by a single anti-aircraft artillery [AAA] gunfire round. Live-fire testing, 
as referred to in Ref. [I], has indicated that the most common damage shape is circular. While 
this shape might be expected from a non-explosive armour-piercing shell, the results showed that 
similar damage was also obtained from high-explosive shells. Therefore, the damage was 
modelled as a circular hole. 
Airfoils having chord 200mm were used and holes were located on the mid span of the airfoil, at 
the leading and trailing edges as well as at the 25% and 50% chord positions. Holes were drilled 
normal to the chord line and holes off our different diameters were used, between 0.1 C and OAC; 
where C is the chord length. The airfoils were placed in a low-speed wind tunnel and only one 
hole in an airfoil was used at a time for any given set of measurements. The flow patterns 
around the airfoils were modified as a result of air flowing through a hole from a high pressure to 
a low-pressure region and the aim of the investigation was to study how airfoil characteristics 
changed for different hole locations, hole sizes and airfoil sizes. Values of Cl, Cd and Cm were 
measured for a range of values of alpha (_10· < alpha <15") for Reynolds number of5.0 xlOs. 
The researchers found that: 
a) The holes at 25% and 50% chord locations had more effect on the lift, drag and pitching 
moment coefficients than the leading edge holes, whereas the trailing edge holes were 
found to have little effect on the coefficients. 
b) The coefficients were affected very little by the holes diameter 0.1 C, and greater effects 
were evident for holes of diameter 0.2C, O.3C and OAC. 
c) The coefficients were found to be largely independent of Reynolds number for the two 
Reynolds numbers used. The above findings apply to solid airfoil sections as well as 
hollow sections. 
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Figure-n.9 : Typical Simulated of Damage (shaded) in Airfoil for Hole Di .. 0.2c 
The work then continued with more emphasise of the effect of mid-chord damage on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of2D wings. The principal outcomes of this work were: 
a) The damage through-flow was driven by the pressure differential between upper and 
lower wing surfaces, and took one of two forms: fIrStly, a 'weak-jet' forming an attached 
wake with minimal localized Cp changes. Cl, Cd and Cm changes were relatively small. 
Secondly, a 'strong-jet' resulted from either increased incidence or damage size, where 
through-flow penetrated further into the cross-flow, resulting in the detachment of the 
oncoming surface flow and development of a separated wake region and reverse flow. 
Note that the weak-jet characteristics that happen on the upper surface for low positive 
incidence range, and on the lower surface for low negative incidence range depend on the 
hole location and size relative to the surface chord. The larger the hole size or the more 
rearward the hole location would change the incidence range that characterised as weak-
jet -- for both upper and lower surfaces. 
Irwin discovered that increasing the damage hole size to relatively large hole diameters, 
e.g. 30% to 40% relative to typical NACA wing surface chord, would likely result in no 
weak-jet characteristics on either the upper or lower surfaces. 
b) Cl, Cd and Cm effects on strong-jet indicated significantly greater lift-loss, drag 
increments and pitching moment changes than those seen for the weak-jet. Lift-losses 
resulted primarily from the reduction in pressure peak upstream and either side of the 
damage, whilst the Cp within the detached wake region resulted in significant Cd 
increments and Cm variations. 
c) Pressure field influences extended significantly up to and beyond a spanwise distance of 
'SR' -- S times the damage radii R, from the damage centre. 
lrwin also investigated the characteristics of simulated missile damage -- modelled with uniform 
holes following fragmentation pattems of missiles. The aerodynamic effects of such damage 
were assessed, and the consequence of varying two key variables: fragment density and damage 
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hole size, were considered. As with previous gunfire damage testing, both the measurement of 
aerodynamic coefficient changes and surface flow visualisation techniques were undertaken. No 
surface pressure measurements were made. 
The main fmding of this investigation was that low fragment densities and smaller damage sizes 
resulted in a complex surface flow structure made up of boundary layer growth, attached wakes 
and detached surface flow. The individual hole pattern reflected a similar flow mechanism to 
those seen on a larger scale for gunfire damage cases. Increased fragment density and hole size 
resulted in upper surface separation at the fITst row of holes at low incidences. 
2.2. General Definition of 'Weak-Jet' and 'Strong-Jet' 
2.2.1 Introduction 
The terms 'weak-jet' and 'strong-jet' are used to identify two flow structures. The use of 'jet' 
terminology is adopted from previous investigations of 'Jets-in-cross-flows'. The structurally 
L'lteresting phenomena observed injet-in-crossflow and expected to happened in the damage hole 
case are roll-up in the jet, formation of a counter-rotating-vortex-pair [CRVP], a horseshoe 
vortex system in the cross-flow boundary layer upstream from the jet exit and the creation of 
wake vortices. 
2.2.2 'Weak-jet' Flow Characteristics 
The characteristics of a weak-jet is that the jet momentum through the damage hole is too low to 
allow penetration into the freestream flow; and for that reason, the jet exiting at the rear edge of 
the hole is deflected instantly. The jet exits at the rear edge because it follows the direction of 
the freestream flow, which has a higher velocity than the jet velocity. 
A possible situation may happen where the weak-jet does not exit at the rear of the hole when the 
freestream crossflow velocity is significantly lower than the jet momentum. Schematics are 
shown in Figure-H. I O. 
At the point where the surface flow meets the jet, an adverse pressure gradient is created, causing 
separation ahead of the damage hole. This is the forward separation line. The secondary 
separation line is the line that forms due to flow reattachment. So called because flow through 
the damage pushes forward from the damage hole, and separates where it meets the horseshoe 
vortex. This horseshoe vortex therefore, lies between the forward and secondary separation lines. 
Just ahead of the damage hole, a region of upstream 'reverse-flow' is also present, which is 
subsequently entrained rearward and adds to the damage wake. 
\3 
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Figure-II.IO Schematic of 'Weak-jet' Flow and Wake Characteristics 
Figure-II.II Schematic of 'Strong-jet' Flow and Wake Characteristics 
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At the rear of the damage hole, a pair of counter rotating vortices [CRVP] forms. The positions 
of the CRVP vary with jet strength momentum; tend to forms downstream of the damage hole 
circumference at low incidence, and move forward around the damage wake with increased 
incidence. The CRVP remaining approximately symmetrical about the hole centreline during the 
change of incidence. 
Downstream of the hole where the damage wake attaches to the surface, there is a laminar 
separation bubble [LSB], this is located at approximately half to two-thirds of the surface chord-
- purely because of airfoil geometry. The LSB is split and cut-through by the damage hole wake 
but it has no connection with the damage jet itself. 
At the hole exit, as the jet instantly distorts, it is expected that the 'height' - a distance from the 
surface to the jet boundary, is small. As the flow in the wake moves in the freestream direction, 
a surface velocity gradient is likely to happen within the wake from the centreline outwards. 
Also, the edges of the wake will have a greater velocity than at the centre [1]. 
2.2.3 'Strong-jet' Flow Characteristics 
In 'strong-jet' characteristics, the jet no longer distorts instantly upon exiting the damage hole, 
but instead, penetrates into the freestream and becomes detached from the wing surface. This in 
turn creates a separated region between the jet and the upper surface extending from immediately 
behind the damage to the trailing edge. The flow is three-dimensional with significant reverse 
flow within the separated region or wake. These are schematically sketched in Figure-Il.Il. 
In a strong jet, the surface flow immediately upstream of the damage is turbulent, and the 
formation of the forward and secondary separation lines show little change in position from the 
weak jet [1]. 
As with weak-jets, moving chordwise, the path of the separation lines and the vortex deflects 
into a horseshoe configuration, but with a greater spanwise extent. This significant increase in 
wake size indicates the extent of the large region of reverse flow beneath the detached strong jet. 
At the rear of the damage hole, the CRVP form and are symmetric about the damage-hole 
centreline, but their position moves forward around the damage hole as the incidence increases 
and the jet gets stronger. In this region, just downstream of damage hole, a slow-moving flow 
exists; and the wake shows significant reverse flow. The reverse flow then separates when it 
meets the exiting jet. Large surface vortices form because surface flow is deflected around the 
large jet. Reverse flow is entrained from the surface between the two large vortices - which are 
rotating in opposite directions. 
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2.3 Evolution and Studies Related to 'jets-in-crossflow': 
Experimental Investigations 
There is a similarity between battle damage and a 'Jet in Crossflow' [nCF]. Despite the 
irregular geometry of battle damage, the jet exiting from the damaged wing is interacting with 
the freestream flow -- the main principle of the nCF. Jet in crossflow is a basic flow-field that 
is relevant to a wide variety of applications where a jet exhausts from the hole, nozzle, or pipe 
into a freestream flow. The jet, depending on parameters like its momentum, pressure, geometry, 
incidence, etc. will either bend to the directions of the crossflow - ['weak-jet' case] or penetrate 
into the freestream flow ['strong-jet']. 
JICF have been used in many technological applications and the objectives are different 
depending on the specific applications. In aeronautics, it applies in V/STOL, turbine blade 
cooling, fuel injection for burners; thrust reversers for propulsive systems, and battle-damage 
wing research. In industry, the applications are in chemical plants, fuel injection in engines and 
chimneys. 
In aeronautics, several experimental studies have been undertaken to examine the characteristics 
of nCF: e.g. jets through flat-plate flow cases; jets directed normal to the freestream; circular jet 
normal to the wind; the path of a jet directed at angle(s) to the freestream; pressure distribution 
of jets; and inclined jets. Although the most extensive research is connected with VTOL aircraft 
application, the mechanics of flows described in those cases show similar characteristics to the 
current investigation. A brief discussion of the evolution of these studies can be found below. 
One source Margason [12] covers and summarises the evolution of nCF studies from the 1940's 
to the 1990's. He emphasized two experimental cases, which were taken from Andreopoulus 
and Rodi in 1982 [13]. The first was a uniform jet which exits a nozzle on an infinite plate into a 
uniform cross-flow [Velocity Ratio, r ~ ljelV freestream]. where the jet angle relative to the flat-
plate and jet nozzle shape were the most important parameters [Iow r case]. The second case 
was the tests where the velocity of the jet was significantly greater than that of the crossflow i.e. 
higher r. 
The complicated nature of the jet in crossflow is shown in Figure-II.l2.[a] and II.l2[b] is the 
composite pictures of the flow development that were presented for the velocity ratios, r ~ 0.5 
and r ~ 2 respectively. These two pictures represent the first and the second cases. 
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Figure-II.12 (a) : Flow development on Low velocity-ratio. 7=0.5 
Figure-II.12 (b): Flow development on higb velocity-ratio. 1'=2.0 
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The most obvious feature of these two figures is the mutual deflection of both jet and crossflow; 
and it is clear how these two figures differentiated. In the small r = 0.5 case, the jet is bent over 
by the cross-stream, while the latter [r = 2] is deflected as if it were blocked by a 'rigid obstacle'; 
the difference being that the jet interacts with the deflected flow and entrains fluid from it. 
In the small r = 0.5 case, the behaviour is as if a partial, inclined 'cover' were put over the front 
part of the exit hole, causing the jet streamlines to start bending while still in the discharge tube 
and the jet to bend over completely right above the exit which lifts-up the oncoming flow over the 
bent jet. 
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In Margason's second case of the higher velocity ratio [r = 2], the jet is only weakly affected 
near the exit and penetrates into the cross-stream before it is bent over. 
The description that applies in both cases that, wake regions with very complex three-
dimensional flow patterns form in the lee of the jet. In this region, the longitudinal velocity 
accelerates and the conservation of mass requires fluid to move from the sides towards the plane 
of symmetry. Very close to the wall, a reverse flow region forms, and cross-stream fluid has 
been observed to enter this region, travel upstream and then to be lifted upwards by the jet fluid 
and to be carried downstream together with it. 
Margason then further assessed these cases by discussing the vorticity characteristics. Analysis 
showed that an important feature of this flow is the deflection of the freestream flow lines in the 
x and z direction and the associated reorientation and generation ofvorticity. 
It was found that the presence of streamwise vorticity downstream of the exit, which is contained 
in the secondary motion, was formed by two counter-rotating vortices, which give the bent-over 
jet a kidney shape. Considering the vorticity of the approach flow, its interaction with the jet 
forms a horseshoe vortex similar to that found when a boundary layer is deflected around an 
obstacle. In addition, the oncoming boundary layer separated upstream of the jet as indicated in 
figures Figure-II.l2.a and II.12b. Also that the vorticity present causes most of the entrainment 
of cross-stream fluid into the wake region and into the deflected jet. 
Previously before the Andreopoulus and Rodi investigations, Mosher in 1970 [44] in his thesis 
investigated the interference phenomenon occurring when a subsonic turbulent j et exhausts 
normally from a large flat plate into a low speed crossflow. This was experimentally investigated 
in the Georgia Tech nine-foot wind tunnel. Static pressures were measured on the flat plate's 
surface around the jet. In the region off the surface, including the jet plume, wake and 
surrounding areas, the average total and static pressures and the average velocity magnitudes and 
directions were determined. Three jet exit configurations were studied, one circular and two slot-
shaped with width to length ratios of 0.3 and 3.4. All had the same exit area. These widths to 
length ratios respectively represent weak and strong jets characteristics. The velocity ratio was 
varied, for each of the exit configurations, over the range 4.0 to 12.0. 
Analysis of the data indicated that the static pressure distributions induced on the surface are a 
combined result of the jees blocking and entraining effects on the cross flow with entrainment 
becoming the more dominant of the two as the effective velocity ratio is increased. This relative 
dominance causes a rise in the low static pressures in the wake region as the effective velocity 
ratio increases. 
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Crabb et.al in 1980 [46) investigated the velocity characteristics using Laser-Doppler 
Anemometry in the upstream region, where the turbulence intensities were larger; and hot-wire 
anemometry in the downstream region. Jet to cross-flow velocities ratio [r) of2.3 and 1.15 were 
used. These velocities ratios represent strong-jet characteristics. The results confmned the 
presence of a counter-rotating-vortex-pair [CRVP) in the jet that was previously identified by 
Margason [12) and demonstrated that these are associated with fluid emanating from the jet. 
The vortex structure of the JICF as sketched in Figure-I!. 13 has also been the subject of more 
rigorous investigation during this period. In an experimental investigation, Fric and Rosko in 
1989 [55), worked with transverse jets of air in a wind tunnel using smoke streak-lines 
vaporized from a transverse wire and smoke released with the jet or from the cross-flow 
boundary. They identified and photographed the four types of vortical structures that exist in the 
JICF near field and identified their sources: 
Jet Shear Layer 
Vortices 
Sop_1ft. 
Figure-H.13: Sketcb o!tbe vortex systems associated witb tbe Jet in Cross Flow. 
Jet shear layer - distorted shear layer ring vortices at the upstream circumference of the deflected 
jet. In their photograph, it shows what appear to be growing vortices on the upstream face of the 
deflected jet. 
Vortex pair - the dominant longitudinal embedded rotating vortex pair evolves from the shear 
layer vorticity of the jet, although they have not produced an argument to demonstrate this 
convincingly. Their results indicate that the contra-rotating pair of vortices begin forming quite 
early and are already developed at one jet diameter downstream of the center of the jet. 
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Horseshoe vortexes - due to the adverse pressure gradient just ahead of the jet on the cross flow 
wall. The horseshoe vortices are regarded as fed by the vorticity advected with the cross-flow 
boundary layer; 
Wake vortex street - Unsteady Wake Vortex street shedding immediately downstream of the jet 
exit. Fric and Rosko argue that the formation of wakes behind deflected jets and in particular to 
the appearance of upright vortices, derive from the vorticity of the cross-flow boundary layer. 
The jet shear layer vortices and horseshoe vortex indicated by Fric and Rosko above was then 
elaborated by the experiments of Kelso et al. in 1996 [54] in both water and air. Kelso also 
found that the jet shear layer vortices are produced directly at the jet orifice. The two streams 
Uet stream and crossflow] form a mixing layer, which cause a roll-up near the edges of the jet. 
This is shown in Figure-II.14 [a] and Fig.-Il.14[b]. 
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Figure-II.14 raJ: Jet shear layer vortices and 
trajectory of the horseshoe vortex; 
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Figure-I1.14 Ib] : Horseshoe vortex aDd recinulatioB 
bubble at the upstream edge ofthe jet orifice 
Morton et. al. in 1996 [14] carried out a series of experiments on deflected jets in water channels. 
The jets were injected vertically downward through an orifice flush with the Perspex ceiling 
plate. Horizontal cross-flow hydrogen bubble wires were used for flow visualization. 
Morton found -- as had already been discovered by Margason that an embedded contra-rotating-
vortex-pair forms in such deflected jets. It confmned that deflected jets must necessarily contain 
embedded pairs of vortices of modest strength with vortex axes approximately parallel to the 
curved jet axis and occupying most of the jet cross section. 
Also, in water tunnel experiments, Haven et. al. ef NASA in 1997 [15] examined the effect of 
hole exit geometry on the nearfield characteristics of crossflow jets. Hole shapes investigated 
were round, elliptical, square, and rectangular, all having the same cross-sectional area [Figure-
11.15]. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) were used . 
. Haven found that the jet from the high-aspect-ratio holes, with increased separation distance 
between the sidewall vortices, stays attached to the surface for higher velocity ratios than for the 
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low-aspect-ratio holes. Thus, by manipulating the hole geometry alone, without increasing the 
hole cross-sectional area, one can delay separation of the jet. 
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Figure.I1.lS: Trend orjet Lift·ofTwith hole geometry 
In a number of cases, it is necessary to deal with a jet expanding into a stream of fluid at an angle 
to it -- which is the actual condition of the present investigation. Abrarnovich [47] described the 
mechanism as that of a jet of fluid entering into a flow of the same or some other kind of fluid, 
which is moving at an angle to the jet's axis, is bent and becomes curved. The flow being 
slowed by the jet at its leading [convex] edge, creates an increased pressure, while at the rear 
[concave] side rarefaction occurs. The pressure difference creates the centripetal force necessary 
to deform the jet. This description however, is also valid for a jet that is normal to the flow. 
Figure-II.16 represents the contours of a jet of air from a hole diameter of 20mm with velocity 
ratio r ; 0.46. The figure shows the velocity and the pressure fields in the plane of symmetry. 
The solid line gives the profile of total pressure; the static pressure profile, by the dotted line; 
and the arrows designate velocity vectors. The figure were defmed based on measurements 
made by means of a cylindrical probe traverse along directions normal to the axis of the jet 
which is represented by the geometric location of the points with the maximum velocity values . 
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The physical explanation for pressure contours of this figure is that the total pressure changes 
sharply, decreasing at the edges of the jet. The line of maximum total pressure is located closer 
to the forward edge of the jet than the line of maximum velocities, which is explained by the 
character of variation of the static pressure in the cross sections of a curved jet. Because of the . 
inflow of fluid to the jet, the increase in pressure at its forward edge is somewhat less than it 
would be at the wall of the solid body of the same form as the curved jet. In the jet itself, the 
static pressure is continuously decreased from its forward edge to the rear. 
In the early region of the jet deflected by the freestream flow -- which is a region not influenced 
by turbulent mixing [relatively unaffected by the crossflow - See Fig.-II.l6], there is a core of 
constant total pressure - but of variable velocity. The velocity in the cross section of the 
potential core increases toward the back edge ofthe jet because of the decrease in static pressure. 
The velocity vectors behind the jet have components directed counter to the velocity in the 
deflecting flow, which indicates a complex configuration of circulatol)' motion behind the jet. 
Continuing Abramovich's study, Fearn and Weston in 1979 [4S] of NASA reported an 
investigation of a subsonic round jet injected from a flat plate into a subsonic crosswind of the 
same temperature but with several injection angles. Velocity and pressure measurements in 
planes perpendicular to the path of the jet were made for nominal jet injection angles of 4So, 60°, 
7So, 90°, and IOSo and for jet cross flow velocity ratios of four and eight. The velocity 
measurements were obtained to infer the properties of the vortex pair associated with a jet in a 
cross flow. It was discovered that jet centreline and vortex trajectories could be determined from 
an empirical relationship that includes the effects of jet injection angle, jet core length, and jet 
cross flow velocity ratios. For these parameters, Fearn and Weston results shows further the 
effect of jet deflection angle on the velocity decay for two velocity ratios, r of 4 and 8. For all 
injection angles, the jet decay was faster in a crossflow and has a modest further decay increase 
as the deflection angle increases to perpendicular. There was no explanation of the jet decay 
when the deflection angle increased to 10So. 
Gustaffson [S4] in 2001 conducted detailed three-component velocity measurements in the wake 
of an inclined jet in a cross-flow with Laser Doppler Anemometty [LOA]. The operational 
parameters used in this investigation was, Jr./,IV/re,,'ream [r] = 0.8; Tp/ffre..".. .. = I -- no 
temperature difference between the jet flow and crossflow; and rJelr frees/ream = I -- no velocity 
difference between the jet flow and crossflow. In addition, the injection hole was inclined at 30· 
to the freestrearn flow direction [x-axis]. 
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One major finding of Gustaffson's LDA measurements in the wake shown in Figure-II.17 was 
the two counter-rotating foci close to the wall downstream of the jet that could be observed an 
indication of a 3D separation. Two counter~ 
rotating foci 
---
c=) 
The 30 deg. 
Inclined jet 
marking 
Figure.n.)7: Interpretation of Measured Velocity Field by LDA 
[One node in the x-y plane] 
Horseshoe vortex lines [red lines] at the side of the jet and vortex lines originating from the foci 
are shown. The black streamlines are located at the wall and the blue ones are located at the 
plane of symmetry. Aft of the saddle point, S a separation line is seen consistent with the 
upward motion caused by the CRVP. 
2.3.1 Jet in Cross Flow [JICF]: Empirical Model 
~ Introduction 
Empirical models present the simplest means of predicting global properties of jets in cross 
flow. They depend largely on the correlation of experimental data, and the accuracy of the 
predictions will depend on the closeness of the conditions of the particular problem of interest to 
those in the database used for the correlation. In the earliest studies of jets in cross flow, 
empirical models were developed to correlate experimental data obtained under various idealized 
conditions. Abramovich [47] and Demuren [49] review such models in detail, most of which 
consider the jet trajectory. 
~ The Velocity and Momentum Ratio 
The dominant quantity to characterize a JICF is the velocity ratio r defined as [9]: 
... [1] 
where, Vi" and V1m,,"om are jet and freestream velocities. 
Alternatively, the momentum flux ratio, J: 
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· .. [2] 
where, Pi" and P fi'<,,""'m are jet and freestream flow densities. In most cases, the jet fluid and 
the cross flow fluid consist of the same fluid and have the same density. 
~ Survey of Modelling Analysis 
For modelling analysis, the approach used by Domuren [48] considers the plane of symmetry of 
a single round unifonnjet in confined cross flow is illustrated in Figure-II.18. 
Cross flow 
-
-
-J. 
• I Ut Jet 
x 
111 
Section A-A 
Figure-II.19. DescriptioD ofCoordioate System for Uoiform Confined 
Circular jets discharged ioto the cross now 
As shown in Figure-H. I 8, the jet in a cross flow has three main regions: the potential core region 
within which the central portion of the jet remains relatively unaffected by the crossflow (I) - as 
shown in Figure-II.17; the zone of maximum deflection (11) or curvilinear zone where the jet 
experiences the most deflection; and the final region (Ill), the far-field zone where the jet axis 
approaches the crossflow direction asymptotically. 
The most common parameter given by empirical models is the 'jet trajectory'. For a single 
circular turbulent jet injected nonnally into a cross flow, the trajectory has the fonn [Ref. 48]: 
where, 
a, b, and c are constant parameter; 
x, z are the coordinated ofthe points shown in Figure-II.19; 
D, is the diameter of the jet at exit; and 
J is jet-to-cross-flow momentum flux ratio. 
... [3] 
for the range of J between 2 and 2,000. The range is simply far too large to be implemented to 
weak and strong jets cases in battle-damaged wing; where the typical r and J values are shown in 
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Table-ILl. [See further on Chapter-5, Section 5.6.1 and 5.6.2: 'Empirical Model Application on 
Battle Damaged Wing']. 
Infinite Wing [2D) with Finite Wing [3D) with 
Damage Hole at 25% Damage Hole at 50% 
Chord Chord 
Jet Conditions , J , J 
Weak-jet 0.5225 0.273 0.4875 0.2376 
Strong-jet 1.0225 1.045 0.9375 0.8789 
Tabl.,.I1.I: Typical, and J values .fweak and strong jets cases in battl.,.damaged wing 
Although Pratte and Baines (1967) due to [48] suggested that the values a = 0.85, b = 0.47 and c 
= 0.36 appear to be a good compromise for the above range of J, the range is still unlikely to be 
applicable. 
Correlations for predicting an 'air jet axis' or jet trajectory from a circular jet discharged at 
oblique angles into the cross flow may be more relevant to the current investigation. Jet 
trajectory may be calculated using the empirical equation by Shandorov [1957] due to 
Abramovich [47]: 
.!... = r'.!... + .:... (1 + r' }cot B ( )"" D D D ... [4] 
where: 
0, is the angle between the jet's axis and the direction of the deflecting flow; 
The experiments -- from where the empirical equation is formulated --, were made with a 
uniform velocity field in the deflecting flow. The ratio of J was in the range from 2 to 22, whilst 
o was from 45° to 90°. 
Another empirical equation was derived by lvanov [1971] from Abramovich [47] and appears in 
Margason [12]: 
... [5] 
In this experiment, the initial angle of the jet was changed from 0 = 60° to 120°. The ratio of J 
was in the range from 12 to 1000. Abramovich then assessed that value of 0, J, and the 
trajectories of the jet for both equations - Shandorov and lvanov--, the results were close to each 
other and predict similar trajectories in the whole range ofthe experiments. 
The most comprehensive review of experimental studies concerning JICF is probably found in 
Margason [12] where expressions were compiled and reassessed from some investigators. The 
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results were compared for the 'path of maximum velocity' for variable jet deflection angle, 0 and 
variable 'effective velocity ratio' ,v •. Margason then identified the best correlation using the 
following equation and improved by taking the z origin at the end of the jet potential core. The 
correlation is given by: 
where: 
F, G are jet trajectory coefficients; 
n, m are jet trajectory exponents; 
... [6] 
o is the angle between the jet's axis and the direction of the deflecting flow, and 
v. . fti· I' . q fr",'nQm h • IS e ectlve ve OClty ratio = ; were, q i" 
qjel 
and q "'~Inom are jet and freestream 
dynamic pressure. Since fluid for free-stream and jet are identical, and r = ( Vi </ ), hence 
V jreennm 
effective velocity ratio, V, =1.. The range of V. for which Equation -6 is valid is V. > O. At 
r 
no crossflow, V. is always zero. 
Comparisons of the coefficients (F and G) and exponents (n and m) used in the above equation 
by those investigators were then presented by Margason as shown in Table-I1.2. 
The table is specifically defined for a jet at an arbitrary deflection angle to the free stream where 
G is usually 1. The table shows that the F term tends to be either a numerical constants or 
variable involving a sin O. The n and m exponents tend to vary from 2 to 3. 
Author F n m G 
Vakhlamov [1964] 1 
-- 2 See below' 1 
sin8 
Visel & Mostinski [1965] 5 
--- 2 2 1 (4sinO) 
Shandorov [1966J 1 2 2.55 1+Ve2 
Margason [1968J 1 2 3 1 
(4sin'8) 
Ivanov [1971J 1 2.6 3 1 
Table-II.2: Jet Trajectory tenus ror Equation -6 arbitrary Jet angle, 0 
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2.4 Research Outlines and Objectives 
2.4.1 Scope of the Investigation 
This investigation has focused upon the effects of simulated battle damage on the low-speed 
aerodynamics of a finite aspect ratio wing. The work was an extension of the infinite wing 
['2D'] studies carried out by Andrew J. Irwin, which lead to a successful PhD submission in 
1998. The size and flow quality of AAE's new wind tunnel made it possible to extend Irwin's 
work to the Finite Wing case. A flowchart of the research sequence is shown in Figure-II.I 2. 
2.4.2 Project Aims 
1. Investigate experimentally the flow mechanism occurring in single hole damage on a 
fmite aspect ratio wing by force measurement, flow visualisation and spanwise 
pressure measurements. 
2. To determine (by means of force measurements for different wing aspect ratios) 
experimentally how spanwise location of a single hole simulating gunfIre damage 
influences the aerodynamic characteristics of a finite aspect ratio wing 
3. To determine how·2D battle damage aerodynamic data can be applied to finite aspect 
ratio wings. 
4. To verifY the results of force, pressure and flow visualisation using CFD simulation. 
5. Predict the flow structure characteristics and pressure distributions of a Finite Wing 
by CFD Simulation and to compare these with experiments. 
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cm 
Activities 
Experimltntal 
Activiti •• 
Flowcharts of Research Sequence: 
Aerodynamics of Battle-Damaged Finite Aspect Ratio Wing 
Comparison 
Anal.yais 
CFD Simulation of '2D' 
Experimental Renl ta 
and decision of Mallh type 
and 'l'u:cbulence model) 
cm Prediction of' 3D 
Effects ot Single-Hole 
D ........ 
[Finite A8paCt Ratio Wing) 
Wind Tunnel tasting 
[Fore. He.au..rement and Flow 
Viaualisation] ol 
Singl.-Role Damaged 
Finita Aapect Ratio Wing 
Decide 
Wind Tunne.l Teating ProqrUllle 
(for Prea.ur. Heaaur.ment] 
ot Single-Bole Damaged 
Fin! te Aspect. Ratio Wing 
Experimental 
Dedgn. and 
Sat-up 
--------------------ff=====~==========~ 
Further Comparison Analysis ot 
ot 3D Expr. and 3D cm Prediction 
Single-Bole Damaged 
Fin1 te AaJHKIt Ratio Wing 
Re •• arch Finding, 
Conolusions and 
Recommendation. 
Figure-II.12. A Flowchart of Research Sequence 
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Chapter 3: 
Experimental Design and Set-up 
3.1 Introduction 
The wind tunnel was open-circuit, closed-throat with 1.92m-wide x 1.32m-high x 3.6m-Iong 
working section and contraction-ratio of 7.4:1. This working-section design criterion of 
maximum velocity 45 mfs could allow representative Reynolds numbers for a simple and or 
sectional wing to be achieved, which was approximately 1.2 x 106 to 1.85 x 106 - based on wing 
chord of 400 to 600 mm. However, no such chord dimension had been tested in this test section 
before the current experiment. With the working section turbulence intensity of 0.15%; and 
velocity-variation of less than 0.3%, high quality aeronautical research may be expected. 
The design criteria for 'half models' also allow tests to be performed at higher Reynolds 
Numbers, and ensure that the point of resolution of the balance can be at the floor of the working 
section [16]. 
3.2 Model Design and Manufacture 
3.2.1 Mounting Structure 
The rigid 'versatile' main structure was designed [17] [18] and constructed to support the half-
model. This includes the 'Interface-Block' that was the 'heart' of the experimental rig. This part 
interfaces the wind tunnel model and the main-structure. The interface-block was positioned in 
such a way that the 'balance-virtual-centre' [25% chord of the model] and the exact positioning 
of the main structure were in-line with the balance. The magnitude of displacement, slope and 
stressing of the mounting structure were within acceptable levels and was considered safe 
enough for the maximum applied load. Figure-III.1 shows schematically the arrangement of the 
mounting structure, wind tunnel model and the tests section. 
3.2.2 Wing Geometry, Design and Mounting Arrangement 
As it was decided in Irwin's 20 investigation [I], all forms of damage would be applied to 
single wing geometry where plan-form and airfoil section characteristics would be constant 
throughout all the required testing. The NACA 64,-412-airfoil section was chosen as a result of 
thorough consultation between the previous investigator and the project sponsor. 
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Schematic Arrangement of Experimental Rig 
Leading Rod at 25%0 
and at Balance Centreline 
Trailing Rod 
V/ 
The •• two Rod. an 
Eor insertinQ win; 
'panel.' to change 
win; Aspect Ratio 
Turntable Model Disk 
'1' " I I wing Panel 
11: 1.,:,./ I.__-.=::-=----
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Figure-III.1 Schematic Arrangement of Experimental Rig 
There were actually some good reasons why this section was chosen [I]. Among these were: the 
section has well-known characteristics at Low Reynolds numbers; the capacity to provide a 
sufficient thickness-to-chord-ratio to facilitate internal modelling and pressure tapping; and it 
could be representative of possible future military airfoils. It had also been previously used by 
Irwin. [See Appendix-A, taken from Ref. [27]: 'NACA 64,-412 Airfoil Section Geometry and 
Published Data']. 
The research model was three-dimensional, zero-taper, zero-twist and the chord was kept the 
same as for the previous investigation [I] Le. 200mm. This was to make comparison between 2D 
and 3D characteristics easier. This finite span model was vertically installed in the wind tunnel 
and designed for three different aspect ratios (AR6, ARS, and ARIO) - defined as the ratio of the 
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span [b] and the average chord [cl; where for a rectangular wing, the aspect ratio is simply AR = 
b/c. 
A sketch showing the arrangement of panels for the three AR's is shown in Figure-III.2. 
Arran!!ement of win!! oanels of three AS12ect Ratios 
ARIO I 
~ ~ ~ I AR8 I ~ 
~ \:JV euhangeable I 200 mm Panels I AR6 I ~ .....----f/ 
-
V \ 
/ 'r'!) ~ I exchangeable I ¥ c-300 mm Panels ~V ~ / 
AR WiogCbonl WiogSpao- Remarks 
-Icl iocl.Tip Ibl 
6 200 mm 612 mm 2 (two) 300mm panels +12mm tip 
8 200 mm 812mm 2 (two) 300mm panels and I (one) 200 mm panel+12mm tip 
\0 200 mm \012 mm 2 (two) 300mm panels and 2 (tw~) 200 mm panels+ 12mm tip 
Figure-III.2 Arrangement of wing panels of three aspect ratios 
Constraints and requirements that needed to be addressed in the wing design were: first, the 
model was designed with solid construction; to shape the airfoil section, so called 'panels', were 
made with composite material (See 'Wing Manufacture'). For reinforcement, 2 rods supported 
the model structure. The 'leading-rod' - positioned exactly at 25% of the model chord was 
designed to be slightly bigger than the 'trailing-rod'. The idea of this was because, due to the 
aerofoil pressure-distribution, more loads occur towards the front of the aerofoil. The 25%c 
leading-rod location was also intended as a 'pivot' for incidences, which was in-line with the 
balance-virtual-centre. The rod's length was designed for basic AR6 tests. For AR8 and ARIO 
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tests, two-pairs of different length rods were screwed into each basic rod respectively. The basic 
rods itself were welded, rather than screwed into the interface-block in respective cylinders. This 
prevented misalignment and easy dismounting. 
Four panels (2x 300 mm; and 2x200 mm) were designed to cover all aspect ratios for undamaged 
and damage tests. To enable the panels' alignment, and to make sure that the connection was 
smooth, two dowel-pins were provided in each side of every panel. 
Damaged location in the chordwise position was limited to 50% chord, with the diameter of20% 
chord (40mm). This was selected to compare with the previous investigator of2d test results. 
All of the design features above were then carefully calculated for displacement, slope and 
stressing [20][21][22] including considering the 'contact stress' loads on every single panel due 
to the possible gap between rods and panel. An individual stressing analysis of rods per panel 
was performed based on estimated elliptic load distribution from the maximum predicted load 
for every rod. There was a slight twist at the wing tip due to slope differences between the 
leading-rod and the trailing-rod. However, as predicted, this did not greatly influence the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. The magnitude of the other calculation -- as mounting 
structure design -- was within acceptable levels and was considered safe enough for the 
maximum applied load. 
The general assembly and detail-drawings of mounting structure and wind tunnel model were 
therefore produced for manufacture [See Apoendix-B: General Assembly of Experimental Rigs: 
Mounting Structure and Wind Tunnel Model]. 
3.2.3 Wing Manufacture 
The wing 'panels' were manufactured in the AAE Dept. shop facility. The mould -- already 
available from previous projects [I] - was made from thermally stable epoxy resin, and was 
made in two halves; one upper and one lower. However, manufacturing accuracy of the previous 
project was limited by the resolution of the profile calculation, the milling machine tolerance, 
and wear on the cutting tool. 
To illustrate the accuracy, the previous investigator found that at the centreline maximum 
thickness location of 40%C, where C is sectional wing chord, the profile thickness definition was 
23.924mm, whilst the actual measured value was 23.895mm; a difference of O,029mm 
(0.0145%C). This accuracy was therefore considered for the current research model. Two 
templates made from aluminium that represented the actual wing profile, rod positions (25%C 
and 66.25%C) and 'squared hole' (for pressure-routing outlet) was manufactured using a 
numerically-controlled [NC) machine. The rods holes were drilled accurately with the aid of a 
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jig, ensuring their exact location at a distance of 0.4mm from the chord-line. These templates 
were then placed at the bottom and topsides of the moulds in a vertically position. Dummy-rods 
were specially produced to connect these two templates as alignment guides. The final condition 
of the model cast would therefore have accurate hole positions. 
3.2.4 Construction of Wing Panels for Pressure Measurement 
3.2.4.1 Configuration and Arrangements 
Only the AR8 arrangement as shown in Figure-III.2 was selected for pressure measurement. This 
aspect ratio required three wing panels; where two of the 300mm panels were replaceable for 
both damage and undamaged configuration. The main interest was to see the pressure 
distribution in the damage hole and its close spanwise positions. 
The model was installed vertically as for force and flow visualisation tests. Figure-III.3 shows 
the set-up configuration and arrangements for pressure measurements. Based on this figure and 
the summary in Table-III.I, the panels that had been used for force and flow visualization 
experiments were modified to accommodate those arrangements. Some constraints had been 
applied to design and construct the panel modifications. These constraints were as follows: 
(i) No pressure measurement was required in lower wing surfaces. This decision was taken by 
assessing the lower wing pressure distributions found in infmite wing results [I], both for 
undamaged and damaged configurations. 
(ii) Pressure rows were constructed in both outboard and inboard sides of the model panel 
centreline [Damaged configurations]. The idea was to assess the unsymmetrical flow 
patterns found in damage hole flow visualization experiments. 
·3.3 Pre-Tests Verification and Assessment 
3.3.1 Safety, Pre-test Planning and Preparation 
The objective and the scope of the tests were as follows: 
a) Model static displacement tests. The model with its structure was installed on the AAE's 
workshop universal milling machine. Model displacements [machine y-axis] were measured 
by digital gauge for AR6, AR8 and ARIO. The magnitude of displacements and slopes were 
within acceptable levels and was considered safe enough for maximum applied load for 
wind-on. This was done before the first run was conducted. 
b) Model and mounting structure installation setting. It was found that the manufacturing and 
installation accuracies of the wing-panels and mounting structure assembly gave the model 
pre-incidence of -0.429° relative to the tunnel centreline. This model-setting error was 
adjusted to zero and was applied for both undamaged and damaged tests at all aspect ratios. 
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Figure 111.3. Spanwise Arrangement of AR8 for Pressure Measurement 
Features 
Win Pressure 
Side of Pressure Tapping 
No. of Pressure Tapping 
Fiuite Wing AR8 
Re laceable 
7 Rows: Mid-span, I R, 2R and 3R 
for each sides of Dam a e hole. 
Both Outboard and Inboard sides of 
Dama ehole 
2 I and 20 Upper Surfaces 
at different row 
Table-IIU: Summary of features for pressure measurement 
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3.4 Testing Techniques 
3.4.1 Flow Visualisation 
The main objective of flow visualisation was to provide evidence and to gain an understanding 
of flow structures for flows through the damage hole in a fmite aspect ratio wing. In addition, to 
investigate how the flow visualisation changed compared with the 2D work done previously. 
The tunnel had never been used for flow visualisation. It is new and because of the presence of 
balance just under the tunnel floor, it seemed desirable to minimise the number of flow 
visualisation runs. 
3.4.1.1 Flow Visualisation Techniques and Methodology. 
Flow visualization is an experimental means of examining surface flow. It involves covering the 
surface of the wing model with a thin layer of pigment - in current research this was a fine 
mixture of approx. 10ml TiO;z-Titanium Dioxide mixed with 2ml raw Linseed oil and 30ml 
Paraffm [23]. This amount of mixture was sufficient for about 10 - 15 runs. The mixture needed 
to have sufficient viscosity so that it would not flow rapidly under the influence of gravity -
because the model was installed vertically. This mixture was then applied evenly across the 
surface of the model then immediately the tunnel was brought up to a speed of 40 mls. The 
tunnel was run until a steady flow pattern emerged. The TiCh pigment tends to flow in the 
direction of the shear stresses at the surface, leaving a pattern of streaks. 
In this experiment, the pigment was flowing under the action of 'jets-in-crossflow', pressure 
gradients and under the action of gravity. As can be seen in the photographs later in Chapter-VI, 
this oil-flow visualization technique proved good for detecting laminar and turbulent separations, 
wakes, reattachment, and vortices. These flow patterns were recorded using an 'Olympus -
C350' Digital Camera provided with a zoom lens and 3.2 mega pixels high quality resolutions. 
3.4.1.2 Selection of Aspect Ratio and Incidence Range 
To limit the number of runs, the flow visualisation programme was concentrated on ARS and a 
small number of pre-selected incidences to show the transition from weak to strong jets. The 
categorisation of weak [4°, 6"1 strong [SO, 10"] and transition [SO] jets shown in Table-III.2 is 
based on the knowledge derived from previous 2D flow visualisation results [I]. 
Flow Structures Visualisation Remarks 
Damage Location. Weak-Jet. Strong-Jets Weak/Strong Jets 
AR [from noor] Itnnsitio~' 
Tip Damage - 652mm 4°,6° 10' S' 
S Mid Damage - 452mm 4' 10' S' 
Root Damage - 152mm 4° 6° 10' S' 
, , Note; 4,6, etc. are model Incldences relative to tunnel flow. 
Table.III.l ARS Damage Locations and Incidence Range Programme 
3S 
3.4.2 Aerodynamic Force Measurement 
Force measurements were conducted using 'Aerotech' six-component under-floor Balance [24], 
which had undergone full calibration by the manufacturer. The accuracy of all components [Full 
Model] relative to balance load ranges is shown in Table-III.3. [See also Appendix-C: Hardware 
Arrangement and Schematic for Data Acquisition System]. 
Accuracy 
Component B.lance Load Range (%) Full Scale) 
Drag ± 120N 0.010 
Side Force ±420N O.OOS 
Lift ±SOON 0.010 
Roll Moment ± IS0Nm 0.010 
Pitch Moment ±60 Nm 0.010 
YawMoment ±4S Nm O.OIS 
Table.III.3 Balance Components and Accuracy (For typical Full Model) 
3.4.2.1 Undamaged and Single Hole Damage Force Tests 
The damage type chosen was limited to single-hole, and circular - to simplifY the simulated 
gunfire. The single-hole was arranged so that damaged positions were comparable from one 
tested aspect ratio to another. A sketch of the spanwise arrangement for every aspect ratio is 
shown in Figure Ill. 4. It can be seen that the wing aspect ratio limits the number of damage 
positions possible, i.e. only 2 positions in AR6, 3 positions in ARS and 4 positions in ARIO. 
Note that only one exchangeable panel with damage hole was provided. 
3.4.2.1.1 Single Hole Damage: AR6 
Tests of a single damaged AR6 configuration were done after finishing all undamaged 
configuration tests. The flfSt single hole - [located at 50% chordwise with 20% chord size] --
was made at about 50% of AR6 span. This made the hole damage approximately 152mm 
distance from the tunnel floor. It needs two 300mm panels for this AR6, and when swapped, 
made the 2nd damaged hole location at the distance of -452mm. 
3.4.2.1.2 Single Hole Damage: AR8 
This ARS was the most interesting in terms of the number of possible single-hole damage 
locations. Its position and its characteristics exist between AR6 and ARIO. Due to that, this ARS 
was chosen as the first priority of the investigation. Unlike AR6, in this ARS, tests of a single 
damaged configuration were performed interchanged with undamaged configurations. The idea 
was to see whether its repeatability changed by interchanging the tests with damaged-clean-
damaged configurations. This investigation repeated the undamaged runs five times. The results 
are shown and discussed in Chapter-6, Section 6.1.2. 
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1 
As for AR6, the first single hole was approx. 152mm distance from the tunnel floor. The second 
or middle position was at a distance of 452mm. Since only one panel was available with hole 
damage, to make the 3,d damage location of 652mm from the floor, an additional 200mm panel 
was inserted between the 300mm panels. 
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3.4.2.1.3 Single Hole Damage: ARIO 
This applies for both undamaged and for all damaged locations. An additional damage location 
i.e. 852mm from the floor was made possible by inserting one more 200mm panels into the 
existing AR8 configuration. 
3.4.2.1.4 Effect of Root and Tip Damage on AR6, AR8 and ARIO 
To get the effects of tip and root damage, the spanwise arrangement of model panels was made 
to have the possibility to maintain the distance of the hole either from the floor or from the tip 
for every aspect ratio tested. Figure-III.5 shows the sketch of the root and tip damage locations 
arrangements. 
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--------1t 
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r-~-
-- - -- --
I--
- if ...... 
I TUllul Floor II'''~ I 
i i 
Figure-I1I.S Root and Tip Damage Location Arrangements 
for AR6, AR8 and ARIO. 
Tip damaged position in AR6 [452mm from the floor] became mid position in AR8, and the tip 
damaged position in AR8 [652mm from the floor] become mid position for ARIO. Tip damaged 
position in ARIO [8S2mm from the floor] has a distance of I 62mm from the tip. 
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3.4.3 Wind Tunnel Corrections 
In general, the aim of wind-tunnel tests is to make measurements of aerodynamic quantities 
under strictly controJled and defined conditions in such a way that, despite the presence of the 
tunnel waJls, the data can be applied to unconstrained flow. The existence of a free-air flow, 
which is "equivalent" to that in the tunnel, is the fundamental assumption underlying the entire 
framework ofthe theory and practice of wind-tunnel wall constraints. 
During the initial preparation for data reduction, different wall correction methods were 
assessed. The methods were AGARD-336 [25), ESDU's 95014 [26) [27) and Maskell's as cited 
in Barlow [28). Maskell's method is limited to analytic calculation of the total-blockages (e7), 
dynamic pressure (q,) and velocity corrections (VJ; whilst the AGARD method is used to define 
a.., CLI> C[)c, and CM<-
The ESDU method was fmaJly not applied since results showed that the difference between 
ESDU and AGARD methods was very small at magnitudes where AGARD showed very small 
differences compared to uncorrected results. This is believed to be due to the ratio of the model 
thickness [0.0192 m2) compared to the test section area [2.53 m2) was less than 0.76%. AGARD 
results therefore were applied to the data reduction. 
The assessment of wall correction methods can then be summarised as follows: 
Wall CorrectioD DefiDed 
Methods Co motioD Pan mete .. Remarks 
Maskell's ET, q(: Vc Applied for Data Reduction 
AGARD Ilc. CL<> COo and CM" Applied for Data Reduction 
ESDU Ilc. CL<> COo and C"" Not Applied for Data Reduction 
The application of formulas used in the applied wall corrections are described in Apoendix-D: 
'Applied Formulas and Equations for Wall Corrections'. The final results ofMaskeJl's blockage 
correction, defmed from Eq.[I) to Eq.[6), and the AGARD 'Vpwash Correction' defined from 
Eq.[14) to Eq.[IS) shown in Appendix-D are summarised in Tables IlI.4 and IlI.5. 
3.4.4 Experimental Data Validation, Accuracy and Repeatability 
3.4.4.1 Force Tests Hysteresis and Repeatability 
Repeatability assessment of all available runs for every aspect ratio was limited to the incidence 
range between _4° to SO to avoid 'staJl-separated-scatter' data. Figure 11I.6a shows typical CD vs. 
Incidence repeatability and scatter check of ARS configurations, where it shows that the 
repeatability and the scatter were within 3 to 5 'drag-counts' [dc) in that incidence range [1 dc = 
0.0001). 
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AR Eob &wb &T q, V, 
6 0.0003708 1.397.-04 5.1050.-04 1.00102 (qu) 1.00102 (Vu) 
8 0.0004972 1.5753 .. 04 6.5473.-04 1.00131 (qu) 1.00131 (Vu) 
10 0.0006286 1.7949.-04 8.0809.-04 1.00162 (qu) 1.00620 (Vu) 
Table-IIU Summary of Applied Blockage Correction [Mask.Ws] 
AR a., CL, CD, CM. 
6 au + [0.01l6(CLJ] [CLu Cos{0.12 (CLu)I2.5344 (0.235)}- [CDu Cos{0.12 (CL.) 12.5344 (0.235)}+ CMu+[4.74.-6(CL.») 
CDu Sin{O.12(CL.) 12.5344 (O.235)} CL. Sin{O.12 (CLu)/2.5344 (O.235)) 
8 a. + [0.0171(CLJ) [CLu Cos{O.16 (CLu)/2.5344 (0.26))- [CDu Cos{0.16 (CLu) 12.5344 (0.26)} + CMu +[6.84.-6(CLu») 
CDu Sin{0.16 (CLu) 12.5344 (O.26)} CLu Sin{O.l6 (CLu)/2.5344 (O.26)) 
10 a. + [0.0216(CL.)] [CL. Cos{0.20 (CL.)12.5344 (O.265)}- [CDu Cos{O.2 (CLu) 12.5344 (0.265)} + CMu+[8.95.-4(CL.») 
CDu Sin{O.20 (CL.) 12.5344 (0.265)} CL. Sin{0.2 (CL.)/2.5344 (0.265)) 
Tabl .. I~ Summary of Applied Upwash Correction [AGARD] 
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Good repeatability and scatter is also shown in Figure III.6b of CM vs. a of AR8 for Undamaged 
and all Damage Location configurations [Exaggerated scale). It shows similar repeatability for 
both the damaged and undamaged cases. 
The summary repeatability coefficients found in all three Aspect Ratios for undamaged 
configurations were within the acceptable boundaries as shown in Table III.6. 
Coefficient Tolerances - Maximum Scatters [Error Bands) 
AR nnciden .. ran •• -4 to +8de.l· 
C. C. CM 
6.2 ±O.OO4 ±O.OO02 ±O.OOOO5 
8.2 ±O.OO5 ±O.OOO3 ±0.0005 
10.2 ±O.OO8 ±0.OOO6 ±O.OOOI 
.. Tablelll.6: Summary of RepeatabIllty and Maxunum Scatter of Aero CoeffiCIents 
3.4.4.2 Baseline [datum J Selection 
Repeated runs for all aspect ratios for both undamaged and damaged configurations were 
averaged to get an applied data The undamaged averaged data was then applied as a 'baseline' 
[datum] for the given Aspect Ratio. 
As describe previously, this datum is very important to determine the incremental changes of the 
aerodynamics coefficients due to damage. 
The averaged data of all aerodynamic coefficients for AR6, AR8 and ARIO were then compared 
to two-dimensional 'Invin's 2D', which was then converted to 3D for the respective Aspect 
Ratios. Figure HI.7a below shows a typical lift-curve of averaged results for the three Aspect 
Ratios of AR6, AR8 and ARIO. 
Baseline [datum] definition of CD vs. CL for all aspect ratios is shown in Figure HI.7b. It can be 
seen that the Co. were not really collapsed into the same value. 
Figure HI.7b shows a Coo difference of -5dc between AR8 and ARIO, and a difference of -15dc 
between AR6 to AR8 [See also Table III.9]. These differences were believed to be due to 
changing and swapping the panels between the different Aspect Ratios tested where a model 
setting relative to the incoming flow slightly changed - likely due to screws and 'dowel-pin' 
connection. There is another concern -- though was considered relatively small, that the floor 
boundary layer of approx. 10mm has a disproportionately large effect on the AR6 model. 
Figure I1I.7c shows baseline [datum] of pitching moment vs. incidence with CMo difference of 
-0.002 between AR8 and ARIO, and a difference of less than 0.002 between AR6 to AR8. 
However, all Aspect Ratios almost collapsed on to the same point at negative incidences. 
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CM vs. Incidence - AR8 
All Clean [Undamaged] Tests vs. 
Damaged Locations: 450mm, 650mm ~rom tunnel floor 
Pitching Moment Repeatability - 'scattered Check' [Exaggerated] 
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Figure III. 7. Pitching Moment vs. Incidence averaging as applied baseline for AR6, AR8 and ARIO 
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3.4.4.3 Baseline-Undamaged Configuration 
(i) 3D-Slope Prediction. A Iift-curve-slope prediction of incompressible flows, rectangular, 
for a fmite aspect ratio wing, was conducted based on 'Ravaglia's formula [29]. The results 
were summarised in Table-III.7. 
AR [~] ao[Rad] 
[per Rad] 
6 0.0666 0.1865 
8 0.07507 0.2102 
10 0.08088 0.22647 
Table-III.7 Results of Slope Prediction Formula 
Ravaglia's formula for 30 slope prediction shown in equation [19] below was selected, as it was 
closest to the experimental results. Figures IlI.Sa, Sb and Sc shows the slope prediction of AR6, 
ARS and ARI 0 1 compared with all available tests for undamaged configurations. 
}> 'Ravaglia' formula: 
aoAR 
ao = 2 [per radian] 
ao ( AR )2 +(ao) -(ARxMoo)' 
I1 COSAII2 I1 
where ao = Irwin's 20 actual value of 0.1° 
Al> = 0°; and M_ = 0.1176 [40 mls] 
.•.. [7] 
A summary of the actual values for these corrections and uncertainty factors plus model panel 
conditions were shown in Table III.S. 
(ii) CLao Comparison. Figure III.Sa, 8b and 8c respectively shows comparison with 'Irwin's 
20' of the NACA 641-412 airfoil that tested at Re. 5.0xIOs. The Irwin's lift-curve-slope, [~] 
[quoted as 0.1000] and the zero-lift-incidence, CLao of published data [quoted as -2.S0] shows 
differences to that was found in the current experiments. 
1 The actual physical dimensions. calculation and for data reductions of the model are AR6.21. ARS.24 and ARIO.27. All of these Aspect ratios 
are written and simplified as AR6. AR8 and AR 1 O. 
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Figur. 1II.8c: Typical Slope Predictions and Lift-Curve Repeatability of all Available Runs for ARJO 
so 
These differences were believed to be due to the following corrections: first, correction of the 
incidence setting of the model chord-line relative to the tunnel centreline -- as mentioned 
previously and included in all test results; Secondly, corrections due to tunnel flow angularity 
where calibration had shown -0.3125°. Third, flow and tunnel condition uncertainties such as 
gust and turbulent intensity, of approximately ± 0.1°. Table-m.8 shows the actual CLao after the 
corrections were applied. 
Corrections and Uncertainties: 
AR Model Setting = -0.429' Actual CLoo Flow Angularity = -0.3125' 
Flow Uncertainties::I:: 0.10 'aRu torrecllOlllI\ 
C .... o published ACLao 
6.2 -2.82° -0.27" _2.55° 
8.2 _2.82° _0.12° -2.70° 
10.2 _2.82° _0.17° _2.65° 
Tabl. 111.8: Summary of Actual C ... and Compared to Published Data. 
(iii) 3D Drag and Moment Convert to Aspect Ratio. 
The CL was applied to the formula given by Mc.Cormick [39] to predict CD [Equation 20], which 
depends on functions of 'profile drag' CDo. induced drag factor 'k' and the Aspect Ratio. This 
'k' was a very important factor for obtaining an accurate 3 D conversion. 
c· 
C = Cd + -'- where 'e' - 'Oswald's' factor 
D 0 ITAe' . 
. ... [8] 
The Oswald's factor, 'e' for AR6, AR8 and ARIO are needed to define ok' that was computed 
from the ESDU 74035 [32] data-sheet computer program. 
In addition to that, a slope gradient of ok' was defined using CD vs. CL2 plot. The plot was made 
based on a particular test where the incremental change of incidence in the CLao region was 
minimised to .1.a = 0.1 0. The idea was to get accurate' k' data. 
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Table III.9 below shows a comparison summary of actual Co. and the value of 'k' that derived 
from the Co vs. CL 2 plot compare to the value 'k' derived from 'e' [ESDU]. 
AR CD. 'k'· Based on 'k' - Based OD 
ESDU Cn vs. C,' Expr. plot 
6.21 0.0150 0.0539 0.06015 
8.24 0.0135 0.04090 0.04564 
10.27 0.0130 0.03314 0.0369 
Tabl. III.9 Summary of3D Conversion Parameters Coefficients 
It shows that k is higher for experiments. This was believed to be due to imperfect tip design and 
the tunnel floor boundary layer. 
Figure III.9a, 9b, and 9c of Co vs. CL of AR6.2, ARS.2, and ARlO.2 in the following pages show 
the 2D results predicted and converted into those three aspect ratios using the k values from 
experiments. For illustration, the figures were also compared to the k values from 'ESDU and 
averaged undamaged of the three aspect ratios. 
The idea of comparing the current experimental results with Irwin's 2D was to demonstrate and 
to show the accuracy of the undamaged data. However, CD - CL plots shown in Figure-IIl.9a-
III.9d suggest relatively large differences between the current experimental results and those of 
Irwin. The main reason was believed to be due to the floor boundary layer and due to joints on 
the model panels. The investigation into the battle damage was carried-out, however, because 
the interest was in the increments. 
To predict and convert 'Irwin's 2D' Cm to CM values, another ESDU data-sheet i.e. ESDU S7001 
[33] was applied. The approach with a good approximation was that the wing camber-line is 
unchanged across the span. 
'ESDU 87001' was also used to convert the Cm into AR6, ARS and ARIO. The conversion was 
given by: 
..... [9] 
Where {F(Cmo,)"".} = (CmOi)_(Cm")~ defined from 2D results [if the camber line is unchanged 
across the wingspan]. 
Figure III.l 0 is a typical CM vs. Incidence of the 2D results that converted to ARS. The plot also 
compared to the averaged undamaged ARS results. It can be seen that the predicted CM was 
good in all incidence regions, and the actual measurement for the undamaged configuration were 
of right compared to the 2D result and the 3D prediction. 
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3.4.5 Pressure Data Accuracy: Pressure Distribution Repeatability 
Pressure coefficient repeatability tests were conducted for the damaged case, for all pressure 
tapping locations. The error was defmed as the difference between Cp values recorded at the 
same tapping location on two to three independent test runs. Values were recorded at incidences 
of 4° and 8°. 
Figure-Ill. I I a and 11 b illustrates the repeatability ofthe results, for this example, taken along the 
'3R'-outboard and 'IR'-inboard at incidence 4° for wing damage located at the tip. Whilst for 8° 
repeatability, taken along the 'centreline' and 'IR'-outboard for tip damage. The selected pairs 
of spanwise distances were measured in the same wind tunnel run. Repeatability tests were 
conducted over three runs for incidence 4° and two runs for incidence 8°. 
Table-IlL I 0 shows the summary of the results that were taken for the largest Cp error over all 40 
tapping locations. The larger errors were at the leading edge area [4.25%C], and at the flfst 
tapping after the downstream edge of the damage hole [62%C - Inboard and 65%C-Outboard]. 
Error BaDd at 
Error BaDd at 'Leading Edge' [4.2S%c) 'Downstream 
Ed e' 
61%C (Inboard) 
Incidence Centreli.. lR-lnboard lR-Outboard 3R-Outboard 65%C IOutboard) 
4 n/a 0.02299 n/a 0.0033 
8 0.0024 n/a 0.00285 n/a 
rabl.III.10: Summary of Largest Cp Errors over Pressure Tappings 
At 4°, it can be seen that the error bands at the leading edge area [4.25%C], were found to 
increase over the two spanwise distances tested, with the error of -CPerror.LE = 0.01969 higher at 
IR-inboard than at 3R-outboard. The same situation occurred when the incidence increased to 
80• The error band at the centreline was, with the error of -CPerror.LE = 0.00045, higher than at 
IR-outboard. This suggested that at 80, the more the spanwise distance from the centreline the 
less the Cp errors. 
Based on the values shown in the table, at the inboard row the I st tapping after the downstream 
edge [62%C], increasing the incidence from 4° to 8° had resulted an error increase of 
approximately -Cperror.LE = 0.0335. Whilst at the outboard row 1st tapping [65%C], no errors 
were indicated for both 4° and 80• The identified error bands, however, indicated that the 
differences due to the spanwise location appear to be a genuine effect due to surface 
imperfection for a damage hole in the outboard or inboard regions. 
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Chapter 4: 
Review of Infinite ['2D'] Battle Damaged Wing and 
Comparison with CFD Simulation 
4.1 Introduction 
Tremendous concurrent synergy growth during the past thirty years in computers (speed, 
memory, parallel architectures), in numerical algorithms, in hardware and software for handling 
complex geometries and for visualising massive numerical data has made us believe that 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can perhaps answer everything that is needed in design 
and development involving fluid flows. 
In industry, sometimes they are operating on a very tight budget, therefore, they are always on 
the look out for ways to save time and reduce project risk. CFD, and other simulation and 
modelling techniques allow them to do this. 
In current investigations, CFD simulation has been performed to compare and confirm what was 
found experimentally in the infinite wing case ['2D']. By reviewing and simulating the '2D' 
experimental results, it will help to predict the 3 D case. Another objective is to understand the 
physical phenomena and characteristics of the flow, which is cheaper and faster using CFD 
compared with experiments. 
The cases that have been done for the predictions were as follows: 
I. Baseline: Undamaged Simulation 
2. Damaged Wing [Single Damage, 20%c damage size at 25%c location] 
4.2 The Geometry and Grids Generation 
The geometry of NACA 641-412 was taken from a public domain airfoil database -- Public 
Domain Aeronautical Software - PDAS [34], and then checked against the published data found 
in the literature [18]. The results were then compared with the airfoil section found in Ref. [I]. 
This geometry was exported to a pre-processor called 'Gambit v.2.0' [35]- software package to 
build and mesh models for CFD purposes. Gambit receives user input by means of its graphical 
user interface (GUI). The refined airfoil geometry was then exported to 'Solid-Edge v.II' - a 
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CAD so ftware package -- to define the so lid model [17) . The idea was to make the volume 
mode lling easier and faster. In So lid-Edge, the wing profi le was created by means of 'extrusion ' 
to generate the entire wingspan and to create ' cut-out' representin g the damage ho le in the wing 
at pre-dcfincd incidences. This solid vo lume was then re-exported to Gambit to c reate the mesh 
and to define the ' boundary- layer' feature - a term lIsed to define the spac ing of mesh node rows 
in regions immediately adjacent to edges and faces. The final mesh was then exported to a 
commerc ial CFO package, 'F luent 6.0' , for process ing and post-processing [36) [37). 
The grid for the 20 undamaged wing [after ' adaptation ' - mesh/grid refinement) 111 a two-
dimensiona l freestream boundary condition [BC) is shown in Figure- IV. I ; whilst Fig.-IV.2, 
showing the ' infinite-wing' mode l wi th damage hole, is installed between the tunnel walls -- a lso 
in a three-d imensional freestream boundary condition. Grid adaptation wa employed to get a 
bet1er soluti on. The s ize of the computational domain was [4.0 x 4.0 x 0.45) 111 . The 0.45m 
refers to the tunnel width. For this CFO s imulation, the height to simulate the noor and the roof 
of tunnel was set to 4.0111. This is done to avoid wall effects. 
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4.3 Grid Refinement Study 
For the grid refinement study, the selected incidences were set to _2.8°, corresponding to CLO, 
and 16° CLm", onset. However, grid creation was not necessary for all cases as they could be 
represented by a zero-incidence grid and the incidences defined by changing the flow direction. 
Beside 'inlet' and 'outlet', a 'symmetry' boundary condition was used for the right and left sides 
of the wing. The so-called 'free stress' boundary condition was employed [in Fluent's 
terminology this was defmed as a 'pressure far-field' boundary condition]. The turbulence 
intensity (Ti) was set to 0.15% based on AAE's wind tunnel calibration data. 
The 3D steady segregated, implicit solver was employed to solve the governing equation; and the 
'Spalart- Allmaras'[S-A] turbulence model was chosen. This is because the S-A model is the 
most economical model for the purpose of a grid refmement study. 
Results from Fluent are arranged in predefined tables for row data, so that grid types, number of 
ce\1s, and converged iteration can be analysed easily. The number of cells ranged from 269,000 
to 690,000 and the solution required from 348 to 1200 iterations to converge. The fastest 
converged solution was for an incidence of _2.8°, which also had the smallest mesh size. 
To differentiate the effect of mesh size, pressure distribution plots were created for _2.8° [to 
represent the undamaged wing configuration] and 16° [to represent the damaged wing 
configuration]. The typical plots are shown in Figure-IV.3a and Fig-IV.3b. It can be seen from 
the two graphs that using different numbers of cells would provide slightly different peaks for 
the upper and lower surface of the wing leading edge - using more cells would provide a higher 
peak Cps. However, these peak differences actually resulted in very sma\1 effects on 
aerodynamic coefficients. During the mesh refmement studies, it was found that after increasing 
to a certain number of ce\1s, the results would not improve anymore. 690,000 was then chosen 
as the number of cells for the study. 
4.4 Selection of Turbulence Models for CFD Simulation 
It is an unfortunate fact that no single turbulence model is universa\1y accepted as being superior 
for all classes of problems. The choice of turbulence model will depend on [44] considerations 
such as the physics involved in the flow, the established practice for a specific class of problem, 
the level of accuracy required, the available computational resources and the amount of time 
available for the simulation. To make the most appropriate choice of model application, then the 
capabilities and limitations of the various options need to be understood. 
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Turbulent flows are significantly affected by the presence of walls. The near-wal\ modelling 
significantly affects the reliability of the numerical solutions; therefore, accurate representation 
of the flow in the near-wal\ region determines the successful prediction of wal\-bounded 
turbulent flows. 
4.4.1 Model Comparisons 
Based on recommendations from the literature, in terms of computation, the Spalart-Al\maras 
model is the least expensive turbulence model provided in Fluent, since only one turbulence 
transport equation is solved. 
The standard k-epsilon model clearly requires more computational effort than the Spalart-
Al\maras model since an additional transport equation is solved. The 'realizable' k-epsilon 
model requires only slightly more computational effort than the standard k-epsilon model. 
Computations with the 'RNO' k-epsilon model tend to take 10-15% more CPU time than with 
the standard k-epsilon model. Like the k-epsilon models, the k-Omega models are also two-
equation models, and thus require about the same computational effort [38]. 
Compared with the k-epsilon and k-Omega models, the Reynolds Stresses Model - RSM 
requires additional memory and CPU time due to the increased number of the transport 
equations for Reynolds stresses. However, efficient programming in Fluent has reduced the CPU 
time per iteration significantly. On average, the RSM in Fluent requires 50-60% more CPU time 
per iteration compared to the k-epsilon and k-Omega models. Furthermore, 15-20% more 
memory is needed [38]. Aside from the time per iteration, the choice of turbulence model can 
affect the ability of Fluent to obtain a converged solution. 
It is a huge task to compare the performance of al\ turbulence models in the present study. By 
considering the above constraints therefore, only the Standard k-epsilon and Spalart-Allmaras 
models will be evaluated. The reasons for choosing these two models were as fol\ow [36] [37]: 
• The Spalart-Al\maras model was designed specifical\y for aerospace applications involving 
wal\-bounded flows and has been shown to give good results for boundary layers subjected 
to adverse pressure gradients. It is also gaining popularity for turbo machinery applications. 
In Fluent however, the Spalart-Allmaras model has been implemented to use wall functions 
when the mesh resolution is not sufficiently fine. This might make it the best choice for 
relatively crude simulations on coarse meshes where accurate turbulent flow computations 
are not critical. 
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• The simplest "complete models" of turbulence are two-equation models in which the 
solution of two separate transport equations allows the turbulent velocity and length scales to 
be independently determined. The standard k-Epsilon model in Fluent falls within this class 
of turbulence model [RANS} and has become the workhorse of practical engineering flow 
calculations. Robustness, economy, and reasonable accuracy for a wide range of turbulent 
flows explain its popularity in industrial flow and heat transfer simulations. 
4.4.2 Turbulence Models Evaluations and Findings 
The k-epsilon model was tested along with the Spalart-Allmaras model, and converged solutions 
were obtaine;l after 200 to 400 iterations with both models. In applying these models to the 
damaged wing problems, it was found that significant 'jet-in-crossflow' features were predicted 
well by both the SpaIart-Allmaras and the k-epsilon models, particularly in the inner damage 
hole region. 
4.5 Testing of K-e and SA Models 
4.5.1 Demonstration of Flow Structures 
CFD simulations with K-e and SA models have been done for both weak and strong jets flow 
structures. Fignre-IV.4a to Fig-IV.4d show weak-jet results, whilst Figures IV.5a to IV.Sd shows 
the strong-jet results of those two models respectively. 
4.5.1.1 Weak-jet Flow Structure. 
Fig.-IVAa and IV.4d, show vectors of velocity magnitude using K-e and SA models at a typical 
weak-jet incidence of 2°. Fignres-IVAa and IV.4b show an infmite wing model with three-
dimensional flow in a '2D' test set-up, where the wing is installed between two tunnel walls. It 
can be seen that, despite the differences shown in flow structures, the K-e and SA models also 
produce different velocity magnitudes on the wing surfaces and at the tunnel walls. 
The SA model [Fig.-IV.4a] predicts a lower static pressure that produces a higher velocity 
compared to the K-e model [Fig.-IVAb] on the wing and walls region. These differences can 
also be seen in the vector colours of both models where the wing on the SA model produces 
more speed on the upper wing surface compared to the K-e model. 
The differences in pressure and velocity on the wing upper surfaces also affect the structures of 
the flow behind the damage hole. It shows that the K-e model produce a longer, straight, 
parallel, and more visible wake compared to the SA model. This is believed to be due to the 
difference of velocity and pressure of the jet at the exit hole. The situation of the exited weak-
jets for both models can be seen in Fig.-IVAc and IV.4d. 
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Figure IV.4b. Weak -Jet on Upper Surface Wing wi th Tunnel Walls 
K-e Model. Alpha +2deg. 
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Figure IVAc. \ Veak Jet Flow Structure at Damage Centre-l ine 
S-A Model, Alpha +2dcg, 
""""-"-''-'-''-'', \Veak Jet Flow Slnlclure at Damage Centre-line 
K-e, Alpha +2dcg, 
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In general, both models show similarity for the main weak-jet characteristic, i.e. an attached jet 
at the exit ofthe damage hole. The similarity also shows in the jet velocity where the magnitudes 
cannot be differentiated, however, the K-e model seems to show a stronger jet at the exit 
compared to the SA model. This can be seen in the height of the jet boundary, which the K-e 
model shows to be higher. This situation affects the shape and formation of the wake as seen in 
Figures IV.4a and IV.4b. 
4.5.1.2 Strong-jet Flow Structure. 
In Fig.-IV.5a and IV.5b, vectors of velocity magnitude using K-e and SA models at the damage 
hole centreline are shown with the incidence of 8°. It can be seen that there is a similarity of 
flow structure in both models, i.e. a detached jet at the exit of the damage hole, reverse flow 
downstream of the wing and also regions of stagnation pressure at the upstream and downstream 
sides of the damage hole cavity. However, the magnitudes of the velocity vectors from the two 
models are slightly different. 
By analysing the vector colours, it also shows that the lowest velocity in the stagnation areas and 
at the centre of the reverse flows is approximately 0.257 m/s by the K-e model, whilst using the 
SA model give a magnitude of approximately 0.153 m/s - only 0.1 m/s difference. The highest 
velocity magnitude in both models occurs upstream of the damage hole close to the leading edge. 
At the jet exit, it shows a magnitude of approximately 41.2 m/s by K-e and 47.7 rnls by the SA 
model. This gives ajet to freestream velocity ratio of [VjN-k. = 1.03 and [VjN-]S-A = 1.119 
respectively [assuming the average V- in both models is 40 rnls]. Furthermore, a slightly 
different wake patterns can be identified in the upper surface wing velocity vectors shown in 
Figure-IV.5c from the K-e model, and Figure-IV.5d for the SA model. Table-IV.! shows the 
main differences of both models. 
In these strong jet comparisons, it was also investigated that there were no significant changes in 
the flow structure characteristics of both models when the incidence is changed. 
It can be seen that looking closely to the features condition on both models, a preference can 
easily be made. However, before selection is made, a further comparison i.e. Cp vs. XlC should 
be made, which is described in the flowing section. 
Features K-EpsiloD Model Spalart-Allmaras Model 
CRVP Formation Formed at mid-hole shaDe. unclear Formed at mid-hole shaDe. clear 
Forward Separation Irregular - unclear Regular - clear 
Secondary Separation Not formed - unclear Formed - clear 
Horseshoe Vortex Formed thin Formed, thick. clear 
Entrainments Not strong Strong 
Wake Symmetrical SYmmetric Symmetric 
Reverse Flow and Separation Formed visible Formed Yisible 
at hole downstream 
Table-IV.I. Strong-Jet Features Comparison 
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4.5.2 K-e and SA Comparison: Cp vs. XlC 
The comparison between the damage hole centreline Cp profiles at SO by both K-e and SA 
models and the experimental results are shown in Figure-IV.6. It can be seen that from the 
leading edge to the damage hole, the results from the SA model are much closer to the 
experimental results on both the upper and lower surfaces. 
Downstream of the damage hole, the SA model gives much higher values at about 40 to 60% of 
the. chord compared with the experimental data, but the agreement is better towards the trailing 
edge. On the contrary, the K-e model results are following the experimental profile better with 
slightly smaller values than the experimental data. However, the K-e model looks almost 
'constant', whilst the SA model shows variation similar to those found experimentally. 
At the lower wing surface, downstream of the damage hole, all four curves show similar values, 
however, K-epsilon is poor upstream of the damage. 
What may be summarised in this Cp vs. XlC graph is that the S-A model is closer to the 
experimental results in terms of Cp values. The S-A model is better forward of the damage 
whilst the K-e model is better behind the damage. 
4.5.3. The Selection 
Having analysed what has been described in weak and strong-jets flow structures [Figure-IV.4a 
to Fig-IV.4d] and [Figure-IV. Sa to Fig-IV.5d], features in Table-IV.I, and Cp vs. XlC in Figure-
IV.5a, the selection can then be made. Although K-e seems to have produced results with more 
similarity to the experimental ones behind the damage, the SA model will be chosen for further 
CFD simulation. However, this does not imply that agreement forward of the damage is more 
important; because when comparing the simulation shown in Table IV.I, the SA model shows 
more similarity in all aspects. The SA model gives more realistic results than the K-e model. 
In term of the strong-jet characteristics and the flow structures, the SA model performed better. 
[See further validation of the SA model with experimental results in section 4.6]. 
In addition, having perfected the model grid used for these simulations, the author was 
convinced that the S-A model should be selected, because the assessment from Fluent showed 
that the S-A model was the best choice for relatively crude simulations on coarse meshes where 
accurate turbulent flow computations are not critical and where mesh resolution is not 
sufficiently fine. 
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4.6 CFD Simulation vs. '2D' Experimental Results: The Synergy 
[Using the selected Model) 
4.6.1 Introduction 
The synergy between wind tunnel experiments and CFD has long been recognised in 
aerodynamic research and these methods have been practiced in parallel, complementing each 
other. A particular gap may emerge with the rapid development of CFD simulations. 
The purpose of this section is to discuss in more detail the synergy of the available 2D battle 
damaged wing experimental results done previously [I] and CFD simulations. In particular how 
the CFD helps to gain and guide the understanding of the experimental work. Usually, 
experimental results are used to provide reference data for validating models and methods used 
in CFD simulations. At the present, the discussion is the reverse i.e. is that the battle damaged 
wing CFD simulations -- though not promoting new methods or models, focus on problems 
already investigated experimentally, thus replicating experiments. The idea was to verify the 
theory or model and to provide a proof of accuracy, but producing more data and new 
information, some of which known is inaccessible to experiments. It is this kind of feedback 
between experimental and simulation that has shown for synergy. 
4.6.2 CFD Simulation vs. '2D' Experimental Results Comparison 
All CFD simulations that are used for comparisons with experimental results have identical 
Reynolds number, mesh and grids, turbulent intensity factor, and other pre-selected SA model 
parameters. The parameters are not changed except the required flow direction that is needed for 
wing incidences. The list of values and main parameters are as follows: 
Density [kg/m3) : 1.225 
Pressure [pascal) : 101325 
Viscosity [kg/m-s) 
Mach Number 
Reynolds Number 
Temperature rK) 
Turbulent Specification Method 
: 1.7894 e-05 
: 0.1 
: 5.0x 10' 
:288 
• Turbulent Intensity [%) : 0.4 
• Turbulent Length Scale [mm) : 140 
Solution InitiaHsation: 
[Typical for Incidence +8') 
• Pressure [Pascal) 
• X.Velocity [m/s) 
• Y.Velocity [m/s) 
• Z-Velocity [m/s) 
: 101325 
: 36.15266 
: 4.5555531 
:0 
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4.6.2.1 Undamaged and Damaged Wings: 
Aerodynamic Coefficients Comparison 
Figure IV.7a and Figure IV.7b respectively compares aerodynamic coefficients between CFD 
predictions for undamaged and damage wings -- all using the S-A model with Irwin's '2D' 
experimental data. All the cases with different incidences ranging from -40 up to +14° were 
computed using grids for the undamaged wing [shown in Figure-IV.I) and damaged wing [Fig.-
IV.2). The applied Reynolds number for the predictions was the same, i.e. at 5.0x106. 
In Figure IV.7a, it can be seen that lift curve slope for the Irwin's undamaged wing [OCJoa = 
0.1) is slightly higher than the CFD prediction of [oCJoa = 0.09). Almost at the same 
incidences of 12° - 12.5°, the Clm", of CFD is higher than the experiment; but at the stall 
incidences, the CFD suddenly falls much below the experimental value where the lift declines 
more gradually. The experimental no was almost at the same value as in the published data [no-
2.8"], whilst in CFD, the no is shifted to -3.25 0. 
For the damaged wing comparison shown in Figure IV.7b, the slope of the experimental result of 
0.086 unlike the undamaged wing is slightly lower than CFD prediction of 0.089. However, the 
Clmax of CFD is unrealistic. At 12° the value is higher than the Clmax in CFD undamaged; and 
there is no indication of stall even at the incidence of 14°. Whilst in the experimental Clmax, the 
value is much more realistic where at the same incidence of 12.5° the value of 1.132 is lower 
than the undamaged value of 1.175. 
In this damage comparison, the experimental no was slightly shifted to no _2.5°, whilst in CFD, it 
was also shifted, but to -3.0 0. 
[Note: No experimental data of coefficients for damaged wing is available in Irwin's thesis -
especially for 20%c; so plots in Fig.-IV.7b were defmed by extracting the available increments 
data of dCI, dCd, and dCm' The coefficients for the damaged wing were then calculated by: 
Cl damage = d[CI)",p + Cl expoundamaged 
Cd damage = d[Cd)exp + Cd expoundamaged 
Cm damage = d[Cm)exp + Cm ",poundamaged 
4.6.2.2 Cd - Cl Plots for CFD Prediction vs. Experimental 
.... [10) 
.... [11) 
.... [12) 
Figure IV.7a and Figure IV.7b also show drag coefficients for the undamaged and damaged 
wings plotted at large scale as Cd-Cl plots. 
In general, it can be seen that the drag prediction compared to experimental for the undamaged 
wing [Figure IV.7a] is better than that seen for the damaged wing [Figure IV.7b] for the region 
of _8° to +4°. Whilst, drag prediction is better for the damaged wing in the region beyond +4°. 
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The code limitation for drag prediction may clearly be identified when the drag difference is 
counted. The liCdo are very large for both undamaged and damaged wings. Indeed, it was 
known from the literature that Fluent's predictions are good for the lift curve but not for drag. 
A similar situation also seen in the pitching moment prediction. The moment prediction for the 
undamaged wing is closer and more realistic compared to the damaged wing for all incidences; 
whilst moment prediction for the damaged wing appears closer only in the region of ±5°. 
Looking at the pressure plots, this is not surprising since CFD seems to predict high negative Cps 
behind damage, which therefore would lead to the more negative CM as seen. 
4.6.2.3 The increments Comparisons: 
d[Ct]cfd-exp. d[Cd]cfd-exp. and d[Cm]cfd-exp 
The coefficients of the undamaged wing in Figure-IV.7a and damaged wing in Figure-IV.7b for 
both CFD prediction and experimental results were subtracted from each other to define the 
increments d[CI], d[Cd], and d[Cm]. The increments data for experimental results were obtained 
from Ref. [I]; whilst the increments for CFD prediction are defined based on the following 
formula: 
d[CI]cfd = Cl cfd-damage - Cl cfd·undamaged 
d[Cd]cfd = Cd cfd-damage - Cd cfd·undamaged 
d[Cm]cfd = Cm cfd-damage - Cm cfd-undamaged 
.... [13] 
.... [14] 
.... [15] 
The results of each coefficient increment for both CFD prediction and experimental results 
plotted against incidence are shown in Figure-IV.S. 
It can be seen that none of those three increments show good agreement between CFD prediction 
and experimental results. In d[CI], the trend of decreased lift shown in the experimental results is 
not in agreement with the CFD prediction for most incidences, except at _4° and +SO where the 
lift was decreased. At other incidences, the prediction shows the unexpected result that the lift is 
increased although a damage hole is present. 
The opposite to expected trend shown in d[CIl was also seen in d[Cd]. However, relatively small 
disagreement between prediction and experimental results are seen between _4° and +4°. The 
increments are positives, although the differences in d[Cd] values are relatively large. Beyond 
+4°, the CFD predictions show an opposite trend to the experimental values. 
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In d[CmJ, the shapes of plots are similar, but the trend is in the opposite direction especially in 
the incidences above 0°. The experimental plot seen nearly in constant values up to 10°, whilst 
in prediction, the plot is sharply decreased. 
4.6.2.4 Pressure Distribution: -Cp vs. XlC Comparisons 
» Undamaged Configuration: +80 
A comparison of wing centreline pressure coefficient (Cp) profiles, between experimental data 
and CFD results for the undamaged wing at 8° is shown in Figure-IV.9. There are some 
differences between the two profiles from leading edge to about 30% of the chord. A better 
agreement is obtained between the experimental data and CFD results at the rear. 
There are two possible reasons why experimental data and CFD results are slightly different near 
the leading edge. First, it is from incidence setting accuracy during experiments where incidence 
may be larger or lower than +8°. Second, the Cp profile of the 2D experimental result is 
uncorrected. The tunnel walls tend to increase the speed at the upper wing surface, which in turn 
reduces the lift and therefore lowers the -Cp. 
The reference pressure used for the experimental Cp data was obtained from independent tunnel 
dynamic head pressure transducer. 
» Damaged Wing Configuration: Centre-line Cp at «+80 
The Cp profile of the damaged wing at the damage hole centreline is shown in Figure-IV.lO. It 
can be explained that upstream of the damage hole, the CFD results show higher value of -Cp 
compared with the experimental data. This occurred at about 5% chord until the damage hole. 
The experimental data for the upper surface downstream of the hole show that Cp is ahnost 
constant up to the trailing edge as a result ofa relatively small change of flow characteristics. 
In the CFD simulation, the 'bump' phenomenon is shown after the strong jet exit from the hole. 
This is believed to be due to the reverse flow underneath the strong jet, where the velocity is 
negative but the absolute value is relatively large and the static pressure is low which in turn 
produces suction, i.e. a significant difference from the experiment. This explanation is supported 
by the velocity contours shown in Figure-IV.l1 below. On the lower wing surface, upstream of 
the damage hole, there is no significant difference between the experimental data and the CFD 
results. Downstream of the hole, the experimental profile shows a constant Cp and 'parallel' to 
the upper surface profile while CFD results show a slight drop. 
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4_6.2.5 Experimental and CFD ep Contours Comparison: 
Upper Wing Surface (1+80 
To show three-dimensio nal damage effects, the infin ite wi ng '20 ' experimenta l spanwise data 
from Irwin a re presented in the form of pressure conto urs. Data from the matri x of upper surface 
pressure tappings are used to generate contours lines with the contour interva ls of 0.05. The 
contour is superimposed on top ofa digitised fl ow-visualisat ion photograph. 
The Cp contours from the experimental data and CFO results for incidence of +8° are shown in 
Figure-I V.12 . Press ure contours are seen to fo ll ow the general direction in the region upstream 
of the ho le. Forward separation -- determ ined by its curved line that fo llows the shape of ho le at 
a distance o f approximately one-th ird of ho le diameter upstream of the hole -- is a lmost s imi la r 
in Cp va lues in the reg ion of between -0.7 to -0.9. In addition, the counte r-rotating vortex pa ir is 
form ed a lmost at the same place as can be seen from both experimenta l data and C FO results. 
However, in the downstream region, Cp contours looks very different in shape. In the C FO, the 
' Iight-b lue' region [Cp= -0.91] forms an e lo ngated loop around the damage ho le. whilst there is 
no such region in the experimenta l data. 
There is a lso a loop [Cp=-I .O] downstream o f the damage ho le in the CFO simulation at around 
XfC = 0.6 [red dashed-line] . In experiments, the loop is at around XfC=0.8 and for Cp = -0.65. 
In conclusion, the CFO res ults fo r Cp are in broad agreement with the experimental data. 
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4.6.2.6 Flow Visualisatiou Comparison 
['Weak-jet' and 'Strong-jet' Simulations vs. Experimental] 
Some experimental results for the weak and strong jet flow structure and characteristics are 
required to confirm the simulation. Hence, typical weak and strong jet characteristics taken from 
'2D' experimental flow visualisation [I] are used as a benchmark in the following analysis. 
~ 'Weak-jet' Flow Structures 
Figures-IV. 13 a from the CFD simulation ofa typical airfoil with a damage hole at +4° incidence 
shows a 'weak-jet' flow structure. The damage hole wake at the jet boundary measured from the 
chord-line is approximately 10 to 12% relative to the model chord. The averaged velocity of the 
jet [Vj] at the hole exit is much less than the freestream velocity measured beyond the jet 
boundary. This then produces a VjN_ ratio of [0.24 to 0.31] which is well within the criteria of 
'VjN _ [r] = 0.5 proposed by Margason [12]. The VjN _ ratio was determined using the ratio of 
jets and freestream flow colours that are typically shown in Fluent's plots [Figs.-IV.4lFigs.-
IV.5]. Whilst [r] = 0.5 is Margason's criteria for the jet to start bending while still in the 
'discharge-tube', bent over completely right above the exit, and without penetration into the 
freestream flow. 
In Invin's 'smoke-visualisation' side-view of 20%c damage and quarter-chord damage location 
(Figure-IV.l3b), it is indicated that at incidence of 0°, the jet flow through the damage is 'weak'. 
It can be seen that the flow exiting at the rear edge of the hole was immediately bent over 
because of the lack of jet penetration into the upper-surface flow. Here, the velocity component 
normal to the chord is significantly less than that of the freestream. This flow structure can also 
be identified in CFD simulation as shown in Figures-IV.14a [also at 'weak-jet' incidence, same 
damage size, and same location], where the bent-over flow structure becoming the damage wake 
is seen to remain attached to the upper surface, and the wake height (z- axis) is small. 
The re-attachment of the damage hole jet to the upper surface [approximately at 0.62C], the 
relatively small wake width, the formation of CRVP near to the jet exit, and the 'fonvard' and 
'secondary' separation lines are confirmed by the stream-traces shown in Figure-IV.l3c. 
Experience from experimental results [I] [11] indicated that the position of this CRVP varied 
with the jet strength and momentum, i.e. the higher the incidence the more fonvard its position 
around the damage hole -- and this was verified by CFD simulation. 
In Fig.-IV.l3c, the main feature is the laminar separation bubble (LSB) -- a region of locally 
separated flow on the wing [11] [39] [40], which have been described previously. However, this 
LSB is not related to the damage jet. 
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Figure-IV.1 3c . Weak-jet" Characteristics - Planform view, at +4° incidence 
[CFD Simulat ion, Turbulence Model: Spalart-Allmaras l 
Note: Figures created by "Tccplol v8.0' 1411 based on imponcd solulion data from ;Flucnl' . 
F igurc-IV.13d Irwin" s . Weak-jet" Oil-Flow Visualisation 
10" 20%c. cl41. IRef. 11 
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In the upper surface 'oil-flow visualisation' (another flow visualisation technique used by Irwin), 
shown in Figure-IV.l3d, the indication of the surface flow pattern (taken at +4"), shows clearly 
the typical surface flow features i.e. 'forward' and 'secondary' separation lines, where the 
surface flow meets the jet which creates an adverse pressure gradient causing separation ahead of 
the damage hole. Flow through the hole has also been pushed forward to create a region of 
reverse flow situated just ahead of the damage hole. 
'Velocity vectors' of the CFD simulation for the upper surface at the same incidence also show 
similar features. It can be seen that at the rear of the damage, two contra-rotating vortices have 
been formed. In this region the flow is then entrained rearwards, producing a wake that remains 
attached to the upper surface of the wing. 
}1> 'Strong-jet' Flow Structures 
In 'strong-jet's' characteristics, as seen both in CFD [Fig.-IV.14a.] and 'smoke visualisation' 
[Fig.-IV.14b.], the jets were no longer immediately bent-over on exiting the hole, but instead, 
penetrated further into the flow above the upper surface. This means that the flow is detached, 
which in turn creates a separated region where the flow is three-dimensional with significant 
reverse flow within the wake. 
It can be seen from the CFD-Experimental similarities that the size of the strong jet wake is 
increased in height relative to model chord-line. In CFD, the height is approx. 35% to 40% [Fig.-
IV.l4a] compared to only 10% to 12% for the weak jet [Fig.-IV.l4a]. 
Figure-IV.14a also shows the large region of reverse flow beneath the detached strong jet and the 
wake is significantly increased in width relative to damage hole size [Fig.-IV.14c and Fig.-
IV.14d). Both also indicate the formation of two symmetric large vortices downstream of the 
damage hole. The formation of the forward separation line shows little change in position 
compared to what is seen in Fig.-IV.12c and Fig.-IV.l2d; while the secondary separation line is 
moved to about half of the damage hole. 
Surface flow visualisation for both experimental and CFD in Fig.-IV.14c and Fig.-IV.14d also 
shows similar greater reverse velocity at the trailing edge. It can be seen that as the surface flow 
is entrained forwards from the trailing edge, the velocity component along the surface is seen to 
be significantly reduced, which suggests the presence of an adverse pressure gradient. 
In summary, it appears that the interpretations of the presented flow structure and characteristics 
from smoke, surface visualisations and CFD simulation were in relatively good agreement. 
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Figure-IV.14c 'Strong-jet' Characteristics - Planform view. at +8° incidence 
[CFD Simulat ion, Turbulence Model: Spalart-Allmaras l 
Note: Figures created by 'Tecplot vS.O· [4 11 based on imported solution data from 'Fluent'. 
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Figurc-IV.1 4d Irwin's ' lrong -jet" Oil Flow Visualisation 
110" 20 %c, cl411 Ref.11 
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4.6.3 Discussion of the Synergy between the CFD and Experiments 
After reviewing limitations of simulation methods and 20 experimental results, it can be 
summarise some interesting synergy outcomes from experiments and simulations in 20 battle 
damaged wing. 
The phenomena in Figure IV.7a and Figure IV.7b for undamaged and damaged wing lift curves 
show that the agreement ofthe CFO prediction to the experimental results is more reasonable for 
the undamaged wing compared to the damaged wing in the aspect of slope, Clmax, and CUI.. In 
addition, the reason why undamaged prediction of lift curve and drag are better than the damaged 
one is believed to be due to following: 
~ First, the grid boundary conditions [BC]. The grid for the undamaged wing is presented as a 
two-dimensional BC, whilst for damaged wing it must be in three-dimensional BC because 
of the presence of the damage hole. So that this was like comparing 20 and 30 models, 
although both are simulated as infinite wings. 
The undamaged wing grid shown in Figure-IV.! is a standard technique used in CFO 
prediction for infinite wing. This is usual. Whilst for the damaged wing, the case is unusual. 
The shape and boundary are infinite but the flow characteristics are three-dimensional --
mainly in the vicinity of the damage hole. Here are the points where the errors may occur. 
The above condition affects to the drag and pitching moment predictions much more. 
~ Secondly, the large differences between experimental and drag prediction were possibly 
because the Fluent's standard surface roughness of 0.5 is applied as default, whilst in the 
experiments, the model surface roughness is believed to be much smaller, approx. O.O!mm. 
Another reason is that a turbulent intensity (Ti) of 0.1 % is applied in the simulation, which is 
not considered in the experimental data correction, but is broadly similar to experiments. 
Another example of the synergy is the trend and values of coefficient increments of the CFO 
prediction shown in Figure-IV.8, which are far from a close agreement with the experimental 
results. Opposite trends and the expected results are seen in d[Cl] and d[Cd] at ahnost all 
incidences. However, the prediction of d[Cm) seems more reasonable compared to d[CI] and 
d[Cd], where values for all incidences are negative. These poor increments predictions are 
because the coefficients prediction shown for the undamaged wing [Figure-IV.7a] is not in very 
good agreement with experiments -- though they were reasonable except for Co. In addition, 
coefficient prediction for the damaged wing [Figure-IV.7b] is worse than for the undamaged one. 
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The synergy of weak and strong jets flow visualisation, the most interesting phenomena were that 
among other things the CFD [Fig.-IV. \3a] shows a small region of reverse flow and attachment of 
the jet a little after the hole. This was not detected in Irwin's 2D, although other research [43] on 
the flat plate did show a reverse flow region. 
The summary for the general explanation of why discrepancies arise between CFD predictions 
compared with experiments for above cases which described in detail in section 4.6.2.1 to 4.6.2.6 
were as following: 
First, the turbulence model limitation. The Spalart-Allmaras [SA] model is still relatively new, 
and no claim is made regarding its suitability to all types of complex engineering flows. Also, that 
in its original form, the SA-model is designed to be used with fine mesh as low-Reynolds number 
model, i.e. throughout the viscous-affected region. 
Secondly, in term of computation, the Spalart-Allmaras model is the least expensive turbulence 
model of the option provided in Fluent since only one turbulence transport equation is solved. 
This model was chosen due to constraints on CPU time and level of solution accuracies required 
during author's CFD prediction. Applying more equations solver such as K-e, Fluent requires 50-
60% more CPU time per iteration compared to SA-model. Furthermore, 15-20% more memory is 
needed [36] [37]. 
4.7 'Cavity - Jet in Crossflow' Interaction Phenomena: 
Further Analysis on Battle Damaged Wing CFD Prediction 
The field of cavity aerodynamics, even if it is restricted to aircraft application, is a very wide and 
complex one. The flow phenomena are described largely using available wind-tunnel test data, 
supported by the results of CFD calculations. In automotive application for instance, the cavity 
can indeed mimic structural discontinuities, such as open car roofs. In aerospace applications, 
cavities are seen in many conditions such as weapons bays with doors and the cavity of the 
extended undercarriage bay. In the field of computational fluid dynamics, the cavity problem is 
probably the most widespread benchmark test. 
The purpose ofthis section is to show that there is a cavity phenomenon in the damage hole. 
Two different things interact in the damage hole i.e. cavity flow and the jet flow. Unfortunately, 
this cavity-JICF interaction phenomenon can only be identified and assessed in CFD simulation, 
since the experimental results gathered from smoke or oil flow visualisations did not allow the 
interaction to be identified. 
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In the literature on cavity aerodynamics [52], one of the typical flows is commonly cal\ed 'open 
flow'. Flow over open-flow cavities is a test case for several problems of industrial interest. The 
literature usually assumes for open flow in circular cavity, when height > 0.04. Recent work at 
dia 
Loughborough University - UK [S6] also suggests that height> 0.1 is a better criterion at low 
dia 
speed. 
Considering battle damaged wings, the cavity as shown in Figures-IV.lSa and IV.lSb is the 
damage hole with 40mm in diameter ['cavity diameter, D1 and -24mm high ['cavity height, h1. 
However, not as usual\y happens in a cavity where one side of the cavity is open, here instead, the 
top and the bottom wal\s are both open. 
It shows that the hole is not fully occupied by cavity flows due to the presence of jet; i.e. the 
physical size of jet increases with incidence, so therefore it reduces the size of 'effective cavity '. 
At 'weak-jet' incidence [Fig.JV.15a], the cavities -- upper and lower cavity flow at the plane of 
symmetry occupying ahnost three-quarters [-7S%] of the damage hole, while at 'strong-jet' 
incidence [Fig.IV.l5b], the effective cavity became smaller -- occupying approximately 67% of 
the damage hole. 
The range of these cavity cases for both weak and strong jets can be calculated as fol\ows: 
Weak-jet: height = 24 _ 0.8; and 
dia 0.75X40 
Strong-jet: height = 24 0.855 ; 
dia O.67X40 
So therefore, based on circular criteria, flow is expected to be open. However, battle damage 
cavity is a complicated form of cavity flow. 
~ 'Cavity - Jet in Crossflow' Interaction Phenomena: 
Interpretation of the Flow Structure in the Cavity 
The question of how this cavity-nCF interaction affects battle damaged wing flow structure at the 
wing surface, the wake, and the jets-in-crossflow boundary are explained by the flow mechanism 
and development at the hole walls. The case considered is for an infinite wing with the damage 
hole located at 2S%c. 
The interpretation of the flow structure in the cavity will compare two pairs of figures, i.e. 
Figures-IV.ISa and IV.ISb with Figures-IV.l6a and IV.16b. 
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Figures-IV.1Sa and IV.1Sb show the plane of symmetry at the of damage hole centreline. There 
are three main features which may be interpreted, i.e. the cross flow, the cavity and the damage 
jet. The feature that needs to be described here is the cavity - why it happened; its interaction 
with jets in cross flow and how this interaction affect battle damaged wing characteristics. 
Close examination of these figures show there are two contra-rotating vortices in the cavity for 
each jet - effectively two cavities flows one above the other. The 'upper contra-rotating 
vortices' is the upper surface cavity and the 'lower contra-rotating vortices' for the lower 
surface cavity. 
Figures-IV.16a and IV.16b show detail of stream-traces in the lateral side and at the upstream 
walls of the cavity. In Figure-IV.16a, vortices are indicated in these cavity sidewalls. The 
formation of these vortices is believed due to the pressure and velocity gradients that develop in 
the region near the jet entry, jet exit and within the cavity. The pressure and velocity gradients 
change due to wing incidence and Reynolds number. The upper-cavity-sidewall-vortices seem to 
flow to the upper wing surface and combined with strong reverse flow downstream of the cavity, 
contribute to the initiation ofCRVP. Here, the upper wing surface crossflow spills out sideways 
upon leaving the damage hole that enhances the CRVP structure. 
Meanwhile, the lower-cavity-sidewall-vortices are seen rolling-up flowing to the upper wing 
surface and then combined with upper-cavity-sidewall-vortices with the characteristics as 
described above. At the upstream wall of the cavity [Figure-IV.16b], the jet layers flows split 
and go to both the lower and upper wing surfaces. 
The" sketch shown in Figure-IV.17, can then explain the interpretation of the flow structure in 
the cavity. The sketch is defined by combining the information that gathered from Figures-
IV.lSalISb and Figures-IV.16a116b. 
The impingement line shown in Figure-IV.16b [on the front surface of the hole at 0°] suggests 
that there are two pairs of vortices [one pair on the right-hand side of the hole, and the other on 
the left]. It is believed that the plane-of-symmetry vortex and the upper wall vortex are 
connected with flow gradually feeding into the horseshow vortex. 
For the interaction with the jet in battle damage wing case, this can be concluded therefore that 
features seen in Figure-IV.15a1ISb and Figs.-IV.16a116b are completely different and more 
complicated form of open-flow cavity characteristics described on literature. 
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Chapter 5: 
CFD Simulation of Battle Damaged 
Finite Aspect Ratio Wing 
Given the results of the 2D CFD predictions, a better and further case needs to be made for the 
3 D case. This chapter describes the CFD prediction for a fmite aspect ratio damaged wing. It is 
limited to AR8 only, since this was the chosen aspect ratio for the experimental flow 
visualisation and pressure measurements. Emphasize and concentration was made to the CFD 
flow structures. 
5.1 The Grid and the Solver 
Fine grids for each undamaged wing and damaged wing configuration were created. For the 
spanwise location ofthe damaged wing, the hole size was 20% chord -- similar to the '2D' case, 
but located at 50% chord. The typical grid for the damaged wing of AR8 is shown in Figure-
V.!. The grid difference between 2D and 3D both for the undamaged wing was that in 2D 
undamaged, the grid can be configured in a two-dimensional boundary condition [BC] - see 
Fig.IV.!; whilst in 3D undamaged, although no damage hole, the BC must be three-dimensional 
since the wing is finite. 
In this fmite wing grid, the boundary condition [BC) was not represented as AAE's tunnel 
condition but as freestream with a very large distance from the wing tip to the 'roof' and from 
upper/lower wing to the 'tunnel walls'. The floor was represented as an airplane body with 
'symmetry' BC [Fluent's terminology) of right and left hand wings. 
In the 'pressure-far-field' BC [Fluent's terminology), the turbulent intensity [T.l was set to 0.1% 
[based on AAE's new wind tunnel Ti data), and a turbulent length scale ['lLS') of 1.25mm. 
This lLS 1.25mm value was required as a parameter in Fluent's solution and was selected 
according to the squared-shaped 'mesh' of the AAE's new wind tunnel screen. This approach is 
normally used to simulate and approximate the turbulent length. 
The same turbulence model, Spalart-Allmaras [SA) used in 2D was also used for the damaged 
finite aspect ratio wing CFD prediction. 
9S 
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4 
Typical Grid ror Finite Wing AR8: l4.0x4.0x8.01 M w mputational domain. 
395,000 cells IBasic l 
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5.2 Aerodynamic Coefficients Prediction: 
A 11 the cases with different incidences ranging from -40 up to + 12° were computed us ing grids 
for undamaged [shown in Table-V.!] and damaged [F ig.-V.I ] AR8 wing configurations . The u e 
of pre-de fin ed parameters is also shown in Table-V.1. Using Spalart-Allmaras [SA] model, all 
the so lutions were converged within 262 to 344 iterations. 
Reference Va lues 
Wing Area AR8 1m' I 0.t 624 
Density ITrccstrcam J t.1 76675 
Ikg/m3 1 
Model chord IC_ILmml 200 
I>rcssurc WascalJ 10 1325 
Temperature rOK 1 288.0 
Velocity IU_lIm/s l 40.81 757 
Viscosity Ikg/m-s l 1.7894c-05 
Table-V. I: Reference Values and Undamaged Grid for Computing Forces and Moments 
Predictions for all aerodynamic coemcients are shown in Figure-V.2. The fi gure ill ustrates the 
magnitudes and characteristics o f the 3D prediction by plotting the undamaged wing coefficients 
against the damaged wing coeffic ients at midspan location. The Reyno lds number for both 
pred ictions is the same, i.e. at 5.5x I 05. 
It can be seen that lift curve s lope orthe damaged wing [oCl/o. = 0.0708] is slightly be low the 
undamaged wing slope of [oCJon = 0.08288]. The lift-curve plot is incomplete since sta ll is not 
shown for the wing. At the incidence of 12° for instance, the Cl of the undamaged wing of 
I. 1354 is, as expected, higher than the damaged value of 1.1021 5. The incidence of 140 was 
done intentiona lly to show the limitat ion of the prediction. The solution found during the 
predictions showed that the Cl was still increasing even after it reached the known stall 
incidence. 
The zero-lift-incidence, lloof the undamaged wing is - 2.95°, which is just slightly hi gher than the 
publi shed 20 data [llo _2. 8°], whilst for the damaged w ing; the llo is shifted to -3.75 0. This shift 
is believed to be due to the presence of the damage hole. This shift may a lso be why the slope of 
the damaged wing is lower than that of the undamaged one. 
The prediction of drag coefficients also seems unreasonable. The drag of the damaged wing at 
high positive incidences [above 50] is lower than the undamaged wing. This s ituation is a lso 
see n at the lowest negative incidence [_40]. Howeve r, in the region from 00 to 5° the drag of the 
damaged wing i higher than for the undamaged wing. There is no particular change seen in 
pitching moment coefficient. 
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5.2.1 The increments Predictions: d[Cdcfd. d[CDJ cfd. and d[CMJcfd 
The increments of the coefficients d[Cdcfd, d[CD]cfd, and d[CMlcfd plotted against incidence for 
both undamaged and damaged wings are shown in Figure-V.3. These increments were defmed 
by subtracting the coefficients of damaged wing to undamaged wing as shown in earlier 
equations. 
The unrealistic features shown in Figure-V.3 -- where the 'prediction of stall' by the code show 
lift is increasing further and not seen as declining curve, may be explained and verified by the 
plots shown in Figure-V.3. 
In d[Cd cfd, it can be seen that for increased incidence of lift-curve [Figure-V.2] the differences 
are getting larger. Both undamaged and damaged wings are seen beginning to stall just after 
reaching 10° - seen in Figure-V.3 as a sudden decrease in lift-loss d[Cd cfd. This may happen 
regardless of whether the wings are close to stall since there is no relation between stall and 
increments. 
The trend of the d[Cd cfd itself looks reasonable, starting from -I ° the wing begins to lose its lift 
then increased up to -0.02. This magnitude is constant from + I ° up to 6°. Beyond this incidence, 
the lift-loss continued to decrease. The drag-rise d[CD] cfd seen in the range from +1° up to 6°. 
Outside of these incidences, there is no drag-rise whether at negative or positive incidences. 
Beyond +6°, the drag-rise is expected to increase significantly, but the prediction seen is in the 
opposite direction. It can also be seen that both drag-rise and lift-loss are approaching close to 
each other and reached almost the same value at +10°; and after this incidence showed similar 
trends. 
In general, it may be concluded that the trends in the magnitude ofthe aerodynamic coefficients 
shown in 3D predictions on the graphs of both undamaged and damaged wings are agree 
reasonably -- particularly at low incidences of lift-curve, but predicted to be poor beyond stall 
incidences. A Similar situation is also seen in the drag prediction. Illogical solutions are 
indicated at the incidence of +6° and beyond where the drag of the undamaged wing is higher 
than the drag of the damaged wing. In the increments, the trend of lift-loss seems reasonable but 
not fully supported by the trend of drag-rise. The change of pitching-moment coefficient is seen 
to be insignificant by an indication of constant values in the region from -I ° up to 10°. 
The ability of CFO to predict the increments is very important for survivability analyses, 
however, since these CFO predictions are not promising, the prediction was then continued to 
look at pressures and flow visualisation. These are described in the next sub-chapters; while the 
assessment of the similarity of the above increments trends to those seen in 20 increments is 
described in Section 5.5.1. 
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5.3 Prediction of Pressure Distributions [Cp vs. X/C]: 
Root, Mid, and Tip Damage Locations 
Following the pressure tapping panel availability and pressure measurement test programme 
described in Chapter-3, and the pressure distribution plots presented in Chapter-4 [Infinite wing 
'2D' prediction], the plots here are presented based on the damage hole locations. 
For the undamaged configuration, these are nine plots for three incidences. However, not all 
profiles are plotted and presented in this chapter. The idea is to compare the 3D predictions with 
the available experimental data [See Chapter-7]. The selected Cp vs. XlC cases for damage 
located at the root, mid and at the tip are as follows: 
I. Undamaged wing vs. Damage hole centreline profiles [Case: Alpha + I 0°] 
2. Damaged wing profiles at 'centreline', 'IR', '2R' and '3R' Profiles [Case: Alpha +4"] 
3. Incidence effects on Damaged wing at Alpha +4°, +8°, and +10° [Case: centreline] 
4. Damaged wing on Inboard and Outboard profiles [Case: Alpha +8"] 
5.3.1 Cp vs. XlC: [Case-I] 
Undamaged Wing vs. Damaged Wing Centreline Profiles 
The predicted Cp profiles comparison between the undamaged wing [at root, mid and tip] and 
the damaged wing centreline [also at root, mid and tip] at 10° are shown in Figures V.5a to V.5c. 
This 10° incidence is chosen to show the extreme difference of the pressure profiles between the 
undamaged and damaged configurations. It can be seen that for both the undamaged wing and 
the damaged wing centre line, the peaks of suction are gradually decreased from the root to the 
tip. For the undamaged wing, the change of suction from root to mid location [~-Cp = 0.15] is 
much less than the change from mid to tip location [~-Cp = 0.35] .. The maguitudes of changes 
are the same for the damaged wing. This is due to the effect of typical spanwise load distribution 
of a finite wing, where the load at the root is only changed slightly up to the middle then 
gradually decreased up to zero at the wing tip. 
The overall general trends for damaged configurations is that for the upper surface immediately 
forward of damage hole, the Cp is reduced where the flow decelerated and significantly 
increased after the damage hole. For every damage location, the load distribution looks very 
different. The peak value of the damaged wing is lower in [Figure-V. Sa] than that of the 
undamaged wing but its magnitude is greater in Fig.-V.5b and Fig.-V.5c. The peak locations are 
different too. It is at 5% chord for the damaged wing, while for the undamaged wing it is slightly 
upstream, i.e., at 3% chord [in Fig.-V.5b and Fig.-V.5c], and not as in Fig.-V.5a 
At the lower wing surface, there is little change except in the immediate vicinity of the damage 
hole and the stagnation point has moved rearwards. These trends are similar to the 2D prediction 
shown in Fig.-IV.9 and Fig.-IV.lO; only that there the incidences are at 8°. 
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5.3.2 Cp vs. X1C: [Case-2] - Spanwise Variations 
The predicted pressure profiles at different spanwise locations of the damaged wing at 4° for a 
damage hole located at root, mid and tip are shown in Figures V.6a to V.6c. There is no 
particular reason why this incidence is chosen to show the profiles in spanwise variations except 
that the incidence represents the weak-jet flow structure; whilst in case-l the incidence was for a 
strong jet. 
The spanwise locations are the 'centreline [CLl', 'IR', '2R' and '3R', i.e., centreline, 20mm, 
4Omm, and 60mm from the damage hole centreline. Undamaged wing profiles are not plotted 
here. 
It can be seen that for all damage hole locations, upstream of the damage hole, the -Cp values at 
different spanwise locations are almost the same [from leading edge up to 30% chord]. After 
this location the shape of the profiles are different as the hole region is approached. 
As shown in Figures-IV.6a to 6c, downstream of the damage hole, the profiles with the damage 
hole at the root, mid and tip show a similar shape. At 4°, the 'bump' of the profiles at 
'centreline-CL' and 'lR' locations decreases going downstream and reaches the same -Cp 
values as those at '2R' and '3R' at 80% chord. This is the location where the surface velocities 
are the same. Beyond this point, the profiles at four spanwise locations are similar. As previously 
described in Chapter-IV, 'bump' is a phenomenon of the reverse flow underneath the weak and 
tIle strong jets - which is not seen in experinlent. This bump is genuine, though seems to be 
erroneous. 
The 'lR' location is exactly at the edge of the hole. The characteristics of the profile at this 
location are similar at different damage hole locations. It does realise however that the Cps right 
at the edge of the hole are likely to have large errors. This is because the pressure at this point is 
actually a combination between the pressure at the wing surface and the pressure at the hole 
sidewall. 
In general, there is almost no difference between '2R' and '3R' profiles for all damage locations, 
except a very small difference in the area between 30% up to 60% chord. This is due to the '2R' 
location of 40mm from the danlage hole centre line being affected slightly more than the location 
of'3R'. The profile shapes at '2R' and '3R' are similar to the shape but not in magnitude of the 
undamaged midspan profiles shown in Figure-IV.5. 
At the lower wing surface, both upstream and downstream of the damage hole, and at all damage 
hole locations, the four profiles show the same shape including at the leading edge area. 
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5.3.3 Cp vs. X1C: [Case-3] 
Effect ofIncidence of 4°,8°, and 10° at the Damage Hole Centreline 
The pressure distribution at the damage hole centre line for root, mid and tip locations at 
incidences of 4°,8° and 10° are shown in Figure-V.7a to Fig.-V.7c. 
The objective is to see whether changes of incidence have significant effects on the pressure 
distribution, mainly downstream of the damage hole, since the incidence changes could influence 
the damage hole wake strength, wake size and the re-attachments. 
It can be seen that for all damage hole locations, upstream of the damage hole, the profiles of all 
the three incidences have a similar shape although the actual values are different. However, the 
peaks of suction do not occur at the same chordwise location. At the root, all peaks occur at 
approximately 6% chord, while at the mid location the peaks occur at 5% chord, and at the tip at 
4% chord 
Downstream of the damage hole, all three profiles with the damage hole at the root, mid and tip 
have slightly different shapes. At the root, the profiles are similar with slightly different peak 
chordwise locations. At 4°, the peak is at 65% chord, at 8° the peak is at 66% chord, and at 10°, 
the peak is at 68% chord. 
When the damage hole is at the mid location, the peak locations are similar to those with the hole 
at the root. When the hole is at the tip location, the profiles for all incidences are slightly 
different from those with the hole at the root and mid locations. The suction peaks at 4° and 8° 
are in the same position at 64% chord, while at 10° the suction peak is at 70% chord. 
At the highest incidence of 1 0°, the 'bump' covers a range from 60% to 84% of the chord. While 
at the other two incidences of 4° and 8°, the bumps cover a shorter range from 60% to 70% 
chord. The reason is that at the highest incidence of 10°, the strongest jet exits from the hole, 
which strengthens the peak suction and hence there is a longer 'bump' range. The -Cp peak 
value is low because at this highest incidence, the tip-trailing vortex may affect the flow 
characteristics near the damage hole, resulting in less suction. 
At the lower wing surface, no significant differences are seen. At both upstream and downstream 
sides of the damage hole, and at all damage hole locations, except at the leading edge area where 
the stagnation point at the incidence 4° occurs earlier than at the incidence at 8° and 10°. 
Otherwise, the three profiles are very similar. 
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5.3.4 Cp vs. XlC: [Case-4] 
Profiles Asymmetrically [Inboard vs. Outboard Rows] 
8° was the chosen incidence for case-3. 111is is just to differentiate the other two previous cases 
and to represent the incidence of the weak-to-strong-jet flow structure. Pressure distribution 
comparisons between inboard and outboard spanwise locations of' I R' and ' 3R' for all damage 
hole locations and at incidence of 8° are shown in Figures-v.8a to v.8c. The idea is to determine 
whether there is a s ignificant asymmetry due to the location of the damage hole. 
It can be seen that upstream of the hole, the profiles at the root for both inboard and outboard 
locations are quite simi lar with a slight difference in peak values at the mid location and some 
noticeable difference in peak values at the tip. 
This indicates that loading is unifonn at the root, with a slight change at the middle and more 
change towards the tip. At the tip location, the lowest peak is at the '3R' outboard row, and the 
highest peak is at the '3R' inboard row. Again, this is due to the typical characteristics of loading 
distribution as explained previously, i.e. the more inboard, the higher the loading is. However, 
looking at the root there appears to be more asymmetry in the pressure distributions than for the 
tip. This is believed to be due to the floor effects since it is particularly notab le that there is no 
asymmetry for the midspan. 
The asymmetry upstream of the damage hole is also seen at the downstream side. The peaks of 
the ' bump' at the root are s lightly different - although it was expected to be the same; quite 
similar at the mid and more visible differences at the tip. 
At the lower wing surface, both upstream and downstream of the damage hole, and at different 
damage hole locations, all profiles are simi lar in shape and values. 
5.4 'Weak-jet' and 'Strong-Jet' Visualisation 
- A Damage hole at the Wing Midspan 
Three incidences 4°, So, and 10° were selected with the damage hole located at the wing midspan 
so that the predictions can be compared with the actual 3D experimental flow visualisation [See 
Chapter-7]. 
Figure-v.9a, v.9b and v .9c show the stream-traces of jets at the damage hole centreline for 
those three incidences. It can be seen that at 4° [Figure-V.9a] the flow structure is recognised as 
the weak-jet because the wake was reat1ached at approx imately O.SC -- this re-at1achment moves 
slightly rearwards compared with the 2D CFD [Figure- IV. I 3a]. 
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The height of the jet wake from the wing chord line to the jet boundary is approximately 12.5% 
chord [y/c = 0. 125]. These were weak-jet indications. There is also a reverse now region on the 
upper surface wing downstream of the damage hole. 
When the incidence of the wing has increased 8° [Figure-V.9b], the feature of the weak jet, i.e. 
the now re-al1achment is still present but it was much further away at approximately 0.9c. The 
height of the jet wake also increases to approx imate ly 17.5%c [ylc = 0.175]. 
I! can be said that, although 8° is recognised as an incidence of strong jet in the infinite wing 
case, in this finite wing CFD prediction, the now structure is sti ll showing the features of the 
weak-jet. At 8°, the now structure characteristic is in a ' transition' state from the weak to the 
strong jet. At 10° [Figure-V.9c], the jet is fully detached and the reverse now is much higher and 
occupies a wider area of the upper wing surface . The wake height is almost doubled compared to 
the wake height seen at 4°. The height is approximately 22.5% chord [ylc = 0.225] measured 
from chord line to the wake boundary. 
Although the actual speed is not shown in these three fi gures, the jet-to-freesrream veloc ity ratio, 
r = Vj V_ is within the range of 0.2 up to 0.8 -- calculated from the speed of jet exit read in CFD 
divided by the freestream velocity ef 40 mls. At 100, the jet is fully detached -- which indicates 
the strong jet, the 'r' value is above 0.5, i.e . r = 0.8. 
Figures V.I Oa, V.I Ob and V.I Oc show the top view of the stream-traces on the upper surface for 
incidences of 4°, 8°' and 10°. 
The first thing to note is that, since the damage hole is located at wing midspan, which is far 
enough from the tip, there is no interaction seen between the trailing vortex and the damage hole. 
I! seems that the trailing vortex has no effect on the damage wake a! 4° and 8°, but this may 
possibly happen at 10° where the inboard shape wake entrainment is s lightly affected. However, 
they all have same asymmetry, whether this is due to the tip vortex or spanwise pressure 
differences are not clear. The inboard shape wake entrainment is not affected where they all 
have a symmetry wake. 
The next thing to identifY is the wake shape. It can be seen that at 4°, Figure-V. I Oa shows the 
typical wake of a weak-jet now structure, i.e., re-al1achment and the formation of a counter-
rotating-vortex-pair [CRVP]. However, there is no evidence of flow separation forward of the 
hole and there is no evidence of upstream reverse flow. 
When the incidence of the wing is increased to 8° [Figure-V. lOb] , the now structure shows some 
weak-jet characteristics, however, the wake size has increased and slightly curved the re-
al1achment point, which moves rearward as the CRVP moves forward . Therefore, it is not a 
complete a weak-jet, but a transitional stage. 
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At 10· [Figure-V.I OC], the flow structure shows strong-jet characteristics . The wake is much 
wider and is strongly curved, and the jet is fully detached with strong reverse flows . At this 
incidence, the extent of the separation lines are entrained from both sides of the damage hole and 
end with a two large rotating vortex centres. The centres are located at approximate ly one-third 
of the distance between the damage hole and the trailing edge. 
5.5 2D vs. 3D CFD Predictions Comparison 
This is a considerable comparison. However, it is impossible to make meaningful ana lysis. All 
of the 20 CFO predictions were simulating a 25% chord damage location -- to make it 
comparable to Irwin's --, and all the 3D CFO prediction was done for 50 % chord . No 20 CFO 
work has been done for 50% chord. 
Although damage locations at 25% and 50% chord can be categorised as wing 'mid chord' 
damage where the increments are not sign ificantly different [I], the jet fl ow structures, however, 
are affected by these chordwise distance differences. At the same incidence, the position of the 
damage hole at 25%c in '20' tend to have 'stronger ' effects on the momentum and velocity of 
both weak and strong jets compared to the position of the damage hole at 50% in 3 ~. This in 
turn therefore makes the flow structures completely different. 
5.6. Empirical Model Application on Battle Damaged Wing 
The application of the most appropriate empirical methods to the battle damaged wing cond ition 
is supposed to be determined by the avai lability of the experimental data taken from 20 [I] and 
from the current 3D experimental results. However, there were no measurements made to define 
the jet and freestream velocities during the experimental investigation. So therefore, vectors of 
velocity magnitude shown in 20 and 3D CFO predictions were used to define the jet velocity 
ratio, r . 
The wing incidence, damage hole size and damage hole location relative to wing chord; for both 
weak and strong jets characteristics; and for 20 and 3D CFO predictions were formulated to 
correlate to the chosen empirical equations. In order to apply the empirical mode ls to the generic 
battle damaged wing case; damage hole size of 20% chord and ' mid-chord ' [25% and 50% 
chord] locations were se lected. 
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5.6.1 Jet Trajectory [x/D] of Battle Damaged Wing 
[Case: Infinite Wing with Damage Hole at 25% Chord] 
» Momentum Flux Ratio and Jet Oblique Angle relative to Wing Incidence 
As previously mentioned, the most relevant correlations for predicting the jet trajectory of the 
battle damaged wing case is based on a circular jet discharged at oblique angles into the cross 
flow. Therefore, equations [4], [5] and [6] shown in Chapter-2 are applicable. However, the 
range of jet-to-cross-flow momentum flux ratio, J ; the angle between the jet's axis and the 
direction of the deflecting flow, (} are different among these three equations . The equation 
se lection can be made based on the values shown in Table-V.2, i.e. rand «w,",. This Tab le-V.2 
was determined by the assessment of Fig.-V.II a and Fig.-V. II b of 20 CFO prediction. These 
values then convert into J and 0, where (} = 90°_ « wing. The conversion result also shown in 
Table-V.2. 
The table shows that none of the J values is within the range of J that applied for Equation [4] 
and Equation [5] ; whilst for Equation [6], effective velocity ratio V, parameter is required instead 
of J. In Equation [4] , the recommended J range is from 2 to 22; whilst in Equation [5], from 12 
to 1000. The oblique angle (} range is from 45° to 90° in Equation [4] and from 60° to 120° in 
Equation [5]. 
From the assessment of those three equations, it was considered that the most appropriate 
empirical model to be used for generic battle damaged wing is Equation [6] by Margason. This 
was because the form of the equation is convenient with single valued, which applying most of 
the empirical correlations. 
The only parameter that must be further defined to implement Equation [6] is the V, parameter--
wh ich is known as a function of //jet and V/reesream or V =.!.. Since z is defined as the points of 
, r 
the vertical axis, then the centreline of jet trajectory, xID can be solved with the known D; 
coefficients F and G; and also exponents n and m. 
The results and the calculation method for this chosen equation are presented in Appendix-E: 
'Sample of Empirical Calculation for BDW Application '. 
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Figure-V. lll a l: Plane ofSym mctry at the Damage Hole Cenlreline 
I' Weak-jet' at 4°: Infinite Wing with Damage t-Iole at 25% Chordl 
r =(~) .! =(;:}, 
Figure-V. lllbl: Plane ofSymmclry at the Damage Hole Centreline 
I'St rong-jet ' at So: Infinite \Ving with Damage Hole at 25% Chordl 
Values Defined based on Conversion to 
Fi~s.-V.lla and V. llb E uation Parameters 
aw ill !! 
Jet Conditions r Ideg·1 J 0 
\ Vea k-jet 0.5225 +4" 0.273 86" 
Strong-jet 1.0225 +8" 1.045 82 
V< 
1.9 138 
0.9779 
Table - V.2: Momentum Flu x Ratio IJI and J et Ob lique Angle 101 relative to Wing Incidence - 20 
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To draw the jet-trajectory , Figure-IV.13.a and Figure-IV.14.a for the 2D CFD predictions taken 
from Chapter-4 is used as gu idance for the axes of the coordinate system. TIle plots which show 
the results from Equation-4, 5 and 6 are superimposed on Figs.-IV.13 .a and -1V.14.a and shown 
in Figs.-V. l 2a and - V.12b. 
The position of zero coordinate [0, 0] is located exactly at the centre/axis of the damage hole and 
at the surface of jet exit. The distance from the centrel;ne of the hole to the trailing edge is 
150mm, so that the horizontal axis of the plot is limited to 150 mm, which located inline with the 
value of wing trailing edge. 
Generally, it can be seen that none of those three empirical trajectories fully agree with the jet 
shape from CFD prediction. However, for the strong jet, all are within the jet boundary; whilst 
for weak-jet, the Shandorov's trajectory is within jet for 100mm -- although completely wrong 
shape. 
The shape of Shandorov's trajectory for both weak and strong-jets is much less in agreement 
compared to Margason and Ivanov as the trajectory is seen as a straight line and there was no jet 
curvature. Whilst in Margason and Ivanov, the trajectories are more reasonable with slightly 
curved as deflected jets. 
The plots of Margason and Ivanov are seen as one similar curve, but actually derived from 
different formu la; i. e. Equation [5] -- original equation defined by Ivanov; and Eq-[6] is 
development of some investigator's equation by Margason. 
It is indicated therefore that applying Ivanov's exponents [i.e. F=I, G=I , n=2.6 and m=3] shown 
in Table-H. I into Eq.-6 support Margason ' s recommendation. 
In conclusion, none of the predictions is particularly good. For the weak jet, all of the predicted 
trajectories get further away from the surface. In the wing case, the flow-field [freestream) is 
following the shape of the aft wing and therefore forcing the jet down. This is not the case for the 
flat plate. 
It is understood that transition from weak to a strong jet occurs at a lower value of r than what is 
shown for J1CF. Due to that, similar s ituation for the strong jet where all of the predicted 
trajectories also get further away from the surface -- proving that the predicted shapes are 
essentially for a weak jet. 
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5.6.2 Jet Trajectory [xID] of Battle Damaged Wing 
[Case: Finite Wing with Damage Hole at 50% Chord] 
The application of Margason 's formula is fu rther applied to the current investigation; i.e. Finite 
Wing with Damage Hole at 50%C. The chosen configuration is for mid-damage with the same 
inc idence as 20 . 
Vectors of velocity magnitude from the 3D CFD prediction [Fig.-V.13a and Fig.-V.1 3b) are used 
to define the jet velocity ratio, r. The resul ts are shown in Table - V.3. It can be seen that r-
values for both weak and strong j ets are slightly smaller than r shown in Table-V.2. Although 
the application of freestream ve locities in weak and strong jets incidences are similar, the 
position of damage holes and the pressure differentials across wind are different -- which meant 
that the exit jets ve loc ities were also different. This situation was recogn ised and had been 
previously described in Section 5.5. 
Us ing the same plotting principle in 20 , the jets trajectory for 3D situation was drawn and the 
resuits shown in Fig.-V.14a and Fig.-V.14b. The plots were determined by the calculation results 
that are also shown in Appendix-E. 
It can be seen that the horizontal axis and d istance from the centreline of the hole to the trail ing 
edge is limited to IOOmm; 50mm shorter than in 20 trajectory. The empirical jet trajectory for 
this finite wing is s imilar in shape to the 20 predictions. They are not in agreement to the jet 
shape from CFD prediction -- the predicted trajectories are within CFD jet, but the trajectories 
are completely different. 
The conclusion may be drawn that using the preference empirical methods form ulated by 
previous investigators of n CF; none of them are fully applicable to the battle-damaged wing 
case. The assessments for both 20 and 3D, for 25%C and 50%C, and for both weak and strong 
jets did not shown satisfactory results even compared to CFO prediction. 
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Symmetry at the Damage I-Iole 
Finite \Ving with Damage Hole at 50% C hord) 
r = (~) J=(;J r' 
Figure-V.13Ib ): Plane ofSym mcLry al lhe Damage I-Io lc Ccnlrclinc 
I'Strong-jet' at So: Finite Wing with Damage Hole at 50% Chord) 
Values Defined based on Conversion to 
Figs.-V.l3a a nd V. 13b Equation Parameters 
Jet Conditions r (L"'int Ideg. ) J 0 V. 
Weak-jet 0.4875 +4° 0.2376 86° 2.05 13 
Strong-jet 0.9375 +8° 0.8789 82° 1.0666 
Table - V.3: Momentum Flux RatIO and Jet O blique Angle relative to Wmg InCidence - 3D 
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Chapter 6: 
An Experimental Investigation of 
Battle Damaged Finite Aspect Ratio Wing 
6.1 Changes of Aerodynamics Coefficients due to Damage 
Results fo r the damage model may be presented as changes in coeffic ients d[Cd, d[CDJ, and 
d[CMJ, where: 
d[CL] = CL damage - CL ""damaged 
d[CDJ = CD d:lmage - CD undamaged 
d[CMJ = CM dam.ge - CM undamaged 
.. .. [ I OJ 
.. .. [ I IJ 
.... [12J 
The increments d[CL] -- loss of lift due to damage, d[CDJ -- drag due to damage, and d[CMJ --
change of pitching moment due to damage, are presented and plotted against inc idence to see 
how these change with incidence. Increments d[Cd, d[CDJ and d[CMJ are respectively shown in 
Figure-VJ.l a to VJ.l c for d[Cd; Figure-VI .2a to VI.2c for d[CDJ, and Figure-V1.3a to Vl.3c for 
d[CMJ for AR6, AR8 and AR IO configurations. The idea was to show the increments and trend 
diffe rences among those three aspect rat ios. From the lowest to the highest poss ible number of 
damage locations. The plot also shows th e prediction of ihe increments based on lrwin 's 20 
increments [ I J. 
An assessment of lrwin 's 20 results by Render in 2005 [42Jled to the analys is that the tests in 
the AAE's Low Turbulence Tunnel for 20 were under predicting the damage effects at low 
incidence, and over predicting at high incidences. The investigation was then developed to see 
whether the same trends appeared when comparing lrwin's 20 data with finite aspect ratio 
results . 
The conversion of Irwin 's 20 increments to 3D increments was defined by applying the 
increments of the 20 results at each incidence, mu ltiplying by its respective area and dy namic 
pressure then dividing by dynami c pressure and the area of AR6, AR8, or AR I O. The fo rmulas 
are written as fo llows: 
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d [CJ = d [CI ]w qlD SW 
q 3 D( A R6,ARS,AR I 0 I S 3D( AR6,AR8,A RI 01 . . .. (1 9] 
d [C D] = d [Cd]w q,oSw ; and 
q] Dr AR6,AR8, A RI 01 S J D( AR6,A RI,ARI 0) .... [20] 
d [C,, ]= d [Cm ]wq,oSw 
q 301 AR6,AR8,AR I 01 S 3 D( A R6. AHS, AR 1 0 J 
... . [21] 
Where: 
d{C1h o. d{C,J lD and d{C,J1D, are 20 increments. 
q,o and q,o are dynamic pressures [Y, py2] of20 and 3D tests 
S w and Sw are the area of the 20 wing and area of AR6, ARS and ARI 0 respectively. 
6.2 The Increments and Trends of AR6, AR8, and ARI0 
This section presents the increments for the three aspect ratios. The section is intended to 
highlight the differences and trends and is not intended to explain why the trends occur. The 
analysis and the discussion are described in the section on flow visualisation and pressure tests. 
6.2.1 'd[Cd': The Lift - Loss 
At first sight, of Figure-VI. I a to Fig.-VI.! c show that the magnitudes of the lift-losses, d[CLJ, 
were similar for all aspect ratios and for all damage locations. They fa ll between 0.0 and -0.025 
in the incidence below +6°. Beyond this incidence, the highest d[CLJ is seen for tip damage of 
AR6. 
At the same incidence of +4°, the highest li ft-loss appeared for tip damage at AR6, followed by 
mid and tip damage at ARS; whilst for AR 1 0, the d[CLJ shows the smallest values for all damage 
locations. Thus, the highest lift- loss in AR IO, i.e. at mid-tip, shows as the smallest d[CLJ for all 
aspect ratios. 
For the comparison of the 20 results that predicted fo r 3D, all damage locations in all aspect 
ratios show similar trends and follow the shape of the 20 increments predictions. All are almost 
in line with the prediction for the incidence region of _5° to +2° for AR6 and from _5° to +4° fo r 
both ARS and ARIO. 
In this particu lar incidence region of each aspect ratio, it can be seen that the line of the 20 
prediction is close to the root and tip damage locations in AR6; almost at the same line with mid 
location in AR8; and very close to the mid-tip and mid-root locations in AR I O. 
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The plot a lso shows the significant difference of s lope and gradient between the 2D prediction 
compared to the gradient of all aspect ratios and all damage locations. The sudden change was 
started at +2° in AR6 and at +4° in AR8 and AR I O. 
What may be concluded in general is that increasing the incidence results in greater lift-loss for 
all damage locations and aspect ratios. The method of applying the 2D predictions to the 3D 
case is justified which shows the closeness and agreement for the three aspect ratios. In addition, 
the sudden differences to the 2D are believed to be connected with the onset of strong jet flows. 
It may also be due to Irwin 's over prediction of the effects. 
6.2.2 'd[CDI': The Drag Increment 
The drag increment plot is shown in Figure-V1.2a to Fig.-V1.2c for all aspect ratios. Eespecially 
for the mid-tip and mid-root sections, ARI 0 shows very good agreement with the 3D prediction 
at all incidences. However, for AR6, the good agreement is limited to the incidence region of 
below 0°, whilst for AR8; the agreement is relatively good in the region between _4° up to +20. 
This suggests that agreement is strongly related to an approximation to the 20 conditions. 
The indication of the closeness of the damage location plots was seen in a certain incidence 
range for all aspect ratios. The closeness seen in tip damage location for AR6 is in the region 
between _5° up to +50. 
In AR8, the tightness between plots is also seen but limited to the shorter incidence region, i.e. 
between _1 ° to +4°. Beyond this region, the drag increments are different. Mid damage is seen 
closer to the 3D prediction between _4° up to +4°. Also shown is that tip damage produces less 
CD increase. 
ARIO shows the best fit to the prediction for all damage locations. At incidences of 0° up to +5°, 
the three-damage locations shown diverged in the middle sections [mid-tip and mid-root] ; the 
closeness went together with higher drag-increments in line with the 3D prediction. Whilst tip 
damage went together with a lower drag increment. At 5°, the two middle sections have the 
same magnitude of highest drag-increment, with the tip damage, again, producing less drag loss. 
As shown in the lift loss [Figure-VI.I a to Fig.-V 1.1 c], the magnitudes of drag increment, d[CD] 
were seen as almost similar for all aspect ratios and for all damage locations, i.e. approximately 
maximum of 50dc in the incidence below +8° for AR6 and AR8, or below +5° for AR 10. The 
similarity is shown in shape, gradient and magnitude in middle sections [mid-tip and mid-root 
damage] for all incidence ranges; whilst for tip damage, the similarity is shown only at 
incidences below 0°. 
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Beyond this, the shape and gradient of the graphs as well as the magn itude of drag increment, 
d[CoJ are different. However, there were actually very s igni fi cant differences for approximately 
ten drag-counts [IOdcJ among those damage locations. The highest drag increment of above 
50dc appeared for mid damage of AR8. 
An assessment of d[CoJ for similarities at the same locations, e.g. tip damage, is described in the 
following section [Section 6.3J . 
Looking in more detail at the d[CoJ, it did not show a clear indication of the transition region 
from weak-jet to strong jet; and the kink was not identifiable. The change of gradient is relatively 
small for all three damage locations including the 3D prediction. [See Sect. 6.3J. 
6.2.3 'd[CMl': The Changes of Pitching Moment. 
The d[CMJ for all damage and for all aspect ratios is shown in Figure-V 1.3 a to Fig.-VI.3c. The 
increments were quite small in magnitude, so the plot has been expanded to ease the analysis. 
A similar trend to the 3D predicted d[CMJ was shown for all damage locations and for all aspect 
ratios. In AR6, the 3D prediction line trend is almost similar to the tip damage at almost all 
incidences, whilst in AR8 and ARIO, the prediction is always below for all the damage locations 
at all incidences. 
No drastic or sudden change in s lope is indicated for any damage location or for all aspect ratios. 
All damage lines gradually decreased with similar gradient to the predicted line. However, the 
magnitudes of d[CMJ were different where AR6 is the highest and ARIO is the lowest. 
In AR6, the tip damage including the pred ictions were found between 0.0 up to -0.0 I; whilst 
maximum d[CMJ for AR8 and ARIO were not more than -0.005 for all damage locations and 
predictions. 
Unlike AR6 and AR8, it can be seen that there was no negative d[CMoJ for all damage locations 
in ARl O. This positive d[CMJ started from the initial incidence of -40 up to 0°. After 0°, the mid-
tip damage drastically changed and dropped to maximum d[CMJ. The mid-root and tip values of 
d[CMJ remained positive up to an incidence of +4°. After +4°, the mid-root then dropped to 
negative d[CMJ at +6°. Whilst, the tip d[CMJ remained positive at +6°, it then slightly dropped to 
a negative d[CMJ at +8°. These made the mid-tip the highest d[CMJ at +6°. The lowest d[CMJ 
was indicated at the tip location then followed by the mid-root as the second lowest. 
In short, it may also be noted that the trend of d[CMJ at tip damage for all aspect ratios was 
different compared to the trends d[Cd and d[CoJ. Above 0°, and for a ll aspect ratios, the trend 
of tip lines was decreased to different magnitudes. The explanation of these differences is 
described in Section 6.1. 6. 
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6.3 Effect of Tip Damage on AR6, AR8, and ARt 0 
The experiments were intended to investigate whether a constant distance of the damage hole 
from the tip or from the root cou ld produce different increments by varying the aspect ratio. 
However, this analysis is limited only to the tip effect because root damage results were ignored. 
The second intention was to see whether the trailing vortex formation at the wing tip of each 
aspect ratio affects the transition from weak-jet to strong jet. 
The results of a typical drag-increment d[eD] investigation of this tip effect are shown in Figure-
V1.4a. The plot is presented in drag area increments, {d[CD] x Area} fo r the respective aspect 
ratio against incidence. 
For illustration, the plot is also compared with Irwin 's 3D corrected. The correction was defined 
by d [Cd 12D X q'D X S2D' The results were in the same line for all three aspect ratios. 
It can be seen that from -40 up to 0°, compared with AR6, AR8, and ARIO, the 3D corrected 
graph shows almost the same magnitudes of drag- increment-area. At positive incidences, the 3D 
corrected show increased drag area increments compared to the three aspect ratios. 
At the incidence of +8°, the 3D corrected increased to the maximum value of 0.0016 [Not shown 
in the plot] then dropped to 0.0001 at + 10°. It can clearly be seen that, although 20 model has a 
smaller area, it still gives high drag-increment-areas because the aspect ratio is infinite where 
there were no tip effects on it. 
Although considered very small, there were differences in drag-increment-area between AR6, 
AR8 and AR I 0 at incidences below 0°. Beyond this, 0° up to +4°, the differences wece very 
small. What is indeed striking about this figure is that the curves look very simi lar regardless of 
aspect ratio. However, this is not true for {d[Cd x Area} and {d[CM] x Area} as shown in 
Figure-Vl.4b and Figure-VI.4c. 
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6.4 Single Hole Damage: 
Finite Wing - AR8 Flow Visualisation 
6.4.1 'Weak-jet' at Incidence +4° 
The weak jet characteristics for the finite wing experiments are shown in Figure-YI.5a and 
Y1.5b. The figures represent the tip and mid damage locations respectively. All are for AR8 
upper wing surfaces at an incidence of 4°. 
Figure-YI.5a illustrates the weak-jet pattern with the influence of 'tip-effects'. The effect shown 
by the trai ling vortex path (approximately) is shown as a dashed line. It shows that the vortex 
starts at the tip and prevents the LSB forming at ' A'. Although laminar separation has occurred 
at 'B', turbulent reattachment is prevented, since the separated fl ow is entrained into the tip 
vortex. 
Figure-Yl.5a also shows the curvature of the horseshoe vortex at 'C' . It can be observed that the 
horseshoe vortex forms on only one side of the damage [outboard]; and on the other s ide, the 
laminar separation of the horseshoe vortex combines with the LSB. !nterestingly, this is true for 
all damage locations, suggesting that the tip vortex is not the fundamental cause of the 
asymmetry. 
The preliminary assessment of what causes the asymmetry and why the horseshoe vortex appears 
only on one side and not the other side is as follows: 
First. the effect of gravity because the model was installed vertically. There was a moment of 10 
to 15 seconds after oil had been painted before the tunnel was brought up to the maximum speed. 
In that period, there was the possibility that the oi l moved due to gravity before flowing in the 
freestream direction. Moreover, it is difficult to use oil flow on vertical surfaces at air speed less 
than 100 mph (47.7 m/s), and 150 mph (71.55 m/s) is much better [28]. 
Second, the effect of surface imperfection on the inboard s ide of the damage hole. This damaged 
panel was always used to represent all spanwise damage locations. 
Third. the effect was believed to be a genuine feature and not due to gravity, since it appears to 
have a similar shape for all damage locations and this effect also shown in the CFD prediction]. 
This is also supported by referring to the previous student experiments [39] where the horizontal 
model was tested in an open jet tunnel, at a Reynolds number of approximately 400,000 and at 
the same incidence of +4°. The model had the same NACA profile as in the current experiments. 
Also it was provided with a damage hole s ize of 20% chord and was located in close proximity 
to the wing tip and at 25%c. 
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The photograph in Figure-VI.6a shows the results of the student experiments with weak jet flow 
at +40. All the principle weak-jet fl ow characteristics are present and clear in natural transition 
condition; including where the freestream fl ow wrapped around the hole in a horseshoe 
formation that cut through the wing LSB. The asy mmetry in the wake is visible. TIle dashed 
line through the centre of the damage hole and through the wake also shows that the line is 
inclined. This shows strong evidence that it is not gravity that is responsible for the wake 
asymmetry because this model was installed horizontally. 
For the current investigation and at the inboard side of the photograph in Figure-VI.6b, as 
expected, the LSB still appears after the joint between tip and mid pane\. The LSB is interrupted 
indicated by waviness because the surface at the j oint was not smooth enough. 
An interesting ' kink ' of forward separation line appears in the outboard side of damage hole. 
Kink - is an interaction between the LSB and the horseshoe vortex. Since this kink was also 
seen at the m id damage, it can be said that this phenomenon is not connected to the spanwise 
position of the damage hole. 
Figure-VI. 6b shows the applied forced transition for fl ow visualisation tests at +40. The laminar 
separation bubble on the wing was eliminated by forci ng transition upstream of the separation 
by placing roughness at the wing surface just before the LSB. The roughness with ' I SO ' grit 
size, Smm width and located at approx imately 10mm from leading edge was placed along the 
span of the mid damage pane \. It can be seen that in the span where the roughness is applied, 
the LSB is eliminated and the damage wake remains asymmetric. 
The curvature still appear on the wakes close to the trailing edge where the wake is distorted to 
the inboard direction but not due to grav ity. In addition, the level of distortion looks similar to 
the student 's experiments that are shown in Figure-V1.6a. 
In short , the kink outboard of the damage may be the horseshoe vortex passing through the 
laminar separation bubble. Hence, the LSB is seen below the horseshoe vortex as a kink. 
It also appeared that in the tip damage [Fig.VI.Sa), due to the wing tip trailing vortex, the 
damage wake centre line was slightly distorted to the inboard direction parallel to the edge of the 
curvature of the horseshoe vortex shown at 'C' . This distorted wake was also seen in the mid 
damage [Fig.VI.Sb) . Comparing Figs.VI.Sa and VI.Sb, the wake with damage near the tip is far 
more distorted. This is most probably due to the influence of the tip vortex. 
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The weak-jet fl ow structure can also be identified in the mid-span position (Figure-VI.5b). 
Like the tip damage, the LSB also occurred between 50% and 65% chord. Better joints between 
tip and mid panels at 'D' and 'E ' did not prevent the growth of the LSB outboard. 
In both Figs.-VI.5a and VI.5b, at the damage hole rear exit, CRVP were formed. Since the 
CRVP looks s imilar i.e. same size, location, and distance, it suggests that there was significant 
change in jet strength. Downstream of the hole, the damage wake was attached to the surface in 
both cases. 
6.4.2 'Transition to Strong jets' at Incidence +8° 
The investigation of strong-jet characteristics is illustrated in Figure-V I. 7a and Fig.-VI.7b for the 
upper wing surfaces of AR8 at an incidence of +8°. 
In Figure-VI. 70, for the tip effect, there are s ignificant changes to the damage flow compared 
with 4°. The LSB is now at the leading edge and has no influence. Separation prior to damage is 
now located at the edge of the hole. A strong tip effect -- where the tip vortex has stronger with 
incidence -- tends to 'twist' the damage flow in an' anti-clockwise direction, which resulted in 
asymmetric damage fl ow, particularly on the forward edge of the damage hole. The damage 
wake increased in size, and the fl ow patterns indicated completely different flow-fields to those 
seen in the tip weak-jets. In this Fig.-VL7o, it is clearly seen that the fl ow outside the wake 
iooks to be attached right to the trai ling edge, but since there are vortices, this cannot be 
categorised as weak-jet. It was transitional therefore from weak to strong jets. 
In Figure-VI. 7b of mid damage, the LSB has also moved to the leading edge, which in tum made 
the forward separation take place immediately prior to the damage. The influence of a strong tip 
effect that tends to twist the damage flow in an anti-clockwise direction no longer exists. The 
wakes a lso ended with two large rotating vortices located at approximately one radius 
downstream of the damage hole. 
Comparing tip and mid wakes, it is seen that the wake for the mid damage is larger and less 
twisted than at the tip. This is expected since the flow in the mid section is far from the possible 
influence of root and tip effects, which in turn allow the jet wakes to freely develop and form 
larger wakes. Since the wake is twisted, so the effects of the finite aspect ratio are seen. 
In both figures, as was seen in a weak-jet, CRVP were formed at the damage hole rear ex it. 
CRVP positions are approximately symmetrical about the damage ho le centreline. However, 
these had moved forward around the edge of the damage hole from the previous weak-jet 
location implying that the jet is stronger. 
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The damage wake is seen detached from the surface in the mid location and attached right to the 
trail ing edge for tip damage. The wake showed signi fica nt reverse fl ow in both tip and mid 
locations but there was much larger reverse flow for the mid location. 
It can also be seen in both fi gures that the secondary separation line is behind the front edge of 
the hole. This suggests that the jet was at the back of the hole. 
Figure-Yl.7a [Tip) and Figure-Yl .7b [Mid) also indicated that the reverse fl ow was greatest at 
the inboard side of the trailing edge. At the inboard, the vortex goes beyond the wing' s trailing 
edge, suggesting it is bigger or stronger than at the outboard. The strong reverse fl ow then fed 
into a strong vortex that was displaced to the inboard side of the damage. The vortex centre at 
the outboard side seems weak compared with the inboard vortex. 
For tip location, the reason was clearly seen that the strong outboard entrainment was due to the 
effect of the trailing vortex, while that for the mid location was believed to be due to genuine 
reasons -- such as no influence of root and tip effects; and not due to surface imperfection, nor to 
gravity or root-tip effects. In general, there seems to be a similar degree of asymmetrY for both 
locations. 
6.4.3 'Strong-jet' at Incidence 10° 
The characteristics of strong jet for the current experiments were investigated further at 10°. The 
main objective of conducting this test was to veri fy that both of the jets are now strong. 
In general, however, both cases clearly show that the strong jet was stronger than at 8°. The 
statement is supported by the criteria that there are larger and wider damage wakes and stronger 
reverse fl ow indicated by larger vortex centres there are clearer secondary separation lines in 10° 
than 8°. The tip is now strong rather than transitional. More explanation that is detailed is given 
in the following: 
Figure-Yl. 8a shows the influence of the tip. It can be seen that the region of trailing vortex 
formation was stronger and was initiated just at the leading edge of the wing tip, i.e. it covered a 
larger area compared to that seen in 8°. 
The entrainment flow in this wing tip had resulted in a stronger vortex centre than at 8° and the 
effect of the twisted anti-clockwise damage fl ow due to the trailing vortex is still present. 
Figure-YI.8b illustrates the mid-damage strong-jet flow structure. Here, both forward and 
secondary separation line locations appeared similar to those seen in 8° but the characteristics of 
CRYP were stronger and further fo rward . It can also be seen that the e ffect of strong flow 
entrained from the separated region be fore the trailing edge had enhanced the reverse fl ow and in 
turn made the vortex centre appear much bigger and stronger than that seen fo r mid damage at 
8°. 
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6.5 Finite Wing - AR8 Pressure Measurement 
This section analyse the spanwise pressures at ' centreline', ' IR' , '2R' and '3R' oflnboard and 
Outboard sides of damage hole; and at the incidence of +4°, +8°, and + I 0°. 
Three th ings need to be noted about the analysis: 
I. For the damaged wing, there were no pressure tappi ngs installed at the hole, and therefore 
no centreline Cp values were measured at th is point. 
2. There were no pressure tappings installed in the lower wing surface. 
3. Profi les always ended at 88% chord for centreline and all inboard rows; whilst for all 
outboard rows, profiles always ended at 90.5% chord. These were manufacturing 
limitations where pressure tappings could not be placed close to the trailing edge. 
6.5.1 Damage Centreline and Spanwise Pressure Data 
6.5.1.1 Tip Damage 
a. Tip Damage: Incidence +4· 
Figure-YI.9 for tip damage shows the Cp vs. XlC profil es are presented at above and below the 
flow visualisation photograph. The lines of spanwise rows are marked on the photograph based 
on the colours on the graphs. Overall, it can be seen that upstream of the hole, the centreline 
pressure peak position changed relative to the pressure lines of the two groups of rows -- though 
differences in the peak values were very small . Wh ilst downstream of the hole -- where the flow 
emerged, the profiles show significant differences between the centre line and the two groups of 
rows. At the leading edge, the peak suction showed the expected trend, i.e. decreasing 
magnitude as the row moves outwards. 
- Inboard Rows. At the inboard rows [1 R, 2R, and 3R] , and at the region before xlc = 0.1, 
there were always slight reductions in the magnitudes of -{;p peaks. After the peak [at the region 
between xlc = 0.1 and xlc = 0.4], sl ight diffe rences in -{;p values for those three rows were seen 
when approaching the hole. These differences became more s ignificant just prior to the upstream 
edge of the hole -- a peak at the centreline was the lowest and 3R was the highest. At these 
inboard rows, the further the distance from the centreline, the higher the peaks. This 
phenomenon was clearly indicated also in the damage hole region [xlc = 0.4 up to 0.6]. 
Downstream of the hole, the profile of the centreline suggests that the flow in this region was 
accelerating at the downstream edge of the hole that made the increase of -{;p. The subsequent 
recovery of Cp profiles for the centreline and all spanwise inboard rows refl ects the fl ow 
returning to undisturbed surface fl ow veloc ities. This indicates that the wake was still attached 
and that a weak-jet was present. 
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Downstream of the hole, the magn itudes of -Cp at approximately 62.5%c was very similar for 
the 2R and 3R rows. Soon after this point, the centreline profile was increased; reaching the 
peak at 75%c then declin ing with -Cp reduced to the same magnitudes as the other three rows at 
approximate ly 88%c. 
- Outboard Rows. Upstream of the hole, the profiles for all spanwise rows lie below the 
centreline profile. This was the opposite situation to the inboard rows. The centre line was the 
highest and the 3R was the lowest. This was also acceptable since the more outboard the rows 
were, the most affected by the trai ling vortex. The peak of the profile at the centreline shows 
still higher than the other three rows. This indicated that for these profil es the trailing vortex was 
more sign ificant than the presence of the hole. The photographs also indicated clearly that the 
effect of the trailing vortex influenced the fl ow up to a distance of I R. The unsmooth profil e 
lines at centreline, I R, and 2R rows just at the forward hole were believed to be due to the flow 
mechanism that was happening in that position. The fluctuating lines indicate that the pressures 
were located at the forward/secondary flow separations and at the horseshoe vortex regions that 
were affected by trailing vortex. These are shown in the photograph. Downstream, the 
accelerated fl ow was seen in the centreline and in I R, which also suggests that the centre line 
fl ow affects the wake up to I R distance. At 90%c, the centreline profile and the other three rows 
return to the undisturbed surface indicating that the wake was also sWI attached. 
The asymmetry in the pressure profiles between inboard and outboard rows downstream of the 
hole were indicated mostly at I R. This was consistent with the flow patterns shown in the 
photograph where it suggests that the fl ow was acce lerating at I R outboard but not at I R 
inboard. 
b. Tip Damage: Incidence +8° 
When the incidence increased to 8° [Figure-V 1.1 0], for both inboard and outboard rows, the 
profiles also show a reduction in -Cp between the wing leading edge and the upstream edge of 
the hole. The centreline profile was the lowest in the inboard rows and the highest in the 
outboard rows. At the damage hole region, the presence of the hole seems not to a ffect the 2R 
and 3R profiles in the inboard rows but did slightly affect the outboard. This can be said because 
the profiles of I R and 2R at the inboard were not dropping as seen at the outboard. Downstream 
of the hole, diffe rent Cp characteristics were seen within the wake, especia lly for centreline and 
I R profil es. The -Cp peak in the centreline wake had moved progress ive ly rearward from the 
downstream edge of the hole, by approx imately 16%c [at 83%c] compared to what was seen for 
4° peaks. Peak of I R at outboard was seen earlier than inboard which indicated that at the I R 
inboard, at approx imately 75%chord, the fl ow was decelerated and had a ve loc ity lower than at 
the outboard. This also indicates that the fl ow was asymmetric. 
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By the trailing edge, for all span wise rows - inboard and outboard, the profiles no longer 
returned to the values seen in 4°. This indicates that the jet has changed from weak (4°) to strong 
jets (8°); although from the flow visualisation 3R-lnboard and outboard are shown to be clearly 
attached. However, since the centreline-CL and I R's did not meet other rows at the trailing 
edge, strong-jet is indicated. 
c. Tip Damage: Effect ofIncidences on 'lR'-Inboard/Outboard 
The obj ective is to see whether changes of incidence have significant effects on the profile 
shapes, mainly downstream of the damage hole. Downstream, the incidence would have a 
significant effect on damage wake strength, damage wake size and the re-attachments. These 
wake characteristics would certainly affect the pressure distribution profiles. 
Figure-V 1.1 I shows the incidence effect at 4° and 80 in the tip damage. The figures show the 
combination of I R inboard/outboard that was taken from the same data at 4° and 8° analysed 
previously. 
[n tip damage, it can be seen that at the weak-jet incidence of 4°, as expected, the I R-inboard -Cp 
peak at the leading edge was slightly higher than the outboard. However, soon after this peak, 
both inboard and outboard had very similar values. This continued until the region of the damage 
hole centreline, except for the small region [30% - 36%c] where the I R-outboard had a 
decelerated profile - this decelerated I R outboard pressure is possibly due to ' pressure-Ieaking-
since there is a quite abrupt change. This was not seen in I R-inboard. This pressure leaking was 
not a faulty measurement but possibly due to tube leakage inside the model. 
At downstream, after the jet exit region, I R-Inboard flow accelerated to be slightly higher than 
outboard at 62.5%c, but then decelerated to the undisturbed attached flow surface. Whilst in I R-
outboard, after 62.5%c, the flow accelerated to the peak at 75%c. The flow then also returned to 
the same value of I R-Inboard at the trailing edge. 
At a strong-jet incidence of 8°, I R-inboard -Cp peak at the leading edge was significantly higher 
than the outboard, and after the peak, I R-Inboard continued to remain higher than outboard until 
just at the upstream edge of the hole [40%c]. It appeared that the trailing vortex affected the 
pressure in the outboard upstream regions. By contrast in the hole region, I R-Inboard always 
had a lower -Cp than outboard, implying that the trailing vortex has accelerated the exited strong 
jet in I R-Outboard and decelerated the fl ow at I R-Inboard. The flow visualisation photograph 
shows where the wake at the outboard region is twisted in the inboard direction. 
Downstream, whilst the I R-Inboard flow indicates fluctuating acceleration, probably due to 
experimental error; and is detached at the trailing edge, the I R-Outboard continue to decline and 
returned to the undisturbed attached flow surface . 
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6.5.1.2 Mid-Damage 
a. Mid-Damage: Incidence +4° 
Figure-Vl.I 2 for mid damage shows the Cp vs. XJC profil es at +4°. The plots are presented at 
above and below the fl ow visualisation photograph. 
The overall trends starting from the leading edge to the hole regions and then up to the trailing 
edge, show that the shape of the three spanwise profil es at both inboard and outboard rows are 
different. 
The most visible differences are seen in -Cp peaks where inboard spanw ise are higher than 
outboard. On the hole centerline region, the inboard spanwise rows, except I R, are less affected 
by the hole; whilst outboard, all spanwise location profil es i.e. I R, 2R, and 3R are dropped to 
almost the same value. The pressures that are increased or decreased by the presence of the hole 
can be indicated by the shape or change in profile line compared to the known undamaged 
pro file. 
Downstream of the hole, the I R-inboard is seen to be slightly accelerated compared to sudden 
increased acceleration at I R-outboard. At inboard spanwise, the 2R and 3R are decelerated in 
re latively small differences along the downstream region and do not return to the same positions 
at the trailing edge. Whilst at outboard spanwise, the 2R and 3R are also decelerated but in very 
close and almost at the same values up to the trail ing edge. The I R-outboard is also very close to 
the point where 2R and 3R meets. These agreed to the photograph of fl ow asymmetry and wake 
re-attachment close to the trailing edge. 
In the region of 30% - 34%C inboard, there is a significant spike in 3R, small spike in 2R, and 
gradual deceleration in I R. Whilst in outboard, the 2R has dropped to the same value as I R. The 
3R-outboard has also dropped in this region. These features however were not explainable in 
term of flow phys ics but are believed to be due to either the rough surface or inaccurate pressure 
reading at the time of measurement. 
As seen in the weak-jet incidence of tip damage, the centre line profile suggest that at the 
downstream hole the flow is always accelerating just at the ho le exit causing the increase of -Cp. 
In addition, the subsequent recovery of Cp profiles reflects the flow returning to undisturbed 
surface fl ow velocities, and indicates that the wake was still attached and a weak-jet present. 
The overall trends seen in pressure profiles for this mid damage are cons istent with those seen 
for tip damage at the same incidence at +4°. 
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b. Mid-Damage: Incidence +8° 
The pressure distributions for 8° characteristics are shown in Figure-V!. 13. In the centreline and 
for all inboard spanwise profiles, the -Cp peaks at the leading edge are almost all concentrated 
at the same -Cp va lue. This indicated that the difference of lift distribution were insignificant 
between spanwise rows at the inboard. This phenomenon was not seen in outboard rows where 
the -Cp peaks at the leading edge are different. This is reasonable for a finite aspect ratio wing 
where the flow and the loading were asymmetric at either side of hole. The condition was 
consistent with the flow visualisation of mid damage. Significant wake asymmetry between 
inboard and outboard wakes seen in the photograph made the profiles dissimilar. Also, the 
addition of dotted lines to the flow visualisation photograph helps to emphasise the asymmetry 
in the flow. 
There was a difference in the profiles seen in the damage hole region. At downstream, peaks of 
I R profiles were seen to have a different shape between inboard and outboard, and the 
magnitudes of -Cp at 75%c for all spanwise rows were different. I R-Inboard flow indicates 
fluctuating acceleration, which is suspected to be a measurement error, and is detached at the 
trailing edge. Whilst the IR-Outboard continued to decline and was seen returning to the 
undisturbed attached flow surface. This is similar to the I R-inboard/outboard positions at 4°. 
The downstream hole centreline -Cp had a different magnitude to the other three spanwise 
inboard rows; and at outboard, the -Cp magnitude for I R was also slightly higher. The velocity 
difference between these two spanwise rows was believed to be due to the reverse flow that 
flows from outboard to inboard, i.e. asymmetry. In addition, it appeared that the finite aspect 
ratio wing affected the pressure in the outboard upstream regions, i.e. there was a decreasing 
pressure distribution along the span. 
c. Mid-Damage: Effect ofIncidences on 'IR'-Inboard/Outboard 
In Figure-V!.14, in the upstream region, at both incidences of 4° and 8', both profile pairs seem 
very similar despite the slightly higher leading edge peaks of I R-Inboard. Approaching the hole 
up to the hole damage region, I R-Outboard of 8° is always higher than I R-Inboard, possibly due 
to measurement error, where in the hole centreline region, I R-Inboard was the lowest compared 
to the other three profiles. This implied that although mid damage was no longer affected by 
trailing vortex and there was no root influence, the I R inboard/outboard local pressure at 8° was 
not similar. This was believed to be due to the vertical position of the mode!. This indication was 
supported by the wake asymmetry seen in the photograph. At downstream, as was seen in the 
tip damage, the I R-Inboard was detached at the trailing edge, whilst and the other three were 
almost returned to the undisturbed surface positions. 
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6.6 Mid Damage AR8 vs. Irwin's-2D 
6_6.1 Flow Visualisation Results Comparison 
The general comparison is focus sed between mid-span damage in the finite wing and the 
infinite-wing 20 visualisations. This comparison is made because mid-span, due to its position, 
is considered as 'quasi-20' in terms of flow structure characteristics. However, despite some 
similarities, the flow structures also show some significant differences. 
The simi larity of weak-jet flow structure a t the mid damage shown in Figure-VI.l 5b is clearly 
and fully identified in Irwin's -20 additional tests 'weak jet' visualisation with the damage hole 
also located at 50% chord [shown in Figure-VI.1 5aJ. Both were taken at 4°. It shows that both 
LSB occurred almost at the same location Le. at 50% wing chord -- though in [rwin 's 20, LSB 
occurred slightly earlier and is seen to be interrupted at the portside. The two forward/secondary 
separation lines were similar though the separation lines in 20 were not as sharp as those seen in 
30. In addition, the distance of the separation lines ahead of the damage hole appeared slightly 
more forward in 20 than in 30. 
At the downstream hole where the CRVP formed, the vortex pairs in 20 wing Fig.-VI.l5a 
appeared slightly stronger than in 3D [Figure-VI.15b] and the vortex pairs' location was little bit 
more backward in 3D than in 20. This is believed to be due to the known condition of fini te and 
infmite wings. Finite wing required more angle of incidence than infinite wing to have the same 
flow characteristics. These wing type differences also affected the pattern of wakes. The wake 
for the finite wing shows purely weak je t where the wake was 'un-divided ' and asymmetric, 
whilst for the infinite wing the wake was divided and symmetric. In 20, the wakes already show 
an indication of strong jet. Both wakes, however, remain attached to the upper surface of the 
wing. 
The mid damage strong-jet phenomenon that is seen in Finite wing AR8 [Figure-V1.l6b] can 
also be identified in the 20 wing visualisation [Figure-VI.l6a] . However, it can be observed that 
the wake due to strong jet in AR8 was not as large as the 20 strong jet. In the 20 strong jet, the 
wake size was much wider and stronge r. In addition, the fl ow entrainments were simi lar 
between right-hand and left-hand s ides of the damage hole. Whilst for finite wing strong jet, the 
wakes were unsymmetrical. The size of the wakes in 30 is seen to be almost simi lar to the weak 
size in 20 wake jet [Fig.-VI.l5a]. 
Both photographs in Figure-VI.l6, show the pair of counter-rotating-vortices located at the edge 
of the damaged hole but in both cases the vortices had moved further forward around the 
damaged edge from what has seen in the weak-jet of both finite and infinite wings. 
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From both weak-jet and strong-jet observations, it may be concluded that the flow structure of 
surface visualisations undertaken at 50%c mid damage in Finite Wing of AR8 despites the 
genuine asymmetric indication, also show some similarities to those identified at the 50%c 
damage location in 20 . In addition to that, an 'early strong jet' indicated in Finite Wing -AR8 at 
8° was also indicated in 20 but at the incidence of 4°. 
The differences indicated in both weak and strong jet flow structures in both 20 and 30 above 
also support the big differences seen in lrwin' s 20 increments at higher values of incidence as 
discussed in the previous section. 
6.6.2 Pressure Analysis Based on Flow Structure Visualisation 
At 8° of mid damage for the finite wing - AR8 shown in Figure-Vl.l 7b was identified as a 
strong jet. lrwin 's 20 was also identified as a strong jet but Figure-V1.I7a shows that the jet is 
running fuller, stronger, and more extensively. Significant differences in jet flow occurred. 
Although lrwin's 20 damage location [25%C] is different from the current investigation 
[50%C], the issue here is about the different characteristics of both strong-jets. The jet is running 
fuller, stronger, and more extensively in Irwin's 20 is believed to be more due to the hole 
damage location. Quarter chord [25%c) is the aerodynamic centre region and centre of pressure. 
Holes in this region will affect the momentum of the exit jet and in turn influence the flow 
structure and characteristics, including pressure. In a finite wing with a hole at 50%c, it showed 
strong jet characteristics but the momentum at the exit is weaker. 
The most likely reason for this is that the pressure distributions were di ffe rent. A typical pressure 
distribution difference is shown in Figure-Vl.I7. The graph for the damage hole centreline, is 
only for 8° since no -Cp data was available for +4° in Irwin 's 20 analysis. In addit ion, the 
pressure measurement comparison shown here is for different damage hole locations since there 
was no pressure measurement for 20 at 50% wing chord damage. 
As already seen in all Cp profiles for the finite wing, the comparison can only be made for the 
upper surface. In addition, the actual peak for the finite wing could not be identified because the 
tappings were sparse with no tappings near and at the leading edge. 
In conclusion, the most significant and inte resting observati on is that behind the hole there is far 
more acceleration for the finite aspect ratio wing than for the 20. In addition, the pressures near 
the leading edge are almost identical. 
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Chapter 7: 
Comparison Analysis of 3D CFD Prediction and 
3D Experimental Investigation 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter shows the comparison between the 3D CFD predictions of the battle-damaged 
finite aspect ratio wing that has been described in Chapter-V and the experimental results in 
Chapter-VI. The chapter is based on midspan damage of AR8 and is intended to show whether 
Fluent® can predict the effects of battle damage on an aircraft wing in all aspects of 
measurements. 
7.2 The Increments Comparison: 
dICd30-<fd, dICoho-cfd, and dlCMbo-cfd vs. 
d[CdMid-A8-Exp, dICo]Mid-A8-Exp, and dICM]Mid-A8-EX p 
Although limited resources [e.g. CPU and file sizeJ and time were available for the CFD 
prediction for a fmite wing during the study, it is very important to define the aerodynamic 
coefficients' increment. The fmite wing increment, d[Cd, d[CoJ, and d[CMJ comparison 
between CFD and experiment is one of the essences of the current investigation. 
The results of each coefficient increment for both the 3D CFD prediction and experimental 
results of midspan damage - AR8 plotted against incidence are shown in Figure-VI!.\, The 
general trend is that the d[Cd increment shows relatively good agreement in the incidence 
region of 00 to +60, but not the d[CoJ and d[CMJ increments. Lncidences prior to and beyond this 
region are far from agreement. 
The greatest agreement among those increment comparisons was indicate in d[Cd, though 
Fluent® shows unrealistic prediction for the incidences below 0° However, the good agreement 
of the prediction covered the weak to strong jets incidences. The overall d[Cd of the prediction 
was in the correct trend; continue declining up to close to the stall incidence. 
The agreement for d[CoJ is not as good as for d[Cd but covered almost the same incidence 
range -- e.g. d[Co]3D-cfd is twice the value of d[Co]3D-E,p' The highest disagreement of 
approximately 0.006 within this incidence range is seen at +2° This disagreement is far too 
large. 
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The increased d[CoJ trend of the prediction is seen as being limited up to +6°, and then declining 
whilst in the experiment, the trend tended to increase. In 20 , the d[CdJ is seen to stop increas ing 
in +So. In d[CMJ, the shape of plots is almost s imilar in the incidence region of 0° to +6°, but the 
trend is in the opposite direction, espec ially in the incidences below 0°. The code showed and 
predicts the pitching moment increment as negative below 0°, whilst the experiment showed it to 
be positive and constant in the same incidence region. As with the prediction, the experimental 
plot is seen to be almost constant for values up to So. 
It may be said that for predicting the increments d[Cd, d[CD). and d[CMJ of the finite wing, the 
code can be used in the limited pos itive incidences up to prior to stall. At c1ose-to-sta ll-
inc idences, the fl ow is beginning to separate at the upstream hole, and there is large turbulence at 
the downstream hole. Fluent' s solution us ing SA is not suitable and tends to give less accuracy 
to solve the problems of very large turbulent flows. This limitation of the prediction was not 
limited to a particular airfoil type. For a ll increments, the limitation of the predictions was seen 
almost at the same incidence range. 
7.3 Pressure Profiles Comparison 
The comparison is made only for selected cases. The sequence of the analysis is first, describing 
the profiles' comparison of weak and strong j ets incidences at the centreline of mid damage. 
Next is the analysis of the spanwise distance of' I R ' at the inboard and outboard s ides of the 
ho le. This will assess the asymmetry. The last is the analys is of weak and strong jets profiles at 
the tip, mid and root damage locations. 
7.3.1 Profiles Comparison at Weak and Strong Jets Incidences 
Mid Damage Centreline - AR8 
The profiles comparison of the CFO prediction and the pressure measurement for damage 
centreline [CLJlocated at the midspan at 4° and SO is shown in Figure-VlI.2. The first impression 
is that s imilar profile features are seen, but CFO under predicts lead ing edge peak suction. A 
good agreement is seen after the leading edge to the upstream edge of the damage, whilst 
downstream from the damage significant differences appeared. The upstream ho le shows that, 
despite the peak at the first small chord percentage from the leading edge up to 40% chord where 
there are no experimental data point, -Cp values are almost the same for both CFO and 
experiments. However, at the 10 to 12%c at gO incidences, the experimental points were s lightly 
higher than the predictions, but still showed that the shapes are relat ively si mil ar. 
In the CFO prediction at both incidences, downstream of the damaged hole, the C L ' bumps' 
indicated that the jet was acce lerated to its max imum speed and reached the peak values between 
65 and 67%c. After this, the flow speed decreased and the profile gradually decl ined up to the 
trailing edge. 
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There were a lso large differences between the peaks of CFD and experiment where the peak of 
CFD prediction occurred earlier than the experiment. In addit ion, the experiment shows bigger 
differences between weak and strong jets than CFD. 
In general, the graphs indicated that in CFD simulation, the emerged strong jet produced more 
suction or more acceleration than the experiment, but the detached now acceleration on CFD 
was much lowe r than the experiment. Also, essentially, both incidences showed greater leading 
edge peaks in the experiment than in the prediction and large differences in the rear -Cp. This 
im plies that there was a significant difference in the now behaviour such as jets 
ve locity/accelerations and reattachment/detachment. 
7.3.2 Spanwise Distance Profiles Comparison of 
lR -Inboard/Outboard Asymmetrically [Case: Mid Damage) 
Profil es comparison of CFD vs. experiment for' I R' inboard/outboard spanwise distance at 
midspan damaged with incidence of 4° and 8° are shown in Figure-VU.3a and VlI.3b. 
Upstream of the hole, the impression was that the two fi gures of CFD/experiment at 
inboard/outboard in both incidences starting from leading edge up to SO%c were quite s imilar. 
However significant differences in -Cp peaks occurred at the leading edge area. At the 
downstream region [starting from SO%c], the differences between CFD and experiments and 
between inboard and outboard at all incidences were not as extreme as those seen in the 
centreline profiles [Figure-VlI.2]. Downstream hole characteristics were similar to what seen in 
centreline profiles, but the characteristics were s lightly different between IR-inboard and IR-
outboard at both incidences. ' Double peaks' phenomena showed in inboard at 8° This can be 
explained by the frrst peak being due to the innuence of the accelerated jet exited from hole that 
was still having an affect until the distance of I R. The second peak showed a sudden decline 
that was be lieved to be due to experimental error -- where the tapping reads low. This 
phenomenon is not seen in outboard results. 
In terms of spanwise distances, consistency was shown in the CFD prediction with no indicat ion 
of genuine asymmetry. This also adds support to the attribution of error in the experiments as 
being due to tapping. 
Overall, it may be conc luded that both incidences at both inboard/outboard showed greater 
leading edge peaks in the experiment than pred iction, and large differences in the rear -Cp where 
peaks of both predictions are hi gher than for the experiments. CFD profiles tend to show the 
strong innuence of a strongly accelerated j et with almost no innuence of reverse now from the 
trai ling edge. However, in the experiment, the pro fil es showed no drastic change in velocity and 
pressure after the jet exited region, but showed strong innuence of reverse now from the trailing-
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edge. These are indicated by the shape of the profile at the trailing edge in both CFD and 
experiment. Also, there is no indication of asymmetry in the CFD, whilst in the experiment, the 
asymmetric wake between inboard and outboard were clearly identified. 
7.3.3 Profiles Comparison for Tip and Mid Damage 
Case: Centreline damage 
Profile comparisons of CFD vs. experiment for centreline ['CL'] at tip and mid damage with the 
chosen incidence at 8° are shown in Figure-VU.4a and VIJ.4b. 
Differences in -Cp a peak that occurred at leading edge and is the downstream regions were 
c learly seen in both CFD and experiment. At tip and mid damage, the leading edge peaks in the 
experiment were higher than the CFD and the experiment peaks always occurred earlier than 
those in the CFD. Soon after the peaks until the upstream edge, the trend of both CFD and 
experiment were almost at the same magnitude. In this upstream region, the slightly higher -Cp 
in experiment indicated that the trailing vortex at 8° affected the local pressure at the tip the more 
so in the CFD than in the experiment. 
In the downstream region, the magnitudes of -Cp peaks difference between CFD and 
experiments were clearly indicated in all damage locations. In contrast to what was seen at 
leading edge peaks, the downstream peaks at tip and mid damage from the CFD prediction were 
higher and occurred earlier than in the experiment. It was seen that at the location where the 
CFD peak occurred, the experiment point was at the lowest position. This indicated that the CFD 
predict that the jet accelerated from the exit and reached the peak position at XlC 0.65, wh ilst in 
the experiment, the jet at the downstream edge remained decelerated and the speed was lower 
than at the upstream edge. 
At this downstream region, both profi les indicated that the flow characteristics were different. 
The nature of the differences can then be determined from the fl ow visualisation shown in the 
following section [Section 7.4]. Also, in the downstream region, the CFD peak trend of tip and 
mid damage was also seen in experiment. 
At the mid damage, the peaks of CFD and experiments were higher and located at the same 
chord position. In CFD, the region of reverse flow in all damage locations were limited to a 
region between X/C 0.6 to XlC 0.8, whilst in experiment, they covered the region ofXlC 0.75 up 
to X/C 0.9. The wake velocity in CFD also reduced much more quickly than in experiment. The 
entrainment flow from the trailing edge in CFD was not as strong as in the experiment. 
For all pressure cases shown, the summary is as follows: 
- Forward of hole, reasonable agreement although CFD under-predicts leading edge suction 
peak. 
- Downstream of hole, poor agreement. 
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7.4 Weak and Strong Jets Visualisation Comparison 
Case: Mid Damage - AR8 
The characteristics of weak and strong jets are compared for CFD and experiment for the finite 
wing - AR8 configuration at 4", 8° and 10°; with damaged hole located at the midspan. Figures 
VII.Sa to VII-Sc show the stream-trace visualisation of CFD predictions; and Figure-VII.6a to 
VLJ-6c show the flow visualisation of the experiments. To make the comparison easier, figures 
are arranged as seen. Both figures are at freestream Reynolds number of S.Sx I os. 
At the 4° CFD prediction [Figure-VII.Sa], the flow structure is recognised as weak-jet, and for it 
comparison with experimental results, the photograph shown in Figure-VII.6a was based on the 
flow visualisation at the same damage location and incidence. 
In both figures, some recognised characteristics of weak jet can be identified such as the straight, 
symmetrical, narrow wake and its re-attachment and the formation of the counter-rotating-
vortex-pair [CRVP]. Some significant differences between prediction and experiments can also 
be identified. 
The CR VP distances relative to one another are about the same, but the intensity and the 
magnitude of the pairs were different. The size of the CRVP cores in the experiment is seen to be 
small and rather weak, whilst in the CFD prediction, cores or centres appeared to be relatively 
big with strong intensity. Also, the outboard CRVP in CFD is seen bigger than the inboard are. 
The upstream hole reverse flow and the formation of a laminar separation bubble [LSB] were not 
seen in the CFD prediction, whilst in experiment, the LSB is clearly formed on both sides of the 
damage hole. In CFD, forward separation is not formed, it is only seen as deflected freestream 
flow and it has not separated. The secondary separation lines can still be identified though 
formed at about half of the size of the hole -- formed as a combination of the rolled-up jet flow at 
the lateral wall [Figure-IV.12b] with the deflected freestream flow. In experiment, both 
separation lines are clearly formed in front of the damage hole. 
The re-attached flow is clearly identified in both figures, but the shape of the wakes is different. 
In CFD, the wake is narrow, almost straight, and symmetrical, and seems purely originated from 
the wake of damage that exited from the hole. Whilst, in the experiment the wake formed as a 
s ingle wake at the inboard side and was slightly curved. Although the experiment was installed 
in the vertical pos ition, this phenomenon has been assessed as a genuine effect. In addition, the 
wake in the CFD prediction seems less wide compared to the experiment. 
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The differences seen in this flow visualisation support and explain the differences in Fluent's 
results seen in the pressures and force coefficients increments. 
Despite the s imilarity and differences shown in the weak-jet flow structure, the comparisons 
in the ' transition'-jet at +80 [Figure-VII.Sb and V11.6b] and in strong jet at + 100 [Figure-
V[] .Sc and VII .6c] are easier. 
In CFD simulation Figure-VII.Sb], -- although the incidence of +8° is recognised as an 
incidence of strong jet [in 2D tests], the features of a weak jet are still present. This can be 
indicated by the re-attachment of the fl ow -- slightly moved rearward compared to 4°. Here, it 
can be said that at 8°, the flow structure characteristic is in a ' transition' condition from weak 
to strong jet. However, all known characteristics of strong jet were also present in both CFD 
and experiment [Figure-VIl .6b]. 
At +8°, the main differences were that the rather strong reverse fl ow that entrains from 
inboard and forms asymmetric vortices in the experiment is not shown in the CFD prediction. 
Indeed, there asymmetric vortices were also seen in CFD, but the size of the vortices seems 
bigger in the experiment, with more entra inment and a much larger wake behind the hole. 
In figure- VII.Sc and Vll.6c that show both CFD and the experiment at + I 0·, the strong-jet 
characteristics were clearly identified. Flow in both figures was detached, there was a strong 
reverse flow, and the formation of large vortex centres. Both showed the asymmetrY and size 
of the vortex centres, but in CFD, the pair of vortex centres was smaller than in the 
experiments. The location of these vortex centres was also different. In experiment, the 
centres were s lightly more backward, whilst in CFD, the centres were rather close to the 
damage hole. 
In conclusion, it can be said that the prediction of flow visualisation is in relatively agreement 
with what is seen in experiment but there are significant differences, particularly for weak jet. 
The important point is that Fluent is poor for pressures especially downstream of damage and 
poor in coefficients increments. Observation of this flow visualisation characteristics account 
for Fluent's relatively poor performance. 
• 
• 
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7.5 JlCF, E mpirica l Model, and Cavity Phenomena into 
CFD and Experimental Results of Battle Damaged Wings 
7.5.1 Introduction 
This section is intended to summarise and incorporate the information gained in publi hed work 
of jets and obstacle in cross fl ow [Ch.-2.3J, the JI CF empirical modelling app lied to batt le 
damaged wi ngs [Ch.-2.3.1 and Ch.-S .6), and the JI C F-cavity interact ion phenomena [Ch.-4.7] into 
the results of C FD simulations and experiments of battle-damaged wings. The radial diagram 
re lation of these five subjects that need to be incorporated is shown in Fig.-V II. 6. 
Discussion will be separated into two inter-related sub-discuss ions, i.e. summary discussion of 
JI CF published work, empirical modell ing/application, 2D/3D CFD simulation and JI CF-Cavity 
interaction in one discuss ion, whilst di cuss ion on 2 D/3D CFD s imulation and 2D/3 D 
experiments a lready explained in detai l in previous chapters. The relat ion between these two sub-
d iscussions will then be incorporated into the final discuss ion of battle-damaged wings. 
7.5.2. JICF, Empirical Modelling and JICF-Cavity Phenomena on 
Battle Damaged Wings 
). J ler Published Work. 
The very close similarity between battle da mage and a ' Jet in Cross flow ' [J IC F] where the jet 
ex iting from the damaged wing is interacting with the freest ream fl ow is understandable as the 
main princ iple of the JI CF. 
Several pub lished work that have been undertaken to examine the characte ristics o f JI CF that 
how and described the main feature of bat1 1e damaged wings were as fo llows: Margason [1 2] 
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JICF studies emphasized the low-r and high-r experimenta l cases, which were taken from 
Andreopoulus and Rodi in 1982 [13 ]. These low-r and high-r clearly represents 'weak-jet' and 
'strong-jet' characteristics on battle-damaged wings. The most obvious feature of these two fl ow 
features is the mutual deflection of both j et and crossflow; and it is clear how these two flows 
differentiated. Crabb et.al in 1980 [46] investi gated the velocity characteristics in the upstream 
and downstream regions. Velocities ratio [r] of 2.3 and 1.15 were used. These are categorised 
'strong-jet' veloc ities ratio in battle damage tenm. From Margason [12] and Morton et. al. in 1996 
[14] published work, it was confinmed that in battle damaged wings characteristics, deflected jets 
must necessarily contain embedded pairs of vortices of modest strength with vortex axes 
approximately parallel to the curved jet axis and occupying most of the jet cross section. 
The water tunnel experiments by Haven et. al. of NASA in 1997 [IS] examined the effect of hole 
exit geometry on the nearfield characteristics of cross flow jets. Haven found that the jet from the 
high-aspect-ratio holes, with increased separation distance between the s idewall vortices, stays 
attached to the surface for higher veloc ity ratios than for the low-aspect-ratio holes. The results of 
Ihis published work was taken as an important reference to understand the separation and vortices 
characteristics of round hole geometry in battle damaged wings. 
About the vortex-structure of the n CF investigation, Fric and Rosko in 1989 [SS], worked with 
transverse jets of air in a wind tunnel. They identified and seen as weli in the battl~ damaged 
wings flow visualisations [CFD and experiments] about four types of vortical structures [i.e. jet 
shear layer, vortex pair, horseshoe vortexes, and wake vortex street] that exist in the llCF near 
fi eld. 
In a number of published work cases, some deal with a jet expanding into a stream of fluid at an 
angle to it. Abramovich [47] described the mechanism as that ofa jet offluid entering into a flow, 
which is moving at an angle to the jet's axis, is bent, and becomes curved. This was the actual 
condition of the battle-damaged wings where range of incidence was always applied during CFD 
simulations or experiments. The bent or curve of flow is depend on the wing incidence -- whether 
positive or negative, hi or low incidences, the JlCF of battle damaged wings always characterise 
into two tenms i.e. weak-jet and strong-jet. 
Gustaffson [54] in 2001 conducted detailed three-component velocity measurements in the wake 
of an inclined jet in a cross-flow. Gustaffson found that in the wake, there were two counter-
rotating foci close to the wall downstream of the jet that could be observed an indication of a 3D 
separat ion. In battle damaged wings fl ow visualisations, whether CFD and experiments the pairs 
of counter rotat ing vortex [CRVP] were a lways becomes a dominant feature. 
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~ nCF- Battle Damaged Wings Empirical Model Application. 
Battle damaged wings tbat apply the nCF theory where jet discharged at oblique angles into 
the cross flow is relatively new research. There were some experimental works done but not 
published before 1985 [10] . So far, no development or application of empirical model into 
battle damaged wings until the present investigation. 
From the earliest studies and published work of n CF empirical model, i.e. Shandorov [1957] 
[1966], Abramovich [47] in 1963, Vakhlarnov [I 964), Visel & Mostinski [1965), Pratte and 
Baines [1967], Margason [1968), Ivanov [1971), Fearn and Weston in [45] in 1979, Margason 
[1 2) in 1993, and Demuren [48][49] in 1985/1 994, empirical models were developed to 
correlate experimental data obtained under various idealized conditions, and most of which 
consider the jet traj ectory. However, Margason [12] in 1993 expressions that compiled and 
reassessed from some of above investigators identified the best correlation for empirical 
model. It was based on this correlation, the empirical model applied into battle-damaged 
wings. 
Since there were no measurements made to define the jet and freestream velocities during the 
experimental investigation therefore, vectors of velocity magnitude shown in 2D and 3D CFD 
predictions were used to define the jet velocity ratio, r. The empirical model was applied to 
the generic batt le damaged wing, i.e. damage hole size of 20% chord and the location at ' mid-
chord' [25% and 50% chord]. 
For infinite [2D] battle damaged wings with damage hole at 25% chord, the conclusion was 
that none of the predictions is particularly good. For the weak jet, a ll of the predicted 
trajectories get further away from the surface. It is understood that transition from weak to a 
strong jet occurs at a lower value of r than what is shown for nCF. Due to that, s imilar 
situation for the strong jet where all of the predicted trajectories also get further away from the 
surface -- proving that the predicted shapes are essentially for a weak j et. Whilst, the 
application of empirical model to finite wing [301 with damage hole at 50% chord concluded 
that the empirical jet trajectory for this finite wing is similar in shape to the 2D predictions. 
They are not in agreement to the j et shape from CFD prediction -- the predicted trajectories 
are within CFO jet, but the trajectories are completely different. 
~ 'Cavity - Jet in Crossflow ' Interaction Phenomena 
As the purpose of this discuss ion is to review that there is a cavity-JlCF interaction in battle-
damaged wings, therefore there is no direct connection to J1 CF empirical model. However, as 
described previously that the app lication of empirical model to battle damaged wings could 
on ly applied in CFO simulation, same situation for cav ity-nCF interaction where CFO 
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simulations were also used to identified and assessed the phenomena. The reason was that 
smoke or oi l flow visualisations experiments did not allow the interaction to be identified. So 
that the incorporation of nCF published work to empirical model and cav ity in battle-
damaged wings are correlated through CFD simulations. 
For the battle-damaged wings, the cavity is the damage hole where the top and the bottom 
walls are both open. The range of the cavity cases for both weak and strong jets terms in 
battle-damaged wings can be calculated using criteria seen on the literature. So therefore, 
based on circular criteria, flow is expected to be open. However, battle damage cavity is a 
complicated form of cavity flow. 
For the interpretation of the flow structure in the cavity and how this cav ity-nCF interaction 
affects battle damaged wing flow structure at the wing surface, the wake, and the jets-in-
cross flow boundary are explained by the flow mechanism and development at the hole walls. 
The essence of the interaction van be can be concluded that features seen in the phenomena 
are completely different and more complicated form of open-flow cavity characteristics 
described on literature. 
7.5.3 JICF, Empirical Model, and Cavity correlation into CFD 
and Experimental Results of Battle Damaged Wings 
This section discuss the inter-relation between section 7.5.2 into the results described in CFD 
simulations and the experiments throughout the thesis. Detai l discussion of how the infinite 
damaged wings experiments done prev iously [I] compares with 20 CFD sirnulations is 
related to the comparison of 3D CFD sirnulations and fmite battle damaged wings experiments 
can be correlated as following: 
I. Discussion of JICF published work experiments to empirical model and its application 
to cavity-nCF interaction phenomena in battle-damaged wings are incorporated 
through CFD simulations. 
2. The results of the infinite battle damaged wing experiments and 2D CFD simulations 
that described in Chapter-4 helps to gain and guide the understanding of the 3D CFD 
simulations and finite wing experiments [described in Chapter-7 .1 to 7.4]. Here, the 
CFD simulation is the linking and the incorporate aspects. 
3. From those two po ints above, the published work on JI CF, empirica l modelling and its 
application, and JICF-Cavity interaction phenomena are linked closely and 
incorporated into the CFD s imulations and experiments throughout the thesis. Overall 
are concluded in the following Chapter. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
I. From the results of the CFO simulation of Irwin 's 20 quarter-chord [2S%cJ single-hole 
damage, the following conclusions were drawn: 
~ Two chosen turbulence models i.e. K-e and Spalart-Allmaras [S-AJ models work 
reasonably well in predicting jet flow structures, pressure distributions and Cp contours. 
In all cases, S-A performed better than the K-e model. 
:;. The comparison with Irwin 's 20 experimental results showed that the experimenta l Cp 
values on the damage centreline was always higher in the CFO simulation. It also 
appears that the interpretations of the presented fl ow structures, and the characteristics 
of the smoke/surface fl ow visualisations were all reasonable compared with the CFO 
prediction. However, CFO prediction was poor on coefficients increments. 
2. From the assessment of the 20 and 3D CFO simulations, it was observed that there IS a 
cavity and jet-in-crossflow interaction phenomena in the damage hole. Based on circular 
cavity criteria, the flow was expected to be open. However, in reality battle damage is a 
more complicated form of cavity flow. 
3. Applying empirical models derived from jet-in-crossflow are not fully applicable to the 
battle-damaged wing case. The assessments for both 20 and 30 with weak and strong jets 
did not show satisfactory results. For the jet traj ectory, none of the predictions was 
particularly good with the predicted trajectories being further from the wing surface than 
predicted by CFO. 
4. For the application of Irwin's 20 data to AR6, AR8, and ARIO, the following conclusions 
were drawn: 
:;. An assessment of Irwin 's 20 force results led to the analys is that the tests in the AAE's 
Low Turbulence Tunnel for 20 were under-pred icting the damage effects at low 
incidence, and over-predicting at high incidences. At AR8 in particular, and at low 
incidences, the values of d[CIJ and d[CdJ were s imilar for mid damage and Irwin's 30 
prediction. However, as incidence was increased, Irwin ' s data was s ign ificantly larger. 
This therefore suggested that Irwin 's 20 could not be used immediately to predict 3~ . 
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» From both weak and strong jets observations, the following conclusions were drawn: 
I. The flow structure of surface visualisations undertaken at 50%c mid damage of 
ARS shows that, despite the genuine asymmetric indication, some similarities to 
those identified in 2D also at 50% damage location exist. 
11. The 3D flow structure asymmetry was believed to be due to three possibilities, 
i.e.: flfst, the effect of gravity because the model was installed vertically. 
Secondly, the effect of surface imperfection on the inboard side of the damage 
hole. This damage panel was always used to represent all spanwise damage 
locations. Third, was believed to· be a genuine feature, neither due to gravity nor 
due to surface imperfections since it appears to be a similar shape for all damage 
locations. 
IIJ. For tip location, the reason of asymmetry was clearly identified as being due to 
the effect of the trailing vortex. 
IV. An 'early strong jet' was indicated in both Infinite and Finite Wing-AR8. The 
only difference was that for Finite Wing-ARS it happened at 'transition 
incidence' of So, whilst for Infini te wing an early strong jet indicated at 'weak-jet 
incidence' of 4°. 
5. From the experimental results of half-chord [50%cJ s ingle-hole damage and from damage 
locations tested on a Finite Wing, the following conclusions were drawn: 
» For the lift-loss d[Cd, drag increment d[Co], and pitching moment changes, d[CMJ 
for AR6, ARS and AR I 0, the conclusions were drawn as follows: 
I. As damage moves out towards the tip, the lift-loss d[Cd is decreased, the drag 
increment, d[CoJ also decreased, and the pitching moment changes, d[CMJ 
indicate more to positive values at all incidence ranges and for all aspect ratios. 
11. Increasing the incidence, results in greater magnitudes of d[Cd and d[CoJ for all 
damage locations and aspect ratios. The highest d[Cd appeared in tip damage of 
AR6, whilst the highest d[CoJ appeared in mid damage of ARS. 
» At the weak jet incidence 4° of ARS and in all of three damage locations. the main 
characteristics of the weak-jet were illustrated clearly: forming an attached wake with 
minimal localised Cp changes. The coefficient changes d[Cd, d[CoJ, and d[CMJ were 
relatively small. Whilst at So, the flow structure was indicated as transitional to stronger-
jet; i.e. through-flow penetrated further into the cross flow; development of a wake region 
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of separation, and reverse now; but with the wake still reattached. At 10°, the flow 
structures were verified as strong jet. 
~ Strong-jet coefficient effects indicated greater d[Cd , d[CoJ, and d[CMJ than those seen 
for the weak jet; but not as significant as seen for 20. Lift losses resulted primarily from 
the reduction in pressure peak upstream of the damage, whilst the Cp distribution within 
the detached wake region resulted in a significant drag increment d[CoJ. 
~ The Cp profiles of centreline damage at weak, 'transition ' and strong jet incidences of 
midspan AR8 were consistent with the photographs where weak, and strong jets were 
present upstream and downstream of the hole. Also, the Cp profiles in the vicinity of the 
damage hole were consistent with the flow patterns shown in the flow visualisation 
photographs. 
6. The chosen Spalart-Allmaras solver in Irwin's 20 case was applied further for the prediction 
of half-chord [50%cJ single-hole damage in Finite Wing - AR8. This CFO prediction was 
then compared with the experimental results. The following conclusions were drawn: 
~ The magnitude of the aerodynamic coefficients shown in the predictions of both 
undamaged and damage wings were reasonable in linier part of the lift-curve, but 
predicted poor close to and beyond stall incidences. A s imilar situation was also seen in 
the drag and pitching moment predictions. 
~ In the coefficients changes prediction d[Cd, d[CoJ, and d[CMJ of a finite wing - which 
will feed into aircraft survivability analysis, the solver predicts the trend of d[Cd 
reasonably well but is not fully supported by the trend of d[CoJ and d[CMJ. It also seems 
that the code can only be fully utilised in the limited positive incidences prior to stall. 
~ The solver [Fluent Sapalart-AllmarasJ was also assessed for the prediction of pressure 
distributions and flow visualisation. The conclusions were that predictions of Cp's in 
centreline damage and spanwise distances showed general trends, i.e. well-predicted and 
good agreement at upstream and in the vicinity of the damage hole, but showed poorly at 
downstream. At both weak and strong jet incidences, the so lver always predicts the Cp 
lower at upstreanl and higher at downstream. 
~ CFO predicts weak, transition and strong jet visualisations for each case ofa finite wing. 
The conclusion was that prediction of flow structures and characteristics were in 
relatively good agreement for the case of transition and strong jet incidences but slightly 
poor for weak jet. 
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~ From the comparison of the CFD prediction and experimental results, the following 
conclusions were drawn: 
A. For the finite wing coefficients changes d[CL], d[CoJ, and d[CMJ comparison between 
CFD and experiment, the conclusion were drawn as follows: 
1. In general trend, the three increments d[CL] , d[CoJ, and d[CMJ were not in 
particularly good agreement. In the positive incidences up to +6°, the increments 
were relatively good but at incidences prior to and beyond this, they were far 
from agreement. Fluent® also showed unrealistic predictions for negative 
incidences. 
11 . The greatest agreement among those increment comparisons were indicated for 
d[CL] , and covered the weak to strong jet incidences. The agreement in d[CoJ was 
seen to be not as good as for d[CL], but covered almost the same incidence range. 
The disagreement was considerable. 
B. In showing weak-strong jet flow structures and characteristics, in CFD prediction, 
some characteristics show similarity . The experimental results validated the 
predictions reasonably . 
C. For pressure profile comparisons, the conclusions were drawn as follows : Upstream 
of the damage for centreline, both inboard and outboard rows there was reasonable 
agreement, apart from the leading edge peak region. Downstream of the damage, 
CFD and experiment produce completely different shaped curves. 
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Chapter 9: 
Recommended Further Work 
Due to the complex ity of the damage flow, it is recommended that further work be undertaken to 
improve the approaches made during CFD prediction and to validate them during the deta iled 
experimental investigation. Further works are described in the foll owing: 
A. Further CFD Work 
I. For 2D and 3D CFD assessments, using current damage shape, location and geometry: 
[Round, 20%c size, 50%c location] and the avai lable CFD Code: Fluent 
~ Grid Refinement and Mesh sizes Sensitivity : Current dam age configuration [50%c 
location] was not simulated in 2D configuration, therefore 2D with more grid 
refinement [mainly in the leading edge area] and mesh size sensitivity should be 
performed. The results could confmn what was found in the 3D prediction 
[Chapter-5]. Grid refinement could also re-confirm the finding that the magnitude 
of the Cp values for damaged centreline and at spanwise O.5r was always higher in 
CFD simulation compared to experimental resu lts. Grid refinement could also 
improve the analysis ofCp contours. 
~ RANS-Fluent Turbu lence Models Sensitiv ity. Previous model studies were limited 
to K-e and SA where demonstration of jets flow structures, Cp contours, and 
pressure profiles were reasonably well represented by the Spalart-Allmaras [SA] 
model. Other turbulence models such as K-omega are worth investigating using the 
current geometry. The idea whether S-A is still good for all those above studies 
should be tested. 
2. For 2D and 3D CFD assessments, vary and modifY the existing damage shape, location, 
and geometry: [Round, 20%c size, 50%c location] using the avai lable CFD Code: 
Fluent. 
~ ModifY to 'star' shape, unequal entry and exit hole size, damage sizes, variation 
in penetration angle, etc. 
~ Rework on the grid refinement, mesh sizes and turbu lence model sensitivities to 
define better and more accurate aerodynamic coefficients increments. 
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B. Further Experimental Work 
I . Design and manufacture a new 2D model for use in the AAE wind tunne l fo r better 
accuracies for force, pressure, visualisation and detailed fl ow-fields with more advanced 
techniques such as traversing hot-wire or pressure probes. 
This new 2D model [approx imately 600mm] chord, can also be used for Reynolds number 
sensitivity, may also be required for fu rther and better analysis of the upstream flow, 
internal cavity and damage wakes. These could only be achieved by a larger model 
provided with more dense pressure tappings, especially at upstream damage on both wing 
surfaces. This model should also be provided with removable panels that could 
accommodate the change of damage shape, size, unequal entrY and exit, and variation in 
penetration angle. 
Those possible further works are required based on the previous and current investigations 
and assessment. Testing with different damage shapes by maintaining the same percentage 
area lost, it would be possible to gain complete mapping of data applicabili ty. 
For further works on damage size, where the results have shown that the effects of damage 
change significantly with size, the situation where the damage hole has an exit hole larger 
than the entrY hole should be considered. 
Throughout, the previous and current investigations have shown that damage was modelled 
using the basic assumption that the penetration angle, i.e. direction of attack, would be at 
90° to the chord line. Tests should be undertaken to investigate combinations of damage 
with entrY and exit holes at different chordwise locations. 
An individual model of those modifications could be made for testing at AAE's small Low 
Turbulence Wind Tunnel for this particular test objective. 
2. For development of the experimental research into battle damage on a finite aspect ratio 
wing, a new finite half wing should be made but limited to a s ingle aspect ratio e.g. AR8. 
The design and the concept of this 3D model should follow the objectives or tests 
poss ibilities defined for the 2D model. In addition, damage should be extended to include 
damage separated in a spanwise direct ion because surface pressure data has shown that 
spanwise influences may be extensive. 
The base o f the model may be con fi gured as high aspect ratio sweep with constant and taper 
chords, different section profil es, and wing tip variations. Wing th ickness variations could 
also give more realistic wing confi gurations. 
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APPENDIX-D: 
Applied Formulas and Equations for Wall Corrections 
D.I Analytical Assessment: Blockages Corrections 
D.I.l Barlow's Method on Solid Blockage 
D.I.1.1 Solid Blockage (due to model volume) 
Blockage corrections were created by the reduction in the cross-sectional area of the tunnel, due 
to the presence of the model and its wake. To maintain continuity in the airflow, the constricted 
flow must increase in velocity in the region of the model. This blockage results in aerodynamic 
forces greater than those found in free air conditions because these forces are proportional to the 
square ofthe surrounding fluid velocity. 
The solid blockage correction for three aspect ratios (AR6, AR8 and ARIO) of the model was 
based on the philosophy that the wing was represented by a source-sink distribution and was 
contained in the tunnel walls by an infinite distribution of image. The solid blockage velocity 
effect for a wing, 
~V 
Csb=-
V. 
K meWing Volume) 
C'" 
.•.• [1 J 
where KJ is the wing shape factor ofNACA 641-412, TJ is a factor of AAE's rectangular wind 
tunnel cross section and wing span-to-tunnel-width ratio. 
In AAE' s balance position and test section situation, the wing was installed vertically, and 
consequently, the height (1.32m) re-oriented to 'width' and width (1.92m) re-oriented to 
'height'. 
D.I.2 Maskell's Methods on: Wake Blockage, Dynamic Pressure, and 
Velocity Corrections 
D.I.2.1 Wake Blockage (due to wake shed from the model). 
This effect is a result of the finite size of the wing wake. The magnitude of the correction for 
wake blockage increases with an increase of wake size, which corresponds to an increase in 
drag. Maskell has reported, as cited by Barlow that the necessity of considering the momentum 
effects outside the wake when separated flow occurs. The wake blockage for separated flow is 
then: Maskell added a term to account for the increased velocity outside the wake and its 
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consequently lowered pressure. Dividing the total drag coefficient into a constant amount CDO, 
one proportional to cl, and one due to separated flow Cns, MaskeIl obtains the total wake 
blockage correction Cwb , as 
S 5S 
cwb = -CDO+-(CDu-Cm-CDo) 
4C 4C 
... [2] 
Where S, was wing area based on aspect ratios. The total blockage correction was given as 
eT = 8sb + ewb ... [3] 
It was realised that the blockage correction were required to produce the correct dynamic 
pressure that was used to calculate all coefficients, and for that, MaskeIl defmed the fonnula as 
q, S 5S 
- =1 +-CDO+-(Co.-CDI-CDO) 
q. 2C 2C . 
Equation 4 may then be simplified as equation 5 and velocity correction as equation 6. 
D.II Analytical Assessment: Upwash Corrections 
D.II.t 'ESDU's Methods on Upwash Interference 
(Subsonic Linearised Theory) 
.... [4] 
. .. [5] 
... [6] 
As known, the wall-induced upwash is unifonn, or nearly so, in the region occupied by the 
wing, which will effectively changes the local wing incidence by a constant amount over the 
planfonn. As the upwash interference is concerned, the flow about the test wing in the wind 
tunnel is then the same as that about the test wing in free air at the 'corrected' value of incidence. 
The corrected incidence was given by, 
... [7] 
where ii, geometric incidence at the wing chord. 
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The'\;', effective additional incidence of datum chord was obtained by, 
_ • SC'I. 
... \u.- b/l\'C . .. [8] 
and Oav. mean value of up wash interference parameter (0) over wing planform. 
Lift, drag and moment coefficients, corrected for upwash interference, were obtained by taking 
the equivalent free-air undisturbed stream to be inclined upwards at the angle ,\;. to the x-axis of 
the corresponding wind tunnel axes. 
...[9] 
... [10] 
... [11] 
The incidence correction related to lift, L1aL and the incidence correction related to drag L1aD. 
were defmed by, 
... [12] 
... [13] 
All of the upwash interference parameters, oav. ~aL and L1ao. were numerically obtained by the 
computer program 'A9514 (Version 1.0 ESDUpac A9514vIOfor), [34] which also provides 
results for a number of upwash-interference related parameters that have been evaluated by the 
methods described above. The code and data were modified slightly to incorporate the AR6, 
AR8 and ARIO plan-forms respectively. 
D.III 'AGARD-336's Methods on Wing Lift Interference 
(Finite-span Horseshoe Vortex) 
For a small wing model and small upwash angle, additional upwash at the model location due to 
the walls requires corrections to angle of attack and drag -- due to the change in effective stream 
direction at the model location. The corrected CD and a analytically were then calculated as, 
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CDcorr = CDuncorr COS L1a + CLuncorr sin Lla == CDuncorr + CDunco"iJa ... [14] 
ac....=a.~"+ 00+-01 ==:.::..:::. ( 
~) SCLuncorr 
2PH C ... [15] 
where Aa. -- was evaluated at the wing centre of lift (the wing 0.25 chord location), defined as 
S 
t:.a = OO-CL'~ ... [16] 
C 
and <50 as average interference parameter at the centre of the lift; <5 J as streamwise curvature 
interference parameter, c as m.a.c, p as Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor, and H as tunnel 
height. 
Alternatively, due to the streamwise gradient of the upwash interference, the correction was 
required to pitching moment and lift or pitching moment and angle of attack. As above, the 
corrected CL and CM were then calculated as, 
CLcorr = CL"""orr cos Aa - CDunc.,,. sin Aa;: CLrmco" 
where OCL , a slope that was defined from Irwin's 2d experimental results. 
oa 
I 
... [17] 
... [18] 
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APPENDIX-E: 
Sample of Battle Damaged Wing Empirical Calculation 
The centreline of the jet trajectory)s defined by empirical methods of Margason [with Ivanov's 
exponents] that shown in Chapter-5. The equation [6] is: 
~ = FV:(~ r + ~ Gcot(e) 
Where: 
x [mm], Z [mm] are the coordinate points of horizontal and vertical axes of the jet. 
D [mm], is the diameter of the hole = 40 mm 
8 is the angle between the jet's axis and the direction of the deflecting flow. B = 90· - awlng ; 
For typical 'weak-jet' 8 = 86° and for 'strong-jet' 8 = 82° 
F, G are jet trajectory coefficients; whilst n, m are jet trajectory exponents; 
From Table-H.!: Jet Trajectory equations terms for arbitrary Jet angle of Ivanov: 
F= I; G=!; n= 3.6; andm=3. 
V. is effective velocity ratio V, =1. [rvalues defmed from Eq.l; Table-V.2 and Table-V.3]. 
r 
V,,, and V /nu"... were defmed by assessing the 'colour scale' of Figure-IV.!! [a] and Fig.-
IV.!![b] for infmite wing [damage at 25% chord] and Figure-IV. 13 [a] and Fig.-IV.13[b] for 
finite wing [damage at 50% chord]. Both represents weak and strongjets trajectory. 
Using the equation [6] above, the sample of the calculation for weak-jet trajectory [xlDJ of 
infinite wing by taking z value started at e.g 3 mm above the [0,0] is shown below; and for 
strong-jet trajectory, the z value started at e.g. 5 mm. The same method is used for finite wing. 
The complete results of trajectory lines for both cases are shown in Table - E![a] and E![b] for 
infinite wing and Table - E2[a] and E2[b] for finite wing. 
Sample of calculation for weak and strong jets trajectory for infinite win!!:· 
3:E ~ = 
~ 
Sample of calculation for weak and strong jets trajectory for finite wing: 
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VJ (m/S) 
20,9 
20.9 
209 
209 
20,9 
VJ (mfs) 
40,9 
40,9 
40. 
40 
JET TRAJECTORY OF INFINITE WING FOR DAMAGE HOLE AT 25% CHORD 
ve exp n F 
)72' 
1 
Tl bl ... EIl.I: 
veeXDn F 
1 
1 
1 
to 
1 
1 
1 
M.rguon Equation ·Iv.noy's Exponenla 
1 WEAK JET - Alpha 1 
n m Iyorz(mm) D(mm) ly/DorZlD Th.ta COl Tneta XlD x(mm) 
2,6 
, of: 
3 
, 161 
2 
5 
8 
36 
I for 
STRONG JET - Alpha +8deg 
o 
('.075 
15 
(',225 
_40 0,3 86 
40 0.375 81 I.! 
40 ',45 81 I,! 
40 0525 81 
40 ),6 86 
( ~=-t-..:::'-;-+.;.< 
(,825 86 
40 0,9 86 11 
, A.A, ..... , , at 250/, Chord 
1219 
~125 111 
~405 116 ,61, 
13 16 
:!~:~ 
,7'15419 111 
I 1: 
172~ 
1213;8052 
n m y or D [mm) yiD or ziD Theta Cot ~ xlD X (mm) 
2,6 
2,6 
2,6, 
2,6 
3 
3 
o 
5 
10 
15 
40 
40 
~O 
o 
0,125 
82 11, 
82 11, 
~;......+--=---+-¥ 
~,.-t--+-~-t-'::;,,7=5 
4 
, 
41 
40 
1,875 
1 
1,125 
12 11 
12 1 
82 ' 1 
o 
, 0,1961 
o 
~ 
79,84169 
Tabl. - EllbJ; Calculation of Equation (6) Parameters for Strong Jet Trajectory- Damage at 25'10 Chord 
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--------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
JET TRAJECTORY OF FINITE WING FOR DAMAGE HOLE AT 50% CHORD 
Marg •• on EquIUon -Iv.nov', Exponents 
WEAK JET· Alpha +4deg. 
Vj (mls) '" _, Ve exp n F G n 
140 16~ 2 *: ~~ :: :~~ ~ L-.:..::l::......L-..;:::-.L;;T;::;,'~ble' _ El ral: Calculation of Equation (61 Parameters for Weak Jet Trajectory for Damage at 50% Cbord 19 
STRONG JET· Alpha +8deg 
VJ(mlS) '" _, ve exp n F G n m I y orz (mm) D [mm] yiD or zlD Theta CotTheta XlD X (mm) 
40 ,,18~ 6 0 40 0 82111809 
40 ,1827 (1,125 82 • 
3 4( 1,182 0.875 ~1.I!Ql!. i,11~ ~~~~~40-1-¥1~~!7~--+-1-+-t--r~7--r~~~~~-t--~-t-~01~,95~~~~~~~~12~!~ 
3, 40 1;i827 1 1 1809 ,f'Il~U 
Table-El (bl; Calculation of ",. (6) Parameters for :or ,at 50% C.ord 
7, 
151i4 
12 
99 '8757 
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